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1 Introduction 

1.1 Increasing Complexity in New Product Development 
In new product development (NPD) the complexity of new products is 
continuously increasing (Hoegl and Weinkauf, 2005; McDonough et al., 2001; 
Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). This can be best illustrated by the history of 
high-tech products, whose successful development is the focus of this research. 

Looking back a century, for instance, automobiles and aircrafts were much less 
complex than today. At the time of their invention these products were made of 
a small number of components that could be constructed by only a few 
individuals who had the necessary expertise and resources to complete the entire 
product (e.g., the ‘Motorwagen’ (motor vehicle) by Karl Benz in 1885, and the 
‘Stahlradwagen’ (steel wheel automobile) by Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm 
Maybach in 1889; or the glider by Otto Lilienthal in 1891, and the first successful 
powered aircraft by the Wright Brothers in 1903) (Inventors, 2006; 
Aviation-history, 2006). Nowadays, even their many different functional parts 
(e.g., engine, electronic, and hydraulic systems) are so complex that they can no 
longer be developed by just a few individuals. 

 
Complexity in NPD can be defined by three main elements: (1) the number of 
functional components/tasks, (2) the difficulty/newness of the tasks, and (3) the 
intensity of interdependence between the functional components/areas (Kim and 
Wilemon, 2003; Novak and Eppinger, 2001).  

Complex new products are increasingly developed in very large NPD projects, 
comprising hundreds to thousands of persons in numerous teams. This 
collaborative team structure derives from the product’s architecture (Sosa et al., 
2004; Von Hippel, 1990). Each team is responsible for a certain (part of the) 
product’s component(s). They are formed to integrate the various functional 
skills and expertise needed for performing the assigned complex design tasks 
(Hoegl and Gemuenden, 2001). This multi-team (MT) approach allows for highly 
specialized designing within teams with a certain degree of independence from 
other teams.  

However, the diverse knowledge that is required often cannot be found within 
a single organization. The same applies to the different technologies and 
resources that are necessary. Because of the highly complex state-of-the-art 
technology, individuals and organizations are becoming more specialized 
(Bensaou and Venkatraman, 1995). This means different organizations need to 
collaborate in the NPD process leading to a multi-organization (MO) approach. 
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The development of complex new products, hence, requires diverse 
competencies and resources that often exceed the capacity of a single team 
(Hoegl et al., 2004) and strain even the largest firms (Kazanjian et al., 2000; 
Singh, 1997). Because of the increasing product complexity, multi-organization 
(MO), multi-team (MT) (i.e., MOMT) projects are becoming more common in 
NPD practice and will be increasingly encountered. As O’Sullivan (2003) states, 
they can be found in different fields developing products characterized by large 
scale, technological complexity and long duration. Advanced information- and 
communication technology supports this process (Dodgson, 1992; Premkumar et 
al., 2005) since for complex NPD the required dispersed expertise can be 
accessed and connected easily. Figure 1.1 gives examples of MOMT projects that 
have been established, mostly in recent years, to develop complex new products.  

In this research MOMT projects are considered as being complex themselves 
since numerous members of diverse functions from different organizations, also 
located in different countries, cooperate in many teams to jointly develop a 
complex new product. In collaborative work they can profit from the synergetic 
effects of the combination of expertise and resources (Harvey and Koubek, 2000; 
Mintzberg et al., 1996; Saavedra et al., 1993; Singh, 1997) and can reduce high 
costs and risks in order to be more competitive (Dodgson, 1992).  
 
However, MOMT projects are very challenging. To deliver insight into the 
challenges of these projects, an example of the aircraft industry, namely the 
development of the Airbus A380 – with 555 seats on two decks the world-biggest 
and most complex passenger jet ever built, is given in more detail.1 In December 
2000, Airbus (daughter of EADS) voted to build the A3XX, renamed as the A380 
with estimated costs of about 10bn euros. The prime contractors are France, 
Germany, UK, and Spain; and the industrial partners are Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Finland, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, The Netherlands, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and USA (Airliners, 2006). In France, within many 
different teams, the center wing box, center fuselage, nose section and radome are 
developed. In Germany the aft and forward fuselage and vertical tail plane, in 
Spain the tail planes and central belly fairing, and in the UK the wings are 
developed. All parts are assembled in Toulouse, France. (BBC Southern 
Counties, 2004) 

During the development of the super-jumbo there were several delays, for 
instance, due to massive wiring problems (BBC business, 2006; Parker, 2006). 
Each plane needs 500 kilometers of wiring in the sections of the fuselage. 
Because of a lack of communication – not recognizing the relevance of decisions 
made for the other teams in the systems’ project – brackets and walls were found  

                                                      
1 Please note: if not indicated differently, the case description is based on BBC business news  
  (http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business). More precise addresses accessed from this website are  
  provided in the reference list. 
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Computer technology: e.g., Fujitsu Limited (Japan) and Siemens AG (Germany) founded Fujitsu 
Siemens Computers (Holding) B.V. in October 1999 to ‘synergize innovative drive and strengths’, 
working in different specialized teams like information technology and information system, customer 
support, services, and marketing (Fujitsu-Siemens, 2006). However, there is still a high market 
uncertainty not only because of competition, like Hewlett-Packard’s takeover of Compaq in 2001, but 
also because of falling computer demands (BBC Business, 2001).   
Automobile industry: e.g., the BMW Group, DaimlerChrysler (both Germany), and General Motors 
(USA) jointly develop a two-mode hybrid drive system they each want to apply in their individual 
vehicles. In September 2005 they signed a “memorandum of understanding” to ‘pool the development 
expertise’ and ‘integrate best technologies on the market’, working in highly specialized teams on the 
design and development of the different parts of the hybrid drive system (General Motors, 2006). They 
planned to unveil the hybrid drive system the end of 2007, with a cost of $1 billion. Competitor Toyota has 
already successfully introduced the hybrid in 1997 and improved further since then (Weber, 2006).   
Public transport infrastructure: e.g., the Channel Tunnel that connects France and the UK was a joint 
construction of both countries that had started in 1988. The Channel Tunnel officially opened in 1994. 
Construction problems arose because the construction teams were working virtually independently on 
each side of the channel. There was a construction cost overrun of fixed prices of 80 percent (Flyvbjerg 
et al., 2003). Besides the exceeded construction costs there was also a delayed operation and the ticket 
sales of the train service were disappointing (Grün, 2004).   
Energy transport infrastructure: e.g., the Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline from Azerbaijan via 
Georgia to Turkey – the second longest oil pipeline in the world – was commissioned by a consortium of 
energy companies led by BP (UK), with the members AzBTC (Azerbaijan), Chevron (USA), Statoil 
(Norway), TPAO (Turkey), Eni (Italy), Total (France), Itochu (Japan), INPEX (Japan), ConocoPhillips 
(USA), and Amerada Hess (USA). Different teams for, for instance, consultation, land acquisition and 
community, and construction, collaborated. The construction began in September 2002, and the pipeline 
was officially inaugurated on July 13, 2006; more than one year behind schedule (Chossudovsky, 2006). 
The construction costs were 30 percent above the original estimate ($3.9bn instead of $2.95bn) 
(Alexander’s Gas and Oil Connection, 2006).    
Cooperation in non-profit sector: e.g., the European alliance for motorists ‘ARC Transistance’, founded 
in 1991, is a cooperation of the 8 major European automobile clubs (i.e., AA UK, ACI Italy, ADAC 
Germany, ANWB The Netherlands, ÖAMTC Austria, TCB Belgium, TCS Switzerland, and RACE 
Spain) (ARC Transistance, 2007). The process innovation – providing mobility related services to the 
motoring industry and transnational membership assistance services – is challenging as different teams 
and countries with different cultural backgrounds, systems and methods are cooperating.   
Grand sporting events: e.g., Olympic Games are a set of different sub-projects that include the facilities 
for competitions and housing of the athletics, provided by different organizations and teams. As Grün 
(2004) has shown in different case studies on Summer and Winter Games, there are often high cost 
overruns (e.g., Winter Olympics 1994 in Lillehammer had a deficit of $700m) and remarkable reductions 
in quality like collapsing transportation systems (e.g., Olympic Winter Games 1980 in Lake Placid).   
Space-research technology: e.g., the International Space Station ISS: National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration NASA, Russian Federal Space Agency, European Space Agency ESA, Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency JAXA, and Canadian Space Agency CSA have signed the ‘International Space 
Station Intergovernmental Agreement’ (IGA) in January 1998. It is a cooperative program for the joint 
development, operation and utilization of a permanently inhibited Space Station in the low Earth orbit 
(ESA, 2006). This involvement of many different teams and nations can be problematic. For instance, in 
April 2001 a computer failure led to a major disagreement over which nation should deliver what part for 
the station (BBC science, 2001).  
Figure 1.1   Examples of MOMT projects in different fields 
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in these different sections where none were supposed to be. Therefore workers 
had to remove entire bundles of wiring and start over, including getting new wires 
from the suppliers; thereby exceeding schedule and budget. 

Delays of more than one year cost Airbus several billion euros. For instance, 
the first A380 was delivered to Singapore Airlines in October 2007, 18 months 
behind schedule. Delays like this caused further problems for Airbus, as 
customers canceled their order and swapped for the rival plane maker Boeing 
(e.g., in November 2006 FedEx scrapped its order for ten A380s as a result of the 
delays, electing instead to buy 15 Boeing 777 planes), or they will get better deals 
from the beleaguered plane maker. Compensation is also likely, which some 
analysts forecast could reach two billions euros (e.g., in December 2006 Qatar 
Airlines was the first to seek A380 payback). Based on these problems, in 
October 2006 Airbus already had to tell its shareholders that it would have to sell 
420 A380s – 150 more than previously estimated – before it could expect to make 
a profit. 
 
This example and the ones in Figure 1.1 show that it is very difficult for MOMT 
projects to perform well. The typical challenges of NPD projects – being on time, 
within budget (efficiency), and/or meeting product specifications and 
requirements (effectiveness) – become even more challenging because of the 
complexity of the product to be developed and (thereby) of the project itself.  

In this research two MOMT projects in the field of space research are studied, 
in which a highly complex technology-intense new product is developed in a 
collaboration of many teams with members from different organizations. As these 
projects each are a part of larger complex projects it is expected to see the 
characteristics of very complex projects within the studied ones.2 It is assumed 
that they face similar challenges like the examples given above. For better 
illustration, excerpts from interviews conducted with team leaders are integrated 
below. 

When developing new products there is a high degree of non-routineness. 
There is no previously applied procedure that specifies the sequence of steps to 
be followed in performing the tasks – low task analyzability and predictability 
(Perrow, 1967) – like a team leader of the studied space-research projects 
emphasizes: 
 

“The main challenge was that when we started this we did not know how to 
build any of it. And anything that I ended up delivering was invented 
during this project. It was all an idea in somebody’s mind but it was 
completely invented, none of it existed.” 

                                                      
2 A more detailed description of both projects and why they were selected is given in Chapter 4 in  
  the section on the research setting. According to agreement these studied projects were made  
  anonymous, referring to them as ‘Project A’ and ‘Project B’. Throughout the thesis statements that  
  are clearly indicating the projects, teams or persons involved were made anonymous. 
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Unclear problem definitions and limited insight have an effect on the start of a 
project. Uncertain decisions made in early phases of the project can also have an 
impact in the later phases. Designing, thus, is a challenging activity if the solution 
for the design problem and how it should proceed is not specified (Cross, 2000). 
This typical NPD challenge is already a problem within teams when the members 
do not know how to build a part of a product. But it becomes particularly 
challenging in MOMT projects in which complex new products are developed. 
The numerous tasks are assigned to teams and members from different 
organizations that need to solve the complex new design problems in 
collaboration. Between the teams interdependencies are due to technical 
interfaces, and within teams the members are dependent on each other to jointly 
build a part of a component.  
 
Because of the task non-routineness and task interdependence there is a 
substantial information-processing, hence, communication need (Bell and 
Kozlowski, 2002; Shenas and Derakshan, 1994; Tushman, 1978b). As complex 
design tasks are non-routine, changes are likely to occur because the tasks and 
procedures of how to accomplish them is difficult to preplan (Emmanuelides, 
1993). Additionally, some design interfaces are not foreseen at the outset of the 
project and are only discovered when teams are working on the components 
(Sosa et al., 2004). During the task execution more knowledge is acquired which 
leads to changes in resource allocation, schedules, and priorities (Galbraith, 
1973), and also in the interfaces (Hoegl et al., 2004).  

Thus, due to the complexity of interrelations between the components, changes 
in one component generate unexpected imbalances in the other components 
(Frenken, 2001), which affects the work of multiple teams (Hoegl et al., 2004) as 
highlighted by a team leader: 
 

“The main challenge is, when something changes make sure that 
everybody that needs to know is informed in a timely manner.” 

 

These unanticipated and novel events require different methods or procedures 
for accomplishing the tasks – high task variability (Perrow, 1967). As Tushman 
(1978a, 1979) highlights, the greater the rate of change, the greater are the already 
complex information-processing requirements.  

Within MOMT projects, team members and teams, thus, need to communicate 
to jointly solve complex design tasks. Through communication, team members 
make individual knowledge accessible to members of the same group and of other 
groups (Souder and Moenaert, 1992). Their different expertise can be shared and 
combined to generate new knowledge and transfer important information. 
However, due to the involvement of many different functions, teams, and 
organizations in the project – despite the advantages of having direct access to the 
diverse expertise and information required – there may be a multitude of 
problems in the communication process.  
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The team members are often so specialized that they only have 
function-specific knowledge and do not know about the parts of the product 
members of other functions are working on; or they have different priorities 
(Cooper, 2003) or understandings and interpretations of the development process 
(i.e., different ‘thought worlds’: Dougherty, 1990). In MOMT projects this can be 
intensified because of the differentiation into different teams according to design 
tasks. Such specialized sub-units (teams) may develop idiosyncratic norms, 
values, languages and coding schemes which make communication across 
boundaries difficult and prone to distortion, which then can negatively affect 
performance (Malhotra et al., 2001; O’Sullivan, 2003; Tushman, 1979). 

Moreover, in MOMT projects challenges arise because different organizations 
are working together. There can be a ‘communication dilemma’ (Bonacich and 
Schneider, 1992) when the project’s interests demand that people share 
discretionary information but their interests and desires for gain motivate them to 
withhold it (Monge and Contractor, 2003). This opportunism risk is frequently 
named in collaboration literature. For instance, a very striking case of a 
communication dilemma has been recounted by Bonacich and Schneider (1992) 
which in 1986 led to the destruction of the US space shuttle Challenger, killing all 
the astronauts aboard. The senior management at NASA had failed to share 
enough safety-related information among the separate divisions. 
 
There is a plausible relationship between communication and performance in 
NPD, which has also been found in literature (e.g., Hoegl et al., 2004; Kratzer, 
2001; O’Sullivan, 2003). As Pahl and Beitz (1992) state, the development of a 
new product demands a constant flow of information. They further argue that in 
NPD, professionals need to work in a systematic way to realize a modern 
approach that is flexible, allows for task variety, and is capable of being planned, 
optimized and verified (Leenders et al., 2007). A systematic approach in the 
design process, hence, has become common to coordinate and manage complex 
NPD projects under risk and time pressure. There are different systematic design 
principles underlying modern design methodology (Pahl and Beitz, 1992) that 
affect communication of NPD team members (Leenders et al., 2007), which will 
be introduced and discussed in Chapter 3.  

Hence, these two aspects – communication and systematic design approach – 
are essential when studying influences on performance in MOMT projects. 
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1.2 Communication and Systematic Design Approach in 
Multi-Organization, Multi-Team Projects 

Team members and teams have to communicate in order to successfully develop 
a complex new product within time and budget restrictions and according to the 
specifications and requirements. They were assigned based on their expertise that 
needs to be exchanged and combined into new knowledge in order to jointly 
solve the complex design problems. That means they need to tap into an 
appropriate network of information flows (Kratzer, 2001) – patterned 
information dissemination through communication among persons (Allen, 1977).  

Since certain types of communication may be beneficial for work in innovative 
settings, and the focus is on design problem solving, “performance may be 
positively associated with communication related to generating, sharing, and/or 
evaluating new ideas or solution approaches”, but not with communication on 
organizationally related problems (Katz and Tushman, 1979: 140f.). Therefore, 
in this research only communication on problem-solving – not on managerial or 
non-work related – issues is studied. As Von Hippel (1990) emphasizes, design 
problem solving and the generation of new information is the core function of 
innovation project tasks. 

As the increasing complexity of new products engenders a greater need for 
information processing (Emmanuelides, 1993; Hoegl et al., 2004; Tushman and 
Nadler, 1978), problem-solving communication is particularly crucial in MOMT 
projects. Complex problem-solving situations require a specification of possible 
solutions and the selection of an alternative among a set of possible alternatives 
(Becker and Baloff, 1969). For such knowledge-intensive work, high interactions 
within and between teams is needed (Perlow, 1999). Obtaining and sharing 
internal and external information helps team members to understand the design 
process more quickly and fully from different perspectives, which in turn 
improves the design process performance (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995). 
 
In order to develop new products effectively and efficiently persons’ diverse 
expertise has to be brought together in a coherent way (Clark and Wheelwright, 
1993). This means not everyone needs to communicate with everyone in the 
MOMT project. Effective communication is required for providing the necessary 
information to the right people at the right time (Cooper, 2003; Katzenbach and 
Smith, 1993; Lipnack and Stamps 1997). 

With a systematic design approach the complex project and design processes, 
and thereby the information flow within and between teams, can be structured 
and managed. On the one hand the communication need can be reduced, while on 
the other hand the required communication is facilitated. The problem-solving 
activity, hence communication, should mainly take place within teams where the 
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Figure 1.2   Preliminary conceptual model
 

team members with their complementary expertise are jointly solving the 
assigned design tasks. For this creative and innovative design process a context 
must be created that facilitates the emergence of solutions (Girard and Robin, 
2006). When team members work in a systematic way they can handle the task 
complexity (Pahl and Beitz, 1992) as they communicate accordingly, which 
contributes to team performance and overall project success. 

To perform well, problem-solving communication within and between teams is 
important and needs to be managed by a systematic design approach. These two 
relations, presented in the preliminary conceptual model in Figure 1.2, are thus 
central in this research.  
 

1.3 Research Purpose and Questions 
In the discussion above, the challenge of how to successfully manage the teams 
and MOMT projects in the complex NPD process has been highlighted. There is 
a need for knowledge on how communication affects performance in order to 
benefit from the required collaboration within and between the teams with 
specialized members from different organizations.  

In contrast to NPD projects with a single team that has to meet the product 
specifications and requirements on time and within budget, in MOMT projects 
the teams not only need to perform well separately (team performance) but also in 
collaboration (project performance). As Hoegl and Weinkauf (2005: 1288) 
emphasize: “Managing the intense task interdependencies […] is likely to be 
critical to the success of multi-team projects, as the work and output of any single 
team has consequences for the work and output of other teams in the project”. 
Teams need to solve the complex design problems together so that the entire 
product, hence the project, can perform well. 

Therefore the focus of this research is on the effectiveness and efficiency of 
both teams and the MOMT project as a whole. 

 
Not much research has been done on such complex projects. As, for instance, 
Mihm and colleagues (2003: 735) state: “Managing size and complexity of an 
NPD project has not received widespread attention in the empirical literature”. In 
recent years, there have been studies either on multi-team projects within a single 
organization (e.g., Hoegl et al., 2004; Hoegl and Weinkauf, 2005; Kazanjian et 
al., 2000; Sosa et al., 2004) or on a single multi-organization team (e.g., 
Majchrzak et al., 2000; Malhotra et al., 2001). But only few researchers have 
studied multi-organization, multi-team projects. For instance, Argyres (1999) and 

 Systematic 
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Problem-Solving
Communication 

  Performance 
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O’Sullivan (2003) have conducted case studies in the aerospace industry; and 
Grün (2004) has studied the challenges and failures of different ‘giant projects’ in 
the public transportation and of grant sporting events. More (quantitative) 
research on MOMT projects still needs to be done to reveal variables that have an 
(in)direct influence on performance and to be able to generalize findings for 
successful management. This study aims to make a contribution to this field of 
research. 
 

In this research, a closer look is taken at the two relations presented in the 
preliminary conceptual model (see Figure 1.2), investigating three main research 
questions – one for each relation, plus one for the comparison of those two on 
different levels of analysis. 

The first main research question refers to the influence of problem-solving 
communication on performance. It is studied on two levels of analysis – the team 
performance and the project performance – in two MOMT projects in the field of 
space research:  
 

1) What is the influence of problem-solving communication 
within and between teams on team and project performance in 
MOMT projects? 

 

These two levels of analysis are referred to as the local level and the global 
level respectively. Team performance on the local level is expected to be 
dependent on both the communication within the teams and with other teams of 
the project (cf. Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Hoegl et al., 2004; Hoegl and 
Weinkauf, 2005; Keller, 1994; Souder and Moenaert, 1992), whereas project 
performance on the global level will only be influenced by the communication 
between the teams (cf. Chiu, 2002; Emmanuelides, 1993; O’Sullivan, 2003; Sosa 
et al., 2004; Tushman, 1977). 

The three different networks of problem-solving communication are shown in 
Figure 1.3. The communication among team members (TM), including the team 
leader (TL), within teams is termed as intrateam communication – the 
communication on the local level within the team boundary (shown by the circle 
around the network). For research purposes the communication between teams (T 
stands for the whole team, comprising the team leader and team members) 
  

 
Figure 1.3   Intrateam, extrateam and interteam problem-solving communication 
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is distinguished into extrateam and interteam communication. Extrateam 
communication refers to a given team’s communication with the other teams in 
the MOMT project – the local level. In contrast, interteam communication 
defines the interaction among all teams in the project – the global level. This 
means the communication network of the MOMT projects as a whole is studied. 
 

Based on the above discussion on the different problem-solving communication 
definitions and influences, the first main research question is addressed by the 
following three sub-questions: 
 

1a)  What is the influence of intrateam problem-solving communication 
on team performance in MOMT projects? 

 

1b)  What is the influence of extrateam problem-solving communication 
on team performance in MOMT projects? 

 

1c)  What is the influence of interteam problem-solving communication 
on project performance in MOMT projects? 

 

In Chapter 2, the first two sub-questions are discussed and hypotheses are 
derived. The third sub-question is addressed in Chapter 6. 
 

In MOMT projects, a systematic design approach is needed to structure and 
facilitate the information exchange for solving complex design problems. This 
dependence is studied in the second main research question:  
 

2) What is the influence of a systematic design approach on 
problem-solving communication within and between teams in 
MOMT projects? 

 

The influence on the different variables of problem-solving communication 
need and process studied in the second chapter is investigated by the first two 
sub-questions: 
 

2a)  What is the influence of a systematic design approach on intrateam 
problem-solving communication in MOMT projects? 

 

2b)  What is the influence of a systematic design approach on extrateam 
problem-solving communication in MOMT projects? 

 

To answer these questions, in Chapter 3 hypotheses on the distinct influences 
of the systematic design approach are derived. The discussion and derivation of 
the hypotheses on the variables of the direct and indirect influences on team 
performance in Chapter 2 and 3 leads to a refined conceptual model for the local 
level (see Figure 3.1). 

In Chapter 6 on project performance, the dependence of interteam 
problem-solving communication on a systematic design approach is studied by 
the third sub-question: 
 

2c)  What is the influence of a systematic design approach on interteam 
problem-solving communication in MOMT projects? 
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For that global level, the discussed direct and indirect influence on project 
performance – answers to sub-question 1c and 2c respectively – is shown in a 
refined conceptual model in Figure 6.5. 
 

Having answered the first two main research questions, the third question about 
whether similar effects can be found for the local as well as global level can be 
answered in Chapter 6: 

 

3) Is there a difference in the studied relations between the local 
and global level of MOMT projects? 

 

The way these different research (sub-)questions are answered is described in the 
chapter on research design (Chapter 4), where a more detailed description of the 
two studied MOMT projects, the data-gathering process, and the different 
methods, measures and analyses is given.  

In Chapter 5 the results of hypotheses testing are presented and discussed, 
addressing the sub-questions 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b. The sub-questions 1c and 2c are 
addressed in Chapter 6 when analyzing the direct and indirect influence on 
project performance in a case study of the two MOMT projects.  

In Chapter 7 the findings of this research are summarized. Conclusions are 
drawn on how teams of MOMT projects can be managed so that both the teams 
and the project are successful. In addition to these theoretical and practical 
implications, research implications are also given, discussing the strengths and 
weaknesses of this research. 
 

The thesis outline is graphically presented in Figure 1.4. It shows the two research 
streams of team performance (the local level) and project performance (the global 
level) that lead to conclusions on how to successfully manage teams of MOMT 
projects and the project itself. 
 

 
Figure 1.4   Outline of thesis 
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As different variables are studied in this thesis, in the following chapters (i.e., 2, 
3, 5, and 6) – when contributing – along the outer margin of the pages a 
‘guidance’ for the reader is given. The two performance aspects are represented 
by: 

 

       effectiveness (‘meeting product specifications and requirements’) 
 

/€      efficiency (‘being on time and within budget’) 
 

The icons for the problem-solving communication variables are taken from the 
defined networks (see Figure 1.3): 

  

   intrateam communication (within teams)  
 

 extrateam communication (with other teams)  
 

    interteam communication (between all teams)  
 

To further specify the communication variables studied – see discussion in 
Chapter 2 (Section 2.2) – three abbreviations are used:  

 

  FREQ  communication frequency 
 

  TLR  team leader role 
 

  TDIS  task disagreement 
 

To refer to the systematic design principles that are discussed in Chapter 3 the 
following icons are applied: 

 

            hierarchical decomposition of a project according to design tasks 
 

  systematic variation (picture of a morphological chart)  
 
 

 ☺     satisficing (‘suffice the requirements and satisfy the wishes’) 
 
 

This study on MOMT projects has scientific as well as practical relevance. As 
previously stated, there is a gap in the literature about such projects and although 
they are becoming more common, they are still very challenging. Therefore it is 
important to inform managers as to how problem-solving communication 
influences team and project performance, and how it depends on the systematic 
design approach applied. This need is also highlighted in the statement of a team 
leader of the studied MOMT projects:  
 

“We have a sort of new style of collaboration which isn’t handled by an old 
style of management rules.” 
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2 Intrateam and Extrateam Problem-Solving 
Communication and Team Performance in 
Multi-Organization, Multi-Team Projects 

2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a closer look is taken at the first relation of the conceptual model 
on a local level – the influence of problem-solving communication on team 
performance in MOMT projects. Research has shown that communication has an 
influence on team performance (e.g., Allen, 1977; Ancona and Caldwell, 
1992a,b; Dougherty, 1992; Hoegl et al., 2004; Katz, 1982; Keller, 1986, 1994; 
Kratzer, 2001; Leenders et al., 2003; Rasker, 2002). But since these studies were 
mainly conducted in small- and medium-scale organizations on different 
communication contents, their results cannot be easily transferred to complex 
organizations like MOMT projects where complex new products are developed.  

As described in Chapter 1, to successfully handle complexity, problem-solving 
communication within and between the teams is crucial. As Meyer (1993) states, 
teams are directly responsible for gathering, processing, and using information in 
the product and process development in order to meet the time, quality, and cost 
targets. Therefore, here the central research sub-questions are:  
 

1a) What is the influence of intrateam problem-solving communication 
on team performance in MOMT projects? 

 
1b) What is the influence of extrateam problem-solving communication 

on team performance in MOMT projects? 
 
In order to be able to study these relations for MOMT projects, a theoretical basis 
for hypotheses development is needed that meets the following requirements: (1) 
the information exchange to solve design problems (problem-solving 
communication) has to be analyzed (2) on different levels (intrateam and 
extrateam) and (3) within and between organizations (collaboration of teams with 
members from different organizations). As Keller (1994) argues, the information 
processing of a group (team) includes communications within and outside that 
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group (with other teams of the project)3. In MOMT projects across but also within 
teams the members are from different organizations. Additionally, (4) there has to 
be an effect on the dependent variable team performance. 

In this research the information-processing theory (Galbraith, 1973, 1977) is 
chosen because it meets all these requirements. The underlying approach is based 
on the view that organizations are information-processing systems that need to 
successfully deal with work-related uncertainty in order to perform well – 
requirements (1) and (4) are met. Complexity in NPD causes uncertainty 
encountered in carrying out a specific task (Kim and Wilemon, 2003). Galbraith 
(1973: 5) defines uncertainty as the “difference between the amount of 
information required to perform a task and the amount of information possessed 
by the organization”. 

The information-processing theory has been mostly applied for explaining 
internal organizational issues within and between work-unit relations (e.g., 
Ancona and Caldwell, 1992a; Daft and Lengel, 1986; Tushman, 1978a, 1979; 
Tushman and Nadler, 1978; Van de Ven et al., 1976). In recent years it has been 
extended to explain inter-organizational relations (e.g., Bensaou and 
Venkatraman, 1995; Premkumar et al., 2005) – requirements (2) and (3) are met.  

Thus, this theory can be employed to explain the influence of problem-solving 
communication within and between organizationally diverse teams on team 
performance in MOMT projects. As these projects are very complex and 
technology-intense they face a high uncertainty. According to the information- 
processing theory there is a high communication need to reduce that uncertainty. 
As Shenas and Derakshan (1994) state, high complexity and non-routineness 
require intense communication. The development of a new product, hence, can be 
viewed as a process of uncertainty reduction, or alternatively, as a process of 
information collection and processing (Souder and Moenaert, 1992) in order to 
successfully manage the complexity in that process.  
 
In addition to the complexity, the information-processing need is defined by the 
team performance aspects studied – either team effectiveness or team efficiency. 
As Galbraith (1977: 37) defines: “The amount of information required to perform 
a task is a function of the nature of the task itself and the level of performance”. 

This means that there is no one best way to communicate and no way of 
communicating is equally successful. Firstly, there are several relevant 
problem-solving communication variables – all with distinct 
information-processing capabilities (Galbraith, 1973). Secondly, referring to the 

                                                      
3 “Both domains are important because the primary activities of project groups are to import  
    scientific and technological information, communicate and process the information into  
    technological innovations, and then export the innovations to another part of the organization or  
    outside the organization” (Keller, 1994: 169). Just like organizations that are viewed as ‘open  
    systems’ (e.g., Katz and Kahn, 1966; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967), the same can apply to teams. 
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distinction of team effectiveness and team efficiency, no communication pattern 
can be equally successful. Several studies have shown a distinct influence of 
communication on team effectiveness and team efficiency (e.g., Hoegl and 
Gemuenden, 2001; Keller, 1994; Schönrok, 2007).  

Therefore, influences of relevant communication variables – introduced in the 
next section – are addressed separately for each team performance measure and 
hypotheses are stated. As described in the first chapter, team effectiveness refers 
to meeting the product quality requirements and efficiency to being on time and 
within budget. 
 

2.2 Problem-Solving Communication Variables Relevant 
for Team Performance in Multi-Organization, 
Multi-Team Projects 

Several different communication variables that can determine team performance 
have been studied in research on NPD projects. In MOMT projects, team 
performance depends on to what extent problem-solving communication within 
and with the other teams is capable of facilitating the high information processing 
to solve complex design problems. As Bell and Kozlowski (2002: 19) emphasize: 
“Such tasks are typically highly entrained temporally, with demanding pacing 
requirements for intrateam processes and for the team’s interface with the 
external context”. This means, to perform complex design tasks, (1) intense 
workflow – joint problem solving and decision making – and (2) effective 
leadership functions are required (Bell and Kozlowski, 2002; Tushman, 1979).  

In this research, intense workflow in the problem-solving process refers to how 
often it needs to be communicated (frequency) – to have (timely) access to the 
required information for joint problem solving. It also refers to the process of 
communication, how the new design problems are creatively solved in 
interaction. Because of the high non-routineness of the tasks, it is difficult to 
make decisions about what the outcomes are and how to best solve the design 
problems (Premkumar et al., 2005). This ambiguity is studied by the work-related 
discussion on defining the goal, and finding and selecting the solution – task 
disagreement – among the team members. The relevance of communication 
frequency and task disagreement for creative performance of NPD teams has 
been found, for instance, in the research by Kratzer and colleagues (2006), and 
Leenders and colleagues (2007). Effective leadership functions are referred to the 
coordination of the problem-solving process versus the involvement in that 
process – representing different team leader roles in MOMT projects. It is widely 
acknowledged that a team leader can significantly impact the internal dynamics 
and outcomes of a team (Yukl, 2002). 
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2.2.1 Communication Frequency 
As emphasized in the information-processing theory, frequent communication 
within and between teams is required to reduce the uncertainty inherent to the 
development of complex new products (Souder and Moenaert, 1992). The many 
differently specialized team members need to communicate (De Vries, 1994) to 
create new knowledge or concepts required for accomplishing the non-routine 
tasks (Tushman, 1979).  

With access to these diverse perspectives – information, ideas, and knowledge 
– the complex design problems can be creatively solved. This is especially crucial 
when the members and teams are dependent on each other – joint problem solving 
–, and/or when they need to react quickly to potential changes in the complex 
NPD process. For instance, Allen (1977) found in his research on an R&D 
organization that more communication between team members and others in the 
organization occurred in high-performing development teams than in 
low-performing teams. 

Every individual can be viewed as a pool of knowledge that needs to be 
transferred to have access to this previously acquired information (Souder and 
Moenaert, 1992), and to assemble a heterogeneous knowledge base (Daft and 
Weick, 1984). Among the differently specialized team members mutual 
understanding is crucial as it facilitates effective information exchange (Lipnack 
and Stamps, 1997) and hence, drives technological innovation forward 
(Dougherty, 1992). Frequent communication is needed – a “process in which 
participants create and share information with one another in order to reach a 
mutual understanding” (Rogers and Kincaid, 1981: 63). Team leaders have to 
coordinate and facilitate that communication. 
 

2.2.2 Team Leader Role 
As stated above, within complex NPD projects like MOMT projects, the teams’ 
leaders can have different roles. Besides the classical role of team leaders as 
managers who only coordinate the problem-solving process among their team 
members, chief engineers who are fully involved in this process are also 
important. These two team leader roles can be referred to the ‘promotor’ 4 
discussion in innovation literature (e.g., Hauschildt, 1998; Hauschildt and 
Gemuenden, 1999; Hauschildt and Kirchmann, 2001).  

                                                      
4  “Promotors are individuals who give active, intense support to the innovation process”  
    (Hauschildt and Kirchmann, 2001: 43). There are three promotor roles named: ‘power promotor’,  
    ‘technical promotor’, and ‘process promotor’. The ‘power promotor’ – with hierarchical power 
    to shield the innovation from opposition and unwillingness – can be referred to the project  
    manager; hence, is not studied in this research. 
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TL 

The manager team leader acts as a ‘process promotor’ – someone who is 
knowledgeable about the organization and supports the innovation process 
(Hauschildt, 1998; Hauschildt and Kirchmann, 2001). The main tasks of team 
managers are the assignment and definition of tasks and goals (Locke et al., 1981, 
Muczyk and Reimann, 1997), and the creation of structures that enhance 
communication in order to achieve them (Sarin and McDermott, 2003). As Bell 
and Kozlowski (2002) state, task complexity makes coordination critical. This 
need for team managers becomes particularly crucial for task interdependencies 
and potential changes in the NPD process and interfaces.  

The chief engineer, in contrast, acts as a ‘technology promotor’ or ‘promotor by 
know-how’ – contributing specific knowledge to the innovation process that can 
be employed against barriers of ignorance (Hauschildt and Kirchmann, 2001). He 
is actively involved in the problem-solving process. Alternatives are generated to 
solve the problems and settle the solutions (Hauschildt, 1998). High team leader 
involvement in the intrateam problem-solving process is crucial for solving 
complex new design tasks, to contribute to and combine the diverse knowledge 
and discuss solutions from different perspectives. As Wageman (2001) states, 
such hands-on coaching5 can directly affect team members’ engagement with 
their task and the degree to which they accept collective responsibility for 
performance outcomes. 
 
In Figure 2.1 these two pure leadership types – team manager and chief engineer 
– are presented in communication networks with the team leader (TL) and team 
members (TM). The dashed lines represent the process-oriented, managerial 
communication and the continuous lines the problem-solving communication.  

 
    Figure 2.1   Team leader role: team manager versus chief engineer 
 

                                                      
5  Coaching includes, for instance, feedback, seeing members’ input, and being accessible and  
    receptive to others’ ideas and questions (Edmondson, 2003). 
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In contrast to managers, the chief engineers’ communication with his/her team 
members is mainly on problem-solving issues rather than on managerial issues. 
The team manager facilitates the problem-solving communication among his/her 
team members, whereas the chief engineer is involved in that communication 
network himself. Hence, the team manager can be described as having the task of 
‘that’ the goals are reached and the chief engineer of ‘how’ the goals are reached. 

Also hybrids of team leaders exist who have a certain degree of involvement in 
the problem-solving communication within their team that can be placed on the 
continuum ranging from very low (manager) to very high (chief engineer). Thus, 
in this research the team leader role in MOMT projects is defined by the team 
leaders’ involvement in the intrateam problem-solving communication. Due to 
the limited information-processing capacity of individuals (Boisot, 1995) it is not 
expected that team leaders are involved to a very high degree in both managerial 
and problem-solving communication. 

2.2.3 Task Disagreement 
There can be different forms of disagreement among team members in the NPD 
process that all have a distinct influence on team performance. For instance, 
Amason and colleagues (1995) define two kinds of disagreement: the substantive, 
task-related or cognitive disagreement, and the disagreement over personalized, 
individual matters (affective conflict6). The latter disagreement, expected to be 
harmful to teams as it refers to interpersonal tension and animosity (Jehn, 1995), 
is not studied in this research.  

Though recent literature has revealed negative influences of task disagreement 
on team performance (cf. meta-analysis by De Dreu and Weingart, 2003), it is 
expected to be beneficial under a limited set of circumstances, namely when 
cooperatively working on non-routine tasks (De Dreu, 2008). 
 
Here task disagreement is defined as task-related discussions concerning what 
and how the tasks should be executed/accomplished – i.e., the definition of goals, 
and the creation and selection of solutions. A certain degree of task disagreement 
within teams of MOMT projects is required as the members have to jointly solve 
non-routine complex design problems that are characterized by high task 
difficulty (low analyzability) and high task variability. Because non-routine tasks 
typically have no standard solutions they require some consideration by the team 
(De Dreu and Weingart, 2003). 

                                                      
6 Please note: Since in literature ‘conflict’ is often interchangeably used with ‘disagreement’, a  
  clear distinction is made in this research. Differences in opinions on task-related issues are  
  defined as ‘task disagreement’ opposed to ‘conflict’ defined as disagreement about personal  
  matters. 
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Since there are different solution-finding processes (Van de Ven et al., 1976) 
and many acceptable solutions for complex design problems (Dym, 1994), it is 
important to discuss which processes and solutions should be applied to perform 
well. Engaging in deep and deliberate processing of task-relevant information 
fosters learning and the development of new and sometimes highly creative 
insights, leading to more team effectiveness (Jehn, 1995). In addition, a limited 
commitment to existing solution ideas reduces the amount of redesign work that 
needs to be undertaken if design ideas are found to be incompatible (Ball et al., 
1998). As De Dreu (2008) argues, joint problem solving (constructive 
controversy and integrative negotiation) 7  is an important condition for task 
disagreement to have positive functions.   
 
Task disagreement, thus, is beneficial – even necessary – for performing 
non-routine tasks (Muller, 1999). It plays a crucial role for the team’s creative 
performance (Kratzer et al., 2006). As King and Anderson (1990) proposed, 
creativity at the team level explicitly incorporates the interpersonal discussion 
among the members.  

The focus is only on task disagreement in the intrateam problem-solving 
communication as according to the project structure – the multi-team approach 
discussed in the first chapter – the solution finding and selection is expected to 
mainly take place within teams. Since most design problems occur here, less task 
disagreement among the teams of MOMT projects is required. 
 
 

These three variables are relevant for studying the influence of problem-solving 
communication on team performance in complex NPD. As Chiu (2002: 187) 
states: “The effectiveness of design communication becomes critical for 
designers in sharing design information [frequency], in decision-making [task 
disagreement] and coordinating design tasks [team leader role]”.  

They each represent different capabilities to acquire and process information 
that has to match the information-processing needs in complex NPD (Premkumar 
et al., 2005). Since there are different requirements for a team to be effective and 
efficient, distinct relationships for the intrateam and extrateam communication 
are expected, as addressed below.  

                                                      
7 Research suggests that task disagreement has positive influence on team performance when team  
  members perceive cooperative rather than competitive goal interdependence (De Dreu and  
  Weingart, 2003). The members “engage in integrative negotiation, open-mindedly debate issues  
  and opposing points of view, and seek solutions that benefit all rather than some”; thus, there is  
  more constructive controversy than when competitive outcome interdependence is perceived (De  
  Dreu, 2008: 7). Hence, collaboration is likely to minimize, if not reverse, the negative effects of  
  task disagreement on team performance (De Dreu and Weingart, 2003). 
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2.3 Intrateam Communication  Team Performance 
In this section hypotheses are derived from the information-processing theory on 
how the communication frequency, team leader role and task disagreement 
within teams of MOMT projects influence team effectiveness and team efficiency 
respectively in the problem-solving process. In the following section a closer 
look is taken at the influence of the extrateam communication – the teams’ 
communication frequency with the other teams.  

2.3.1 Frequency of Intrateam Communication  
Intrateam Communication Frequency  Team Effectiveness 
In the development process of complex technology-intense new products, due to 
non-routineness known methods or solutions cannot be simply derived from 
previous projects. Teams, thus, need to be flexible and try new approaches and 
solutions (Levitt et al., 1999). The team members need to be highly connected – 
allowing for frequent, substantial communication – to increase the opportunity 
for feedback and error correction, for intermixing theoretical principles, ideas and 
solutions, and for generating and synthesizing different points of view (Katz and 
Tushman, 1979; Tushman and Nadler, 1978).  
In MOMT projects, this frequent problem-solving communication among team 
members is particularly crucial in the creation of new solutions for the complex 
new design problems. In order to be able to creatively create several alternative 
solutions to a design problem, the members’ diverse knowledge and expertise 
need to be exchanged and combined to create new solution knowledge. The 
involvement of all team members in the problem-solving process is required to 
meet the quality criteria as they have all been selected based on their specialized 
expertise in relation to the team’s task.  

Strong internal team collaboration allows the team members to contribute their 
task-relevant knowledge and expertise to the team (Hoegl et al., 2004), which 
needs to be integrated for effectively performing the assigned complex tasks 
(Hoegl and Gemuenden, 2001). As Shaw (1954) emphasizes, this availability of 
information – contributions from all team members – is critical for solving 
complex problems.  

Team members should communicate often to generate and share new ideas or 
solution approaches for these creative problems (Katz and Tushman, 1979). This 
high interaction should result in more and better new ideas (West, 1990) and 
better decision making (Hackman, 1990; Moye and Langfred, 2004; Tjosvold, 
1985) as it makes the cross-fertilization of ideas more likely (Mumford and 
Gustafson, 1988). As Brown and Eisenhardt (1995: 358) state: “High internal 
communication increases the amount and variety of information flow and, so, 
improves development-process performance”. 
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Additionally, because of high task interdependence among the team members 
there is a great need for collaboration (March and Simon, 1958; Thompson, 
1967), and hence, for very frequent intrateam problem-solving communication. 
Especially when the dependence is reciprocal, it forces an overlap of joint 
problem solving because neither task can proceed without the other (Van de Ven 
and Delbecq, 1974). Clark and colleagues (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991; Clark and 
Wheelwright, 1993; Wheelwright and Clark, 1992) define this combination of 
activity overlap and intense communication as ‘integrated problem solving’. 
 
But research on communication and creative processes within teams (e.g., 
Leenders et al., 2003, 2007; Nijstad, 2000) has also shown that although frequent 
communication among members is required, it should not be too excessive as this 
can result in creativity blocking.  

Creativity blocking can occur, for instance, because of ‘groupthink’. This 
situation, in which team members override their motivation to realistically 
appraise alternative solutions (Janis, 1972), emerges especially within groups 
with high levels of cohesion (Jehn, 1995) – that is, very frequent communication 
among all the team members. These high levels of interaction can lead to team 
members’ enthusiasm for an innovative idea rather than a clear evaluation of its 
real value (Leenders et al., 2007). This unrestrained enthusiasm, which Nicholas 
(1994: 19) calls ‘too much spirit’, can reduce the number and quality of problem 
solutions generated by the team (Nyström, 1979) and lead to poor decisions 
(West, 1990). 

Groupthink, thus, infects any group in which the members fail to critically 
evaluate their own ideas, choosing to ‘get along’ instead of challenge their 
assumptions and perspectives (Amason et al., 1995). Such “conformity to group 
standards becomes unfortunate when it inhibits free expression or when the group 
rejects the person who innovates without examining or understanding his 
contributions” (Maier, 1970a: 269). 
 
Therefore, the frequency of problem-solving communication within teams needs 
to be according to the complexity – the uncertainty they are facing – in order to 
be effective. As shown above, in MOMT projects a relatively high degree of 
communication frequency among the interdependent team members is needed to 
combine their diverse knowledge for creatively creating new solutions to the 
assigned complex new design problems. But at a very high degree of frequency, 
problem-solving communication becomes detrimental: instead of facilitating 
creativity for solving non-routine complex tasks it will be blocked, which then 
results in lower team effectiveness.  

Hence, for MOMT projects an inversely u-shaped relationship of team 
effectiveness and problem-solving communication frequency within teams is 
hypothesized. Similarly Tushman (1979: 85) states, “joint problem solving 
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among the interdependent members can be accomplished through relatively high 
communication” [emphasis added].  
 

H1a:  The frequency of intrateam problem-solving communication  
             has an inversely u-shaped relation with team effectiveness. 

 
Intrateam Communication Frequency  Team Efficiency 
Since within MOMT projects complex new products are developed under severe 
time and budget constraints, it is crucial that the intrateam problem-solving 
communication frequency occurs accordingly. However, because the team 
members perform non-routine design tasks, it is difficult to judge whether the 
problem-solving process is according to schedule and budget. When solutions are 
creatively developed for the design problems at hand there is a lower risk of 
redesign that otherwise would exceed this planning. As Von Hippel (1990) 
emphasizes, to carry out a design process efficiently there is a need for creative, 
interactive problem solving.  

In order to have the members’ diverse knowledge, skills and information timely 
available, frequent communication among them is required (Katz and Kahn, 
1966; Leenders et al., 2003; Qureshi and Vogel, 2000; Trott 1998). It is believed 
that it also increases the awareness of who knows what in the group – 
development of transactive memory – which leads to more efficiency at solving 
problems (Moreland and Myakovsky, 2000) as this facilitates direct access to the 
information needed. Such intense internal problem solving, hence, is important to 
meet deadlines and milestones (Hoegl and Weinkauf, 2005) because it ensures 
quick transmission on actual demand (Forza and Salvador, 2001). Thus, for being 
efficient in complex NPD, frequent communication is required to process 
information needed on time and within budget to be able to act accordingly. 
 
However, intrateam problem-solving communication should not be too frequent. 
Team members can process only a limited amount of information due to limited 
resources, energy, time, and cognitive capacity (Boisot, 1995; Galbraith, 1973; 
Hanneman and Riddle, 2005; Nijstad, 2000). When team members are engaged in 
more information processing than needed they are likely to be distracted from the 
proper focus, or frustration or confusion may develop among them (Keller, 
1994).  

Distractions can reduce the ability to process information (Janis and Mann, 
1977). For instance, as Shalley (1995) defines, distraction can cause attentional 
overload which leads to a restriction in cognitive focusing, and may cause team 
members to rely on cognitive shortcuts to avoid taxing the attentional capacity.  

Too much information, thus, overloads the capabilities of team members and 
inhibits their performance (Goodman et al., 1986 in Patrashkova and McComb, 
2004: 84), which negatively influences team performance. As Patrashkova and 
McComb (2004: 101) state: “When too much information is transmitted, 
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individuals must sift through everything in order to find the relevant pieces, 
thereby using their limited time to process unnecessary information”. Persons 
with access to too much information, hence, are less able to select and use 
relevant information (O’Reilly, 1980). As Cooper (2003: 135) specifies: 
“irrelevant or false information can divert attention from important tasks, force 
users into an information overload situation, consume valuable resources (e.g., 
project member time) and reduce sensitivity to key issues”. Therefore, very high 
intrateam problem-solving communication results in low team efficiency 
 

This means that in teams of MOMT projects with low intrateam problem-solving 
communication frequency the members are not able to solve the complex design 
problems on time and within budget. A moderate frequency is important to have 
the information required in the problem-solving process timely available, 
whereas very frequent communication leads to information overload preventing 
the team from being efficient. Therefore, the following hypothesis is stated:  
 

H1b: The frequency of intrateam problem-solving communication  
                has an inversely u-shaped relation with team efficiency. 

 
In summary, in MOMT projects a moderate degree of intrateam problem-solving 
communication frequency is expected to be important for teams to be effective 
and efficient in the complex NPD process.  
 
 
 

2.3.2 Team Leader Role in Intrateam Communication  
As described in section 2.2.2, team leaders can have different roles based on their 
degree of involvement in the intrateam problem-solving communication, which is 
increasing starting from pure managers over hybrids to pure chief engineers. 
These different team leader roles are expected to have a distinct influence on team 
effectiveness and team efficiency in MOMT projects. As Edmondson (2003) 
states, research on NPD teams has shown that leader behaviors critically 
influence team performance as these teams face higher demands for problem 
solving. 
 
Team Leader Role in Intrateam Communication  Team Effectiveness 
At first a closer look is taken at the low team leader involvement, namely the team 
manager role – referring to the coordination of the complex problem-solving 
process. Teams perform well when all the different tasks and interdependencies 
among the team members are coordinated (Wageman, 2001) and the 
responsibilities of each individual team member are clarified (Sarin and 
McDermott, 2003). Creating such a task-focused structure has been found to 
reduce dysfunctional communication (Antonioni, 1996). It also allows the leader 
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to impart mental models and shared vision to the team members (Madhavan and 
Grover, 1998).  

The initiation of structure improves communication and understanding among 
the team members (Sarin and McDermott, 2003), which results in better problem 
solving as their different knowledge and expertise is effectively shared and 
combined. In contrast, as research has shown, a lack of task structure and failure 
of team members to understand roles and responsibilities is a major barrier for the 
success of cross-functional development teams (Wilemon and Thamhain, 1983 in 
Sarin and McDermott, 2003: 712). 

In cross-functional teams the leader is often in the unique position of being able 
to see the whole picture and understand how different sources of expertise fit 
together (Wheelwright and Clark, 1995). To successfully integrate the team 
members’ knowledge for solving complex design tasks the communication 
among them needs to be facilitated. As Katzenbach and Smith (1993) state, the 
team leader needs to strengthen the mix and level of skills of the team members. 
A positive influence of the team leader role as a team manager on team 
effectiveness is expected because he effectively facilitates the problem-solving 
communication from ‘outside’.  

But when the team leader is more involved in the intrateam problem solving he 
is less able to successfully manage that process from outside. This means he can 
no longer act as a ‘process promotor’ who facilitates innovation (Hauschildt and 
Kirchmann, 2001). Up to a certain degree this then results in lower team 
effectiveness. 
 
A very high team leader involvement in the problem-solving process – i.e., chief 
engineer role or ‘technology promotor’ – again will lead to higher team 
effectiveness. Such a team leader can contribute his specialized knowledge and 
combine it with the team members’ expertise in the complex problem-solving 
process. Thus, the leader is able to broaden the team’s repertoire of these skills 
through appropriate problem-solving communication, facilitating 
problem-solving discussions (Wageman, 2001). As Hauschildt and Kirchmann 
(2001: 44) emphasize, active, intense support by means of specific knowledge is 
important: “The technology promotor is the nucleus of the innovation process.”  

Because in MOMT projects the tasks are less analyzable and more variable – 
more complex and uncertain – a greater number of mutual adjustments among the 
group members (March and Simon, 1958; Perrow, 1970), including the team 
leader, leads to higher team effectiveness. Thompson (1967) defines ‘mutual 
adjustment’ as coordination by feedback, based on transmission of new 
information during the process of action. It is accomplished by group judgments 
(Van de Ven and Delbecq, 1974) and a high decision-making activity 
(Thompson, 1967). With this coaching, teamwork is promoted rather than relying 
on hierarchical structures to direct action (Edmondson, 2003). 
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This means that because team members are also involved in the 
decision-making process the team can be more effective. Participation in the 
decision-making process promotes an integrative approach to problem-solving 
(Muczyk and Reimann, 1997), hence group problem-solving – the coordination 
of activities through joint, simultaneous interaction (Galbraith, 1973). 

In the development process of complex new products the amount of 
information needed is diverse and large (De Vries, 1994; Emmanuelides, 1993; 
Keller, 1994). As found in NPD research, in teams of complex NPD a single 
person – regardless of tenure, status or skill – cannot have enough knowledge to 
oversee all highly technical areas of expertise proficiently (Leenders et al., 2007), 
not even the supervisor (team leader) (Tushman, 1978a). Leaders, thus, should 
not be sole decision makers but facilitators of groups of decision makers, 
effectively integrating the expertise and opinions of all members by facilitating 
communications among them (Leenders et al., 2002; Maier, 1970b; Nicholas, 
1994). This combination of the members’ diverse expertise and the creation of 
new knowledge are especially crucial because the team members, including the 
team leader as chief engineer, need to be creative in solving complex design 
problems.  

Since they have to process a lot of information to accomplish their team’s 
complex design tasks – to deal with these substantial information-processing 
requirements – peer leadership is needed (Becker and Baloff, 1969). Such a 
participatory style of leadership makes the communication among the team 
members more effective as it encourages team members to take a broader view of 
their jobs and consider a wider variety of information, inputs and constraints in 
the decision-making process (Sarin and McDermott, 2003). Additionally, while 
coaching, the team leader can mitigate power imbalances through self-disclosure, 
noting awareness of one’s own fallibility (Gabarro, 1987). 

Motivating input, on the one hand, and minimizing power differences, on the 
other hand, has a positive influence on team performance (Edmondson, 2003). 
Hence, teams are effective in solving complex design problems when the team 
leader has a chief engineer role. 
 
In summary, in MOMT projects both team leader roles – the team manager and 
chief engineer – are expected to have a positive influence on team effectiveness. 
This means very low and very high team leader involvement in the intrateam 
problem-solving process are positive, while a moderate involvement is negative. 
Being a team manager allows for providing a structure that facilitates the 
problem-solving communication – acting as ‘process promotor’, whereas a chief 
engineer supports group problem-solving – acting as ‘technology promotor’. 
However, a mix of both team leader roles neither provides a full overview for 
successful management of the information exchange nor allows for deep 
involvement in the problem-solving process, both of which were argued to have 
a positive influence on team effectiveness.  
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Therefore a u-shaped relationship with team effectiveness is hypothesized: 
 

H2a: The degree of team leader involvement in intrateam problem- 
solving communication has a u-shaped relation with team 
effectiveness. 

 
Team Leader Role in Intrateam Communication  Team Efficiency 
In complex NPD like in MOMT projects due to non-routineness there is a high 
risk of potential changes in the process or in interfaces. Teams have to be 
coordinated facing uncertainty as communication cannot be scripted in advance 
(Edmondson, 2003). Hence, the design process needs to be monitored and 
managed accordingly.  

To deal with novel situations – task variations – a high degree of internal 
flexibility is required (Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985; Tushman, 1978a, 1979). To 
enable this, the team leader should not be too involved in the problem-solving 
process. Instead, the team leader as manager or ‘process promotor’ should have 
a good overview of the planning and manage the complex problem-solving 
process according to schedule and budget. The goals have to be clearly 
formulated and communicated to the team members; by doing so, a structure is 
provided in which the objectives can be achieved (Sarin and McDermott, 2003).  

As Cooper (2003) states, within the team the leader needs to coordinate the 
flow of information that the team members are communicating appropriately. 
This means the leader has to monitor the time and quantity of the information 
exchange (Patrashkova and McComb, 2004) that it is according to the team’s 
design task complexity and planning. This is especially crucial in MOMT 
projects working under severe time and budget constraints. 

Thus, based on the above discussion, teams with a leader who has a managerial 
role – coordinating and facilitating the problem-solving process – will be more 
efficient.  
 
However, when the team leader is more involved in the problem-solving process, 
it becomes difficult to maintain a good overview and to manage the team 
according to schedule and budget. This applies especially to team leaders with a 
chief engineer role, who have a very high degree of involvement. They are more 
specialized in design problem solving than in team and process management – 
‘technology promotor’ versus ‘process promotor’. Hence, they communicate 
with all team members in the problem-solving process. 

There is a risk that important information is overlooked by the leaders because 
of that frequent information flow (Forza and Salvador, 2001). Team members 
may receive important information for solving design problems too late, which 
requires them to disregard previous work in light of this ‘new’ information and 
start over again (Leenders et al., 2007). This will result in not meeting the 
schedule and exceeding the budget. 
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Hence, in teams of MOMT projects, to be efficient the team leader should be less 
involved in the problem-solving communication, adopting a managerial role 
rather than that of a chief engineer.  
 

H2b:  The degree of team leader involvement in intrateam 
problem-solving communication affects team efficiency 
negatively. 

 
This means that within teams of MOMT projects the leaders are expected to need 
to have a manager role to perform well with respect to effectiveness and 
efficiency. Team leaders with a chief engineering role are hypothesized to only 
have a positive influence on team effectiveness. This distinct influence has also 
been found in a study on product innovations by Hauschildt and Kirchmann 
(2001), where sole technology promotors – chief engineers – have a positive 
influence on technical success but not on financial success. 
 

2.3.3 Degree of Task Disagreement in Intrateam Communication  
 

Team members can disagree because of differences in their opinions related to the 
task (Jehn, 1995). In Section 2.2.3 this task disagreement was defined as the 
discussion on defining tasks’ goals, finding and selecting solutions to solve the 
agreed-upon design tasks. The less team members agree the higher the degree of 
task disagreement 

To a certain degree this task disagreement plays a crucial role in the complex 
NPD process characterized by high task non-routineness. The extent to which the 
team members have to disagree in that process for their team to perform well is 
discussed following for team effectiveness and for team efficiency. 
 
Task Disagreement in Intrateam Communication  Team Effectiveness 
In MOMT projects members need to jointly solve the complex and non-routine 
design task assigned to their team. To be able to deal with this high complexity 
and information-processing requirements, group decision making is needed 
(Saavedra et at., 1993). Group decision making refers to successfully meeting the 
product specifications and requirements when there is agreement but also when 
there is disagreement on the team’s tasks among the team members. 

On the one hand, team members need to agree on the final result in terms of 
product and process that they are working on a common goal (Leenders et al., 
2007). This agreement is not only important in the beginning but also throughout 
the project since the development of a complex new product is non-routine and 
hence cannot be fully planned in advance. With increasing duration of the project 
more insight is gained and tasks might have to redefined and agreed upon. On the 
other hand, the team members have to jointly critically evaluate the different 
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solution approaches (Becker and Baloff, 1969; Tushman, 1979) to successfully 
accomplish these tasks.  
 
When team members agree upon goals it is clear to them what the tasks are and 
which product specifications and requirements should be met. They can then 
contribute their expertise by communicating with the other team members 
accordingly to jointly solve the design problems in order to accomplish the 
team’s tasks effectively. 

Additionally, consensus on the team’s goal – low task disagreement – is 
important to ensure work satisfaction among the team members who might 
otherwise get frustrated when there is disagreement or questioning of their work 
(Baron, 1990; Ross, 1989 in: Jehn, 1995: 295). This frustration can result in less 
willingness to share important information required for solving complex design 
problems. But with agreement on tasks the effort made by the team members is 
appreciated more. This then causes high satisfaction which, in turn, increases the 
contribution of their expertise – leading to higher group effectiveness (Gladstein, 
1984).  

Agreeing and working on common goals the team members, hence, can be 
more effective in the problem-solving process to find high-quality solutions for 
the assigned design problems. The more the team members disagree on the task 
the less they are able to define and work according to common goals. Higher task 
disagreement can then result in ‘task conflict’ – disagreement on personal matters 
– which negatively influences team effectiveness (Gladstein, 1984). Team 
members may become more committed to their individual positions and 
consensus is more difficult to achieve (Dougherty, 1992). 
 
But the higher the level of task disagreement among team members the more they 
also discuss the procedures and solution options for solving design problems in 
order to reach the common team goal. This open discussion on the different 
opinions can prevent team members from succumbing to groupthink and 
stimulates them to critically evaluate their varying perspectives (Janis, 1972; 
Leenders et al., 2007). Disagreement, hence, can serve as stimulant for further 
exploration (Maier and Hoffman, 1970).  

Additionally, this is crucial because “a lack of openness within a team (i.e., 
holding back important information) hinders the most fundamental function of 
teamwork, namely the integration of team members’ knowledge and expertise on 
their common task” (Hoegl and Gemuenden, 2001: 437). The quality of proposed 
alternatives and solutions is always improved when different specialists are 
involved (Leenders et al., 2002) since they have diverse opinions and views 
(Emmanuelides, 1993). In contrast, as Jehn (1995: 260) states: “Inadequate 
knowledge or assessment can lead to poor decisions and inferior products”. 

Disagreement, thus, can assist in developing new ideas and approaches to tasks 
(Baron, 1991), and can lead to innovation and creative problem solving as new 
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solutions are created which either recognize or incorporate the different 
viewpoints (Hoffman et al., 1970; Maier and Hoffman, 1970). As Katz and 
Tushman (1979) assume, for creative problems performance may be positively 
related to the evaluation of new ideas or solution approaches. This means not only 
final solutions but also intermediate results should be communicated to reduce 
design oscillations (Mihm et al., 2003). 

Similarly, Levitt and colleagues (1999: 1488) argue: “The more alternatives 
evaluated, the higher the likelihood that a more ideal solution will be found”. 
Better decisions are made because disagreement encourages greater cognitive 
understanding of the issues being considered (Simons and Peterson, 2000). 
Therefore task disagreement can be seen as a major precondition for the 
necessary team learning effect (Fiol, 1994; Van Engelen et al., 2001), for making 
progress in the complex NPD process. High-quality decisions can then be made 
and superior products be created (Jehn, 1995).  
 
Positive effects of task disagreement on team effectiveness have also been 
acknowledged in research. For instance, Jehn (1995) found in her study on 79 
work groups and 26 management teams in the international headquarter of a large 
freight transportation firm, that task disagreement of members that have high task 
interdependence is positively related to group effectiveness. Additionally, the 
results of the research by Hoegl and Gemuenden (2001) on 145 software 
development teams from four German software development laboratories show 
that the balance of members’ contributions is one of the most critical performance 
factors. Because of their involvement in discussions and decision making, 
avoidable mistakes are less likely to occur. Similarly, Smith (1970) found in his 
study on a research laboratory engaged in petroleum engineering that a shared 
influence on technical decisions is associated with the productivity. 

These research findings and the discussion above suggest that a high level of 
task disagreement within teams of MOMT projects leads to high team 
effectiveness. As Tjosvold (1985) states, task disagreement is beneficial to group 
decision making and performance because of higher quality discussions and 
decision making. It fosters creative discussion about the satisfactory nature of the 
proposed solutions, which increases the quality of selected solutions, and thus 
facilitates meeting the product specifications and requirements. 
 
Hence, very low and very high task disagreement can be related to high team 
effectiveness. As moderate task disagreement contributes neither to agreement on 
common goals nor to successful discussions in the problem-solving process, it 
will lead to low team effectiveness. Therefore the following hypothesis is stated: 
 

H3a: The degree of task disagreement in intrateam problem- 
             solving communication has a u-shaped relation with team  
      effectiveness. 
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Task Disagreement in Problem-Solving Communication  Team Efficiency 
As with team effectiveness, for team efficiency the uncertainty in the process of 
complex NPD due to high non-routineness can be reduced by having a low degree 
or very high degree of task disagreement among the team members. However, 
here agreement is more important than disagreement.  

As Leenders and colleagues (2007) argue, agreement has an effect on efficient 
deployment of development sources. When team members agree on common 
goals they (are able to) work according to schedule and budget.  

With more task disagreement more discussions among the team members arise 
on how the design problems should be solved. Decision making can become more 
costly as the number of decision makers increases (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962), 
since more time is needed for a group to reach a decision than for a single 
individual (Becker and Baloff, 1969; Maier, 1970b).  

Task disagreement, thus, can hamper the work process by retarding crucial 
decisions, especially when team members are aware of their different opinions 
(Pelled, 1995). For instance, Ancona and Caldwell (1992a) found in their 
research on 38 new product teams in high-technology companies that the 
increased volume of ideas and changes can overwhelm teams with alternatives, 
making closure on final design even harder. With higher disagreement the team 
members’ cognitive system shuts down and information processing is impeded 
(De Dreu and Weingart, 2003). 
 
With increasing task disagreement among the members the team, thus, becomes 
less efficient. Only high levels of task disagreement can be positive for team 
efficiency as almost all different solutions are discussed, which leads to 
high-quality solutions that do not require time- and budget-consuming rework. 
As Ball and colleagues (1998: 215) state: “Since the cost of design decisions can 
be extremely high if they subsequently turn out to be misconceived, it is advisable 
to defer decision making (such as fixing upon initial solution idea for a problem 
or sub-problem) until a range of (possibly better) options have been fully 
explored”. 

With these high-level discussions team members also develop a common sense. 
Task conflict – conflict on personal matters – arising from disagreement about 
decisions or differences in opinions and perspectives related to the task (Jehn, 
1995) can be reduced when team members understand each others’ point of view 
completely. Then they have fewer misunderstandings and important issues are 
discussed immediately. If not, as Van de Vliert and De Dreu (1994 in: Jehn, 1995: 
261) suggested, too little task disagreement can lead to inactivity because a sense 
of urgency is lacking. Fast response is especially required when unexpected 
changes occur, which can be likely in the development of complex new products. 

Hence, although a high degree of task disagreement is resource-consuming in 
the beginning, with time the team will become more efficient. As with team 
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effectiveness, high-level discussions among (almost) all team members are 
beneficial. Otherwise, as Hoegl and Gemuenden (2001: 440) state: “If 
discussions and decision making are dominated by some team members, and 
others in the team are unable to contribute their views and ideas, then this will 
have negative consequences on the team’s performance (i.e., quality, costs, time) 
because avoidable mistakes are likely to be made” [emphasis by authors].  
 
Based on the discussion and research finding above, a u-shaped relationship of 
intrateam task disagreement on team efficiency is hypothesized.  
 

H3b: The degree of task disagreement in intrateam problem- 
             solving communication has a u-shaped relation with team  
    efficiency. 

 
 
Within teams, in addition to frequency the team leader role and degree of task 
disagreement in the problem-solving communication are also expected to have an 
influence on team effectiveness and efficiency, while for the communication 
between teams only the frequency is studied. 
 

2.4 Extrateam Communication  Team Performance 
The need for frequent problem-solving communication with other teams from the 
NPD project has been highlighted, for instance, by Souder and Moenaert (1992) 
who state that the high complexity of development processes can only be dealt 
with if information is exchanged between the teams.  

In MOMT projects the need for frequent problem-solving communication with 
other teams is mainly based on the interdependencies of the complex design tasks 
due to interfaces. Therefore, this extrateam communication can be described as 
more ‘have to’ compared to the intrateam communication that is more ‘want to’, 
since the members work on the common team goal they are more committed to. 
This perception can cause a more negative influence of the external 
problem-solving communication frequency on team performance than the 
internal one. 

As Kazanjian and colleagues (2000) state, teams that have high levels of 
interdependencies with other teams can be overwhelmed with the need for 
coordinating each design problem; what they term ‘unpleasant constraints’. Or, 
as Hoegl and colleagues (2004: 41) describe, teams “might consider their 
modules isolated and optimize without regarding technical interdependencies 
leading to technical incompatibilities with other team’s designs, which to resolve 
later in the project cost extra time and resources”. 

Although frequent information exchange takes place it does not necessarily 
contribute to team effectiveness and efficiency respectively.  
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Extrateam Communication Frequency  Team Effectiveness 
Teams need to communicate with the teams they share strong interdependencies 
with. As Hoegl and Weinkauf (2005: 1291) state: “Given the intense task 
interdependencies between teams designing and developing related modules, the 
success of any one team is dependent on how well their work results integrate 
with that of related teams”. They need to clarify goals and find mutually 
acceptable solutions for the design problems (Levitt et al., 1999) because the 
solutions not only have to meet a set of requirements, but also the interactions 
between these requirements (De Vries, 1994).  

High task interdependence requires a high level of joint problem solving 
between the tasks (Tushman, 1977, 1979; Tushman and Nadler, 1978; Von 
Hippel, 1990) that are assigned to the different teams. Thus, frequent 
problem-solving communication among them is necessary to exchange the 
information required to jointly solve complex design problems. As Hoegl and 
colleagues (2004) found in their research for a multi-team (39 teams) project in 
the European automotive industry, high interdependencies require high levels of 
collaboration between and within the affected teams. Design problems and 
possible solutions can then be discussed together, which positively influences the 
quality of the teams’ output.  

Frequent problem-solving communication with other teams of the project is not 
only important due to the task dependencies but also to gather and process 
information from outside in order to handle the non-routineness in the complex 
NPD process. High complexity needs high levels of external interaction 
(Tushman, 1979) – the exchange of perspectives and ideas with experts from 
other teams (Sethi, 2000). Frequent communication with outsiders, hence, opens 
the team up to new information (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991; Katz, 1982; Katz and 
Tushman, 1981). This increases the amount and variety of information and 
resources available to the team (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995) that are needed to 
execute new practices effectively (Edmondson, 2003).  

Thus, a certain degree of frequent extrateam problem-solving communication 
is required to be effective in the complex NPD process. 
 

However, when teams interact more frequently with other teams they can be 
overtaken by those teams that are imposing their requirements on them (Hoegl 
and Weinkauf, 2005). Although information needs to be exchanged with the 
interdependent teams for a team to be effective, there is the risk that it will lose 
sight of its own specifications and requirements as a result of the very frequent 
extrateam communication.   

As a consequence the team effectiveness will decrease because the solutions 
found will not be according to their own tasks’ requirements but to the other 
teams’ ones. Due to the high task interdependence with the other teams’ design, 
constraints will be set that limit the field of options (Kazanjian et al., 2000). 
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Hence, very frequent communication with, and dependence on, other teams in 
the MOMT project can have a negative influence on team effectiveness. Since 
frequent communication is a sign of a need for information exchange – due to 
high task interdependencies – it cannot be positive for team effectiveness. With 
this ‘have to’ communication the frequently exchanged information might not be 
used appropriately for solving the assigned complex design problems. 
Additionally, strong limitations are set which make it challenging for a team to 
meet its product specifications and requirements. This means there is a negative 
influence of frequent communication although interaction between the 
interdependent teams is needed.  

Moreover, as the cross-functional members were selected in accordance with 
the team’s tasks, not that much outside knowledge – that would require more 
frequent extrateam communication – should be needed to solve the assigned 
design tasks. 
 

Based on the discussion above, in MOMT projects a certain communication 
frequency is required, not too little and not too much, for a team to be effective.  
 

H4a: The frequency of extrateam problem-solving communication  
         has an inversely u-shaped relation with team effectiveness. 

 

This inverted u-shaped relation of extrateam problem-solving communication 
frequency with team effectiveness will especially apply to teams with high 
extrateam task interdependence. It is assumed to have a more negative shape, 
whereas for team efficiency a linearly negative influence is expected.  
 
Extrateam Communication Frequency  Team Efficiency 
In complex new product development such as MOMT projects there can be high 
task uncertainties due to potential changes in the interfaces or the solutions to 
design problems that can have an unexpected impact on other components of the 
product. As Gerwin and Moffat (1997) emphasize, a team’s technical decision 
(e.g., regarding weight, dimensions, or other properties of the team’s module) 
immediately affect other teams. To deal with such task uncertainties and 
complexity, information among the interdependent teams needs to be quickly 
exchanged and processed so that work strategies can be adjusted (Hoegl et al., 
2004). Otherwise it can take a long time before problems are discovered, which 
results in significant costs and delays (Sosa et al., 2004).  

New information, thus, becomes important, making information exchange 
among interdependent teams essential (Tushman and Nadler, 1978) since it needs 
to be readily obtainable (Poole, 1978). With insufficient communication, 
information about changes may be transferred too late or is unclear (Hoegl et al., 
2004), or too little information may prevent teams from perceiving changes. The 
then required rework of the affected parts often entails delays and additional 
development costs (Ball et al., 1998). 
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However, since frequent extrateam communication is resource-consuming, it will 
be negative for team efficiency. For instance, Hoegl and colleagues (2004) found 
a negative relation of the level of extrateam cooperation for adherence to budget.  

This means the benefits of the increased information-processing capacity to 
accomplish complex design tasks must be weighted against the costs of less 
control and potentially increased response time: “The basic design problem is to 
balance the costs of information-processing capacity against the needs of the 
subunit’s work – too much capacity will be redundant and costly; too little 
capacity will not get the job done” (Tushman and Nadler, 1978: 619). Many task 
interdependencies among the teams of MOMT projects – requiring a generally 
high extrateam communication frequency – hence are a sign of badly executed 
task decomposition8. 

In addition to having the extrateam information timely available for the general 
interdependent design problem solving in the complex NPD, a higher 
information-processing need is likely due to potential changes. Highly 
interdependent teams, thus, will have problems finishing their task on time and 
within budget as they are too dependent on other teams to continue with their own 
work. As information must not only be transmitted, but also evaluated and 
integrated by the team (Poole, 1978), it requires valuable engineering time (Loch 
and Terwiesch, 1998) and makes the information processing costly. 

Moreover, teams can be overloaded with other teams’ priorities and 
suggestions, and prevent them from moving forward according to schedule 
(Hoegl et al., 2004). Such additional information is not useful for teams as it does 
not reduce uncertainty concerning their own course of action (Poole, 1978); 
hence, it negatively influences their efficiency.  

As Souder and Moenaert (1992) state, external inputs should be adequately 
restricted as too much communication can delay crucial decisions and actions. 
 

This means that although a certain extrateam problem-solving communication 
frequency is required, it mainly has a negative influence on team efficiency. 
Compared to team effectiveness, team efficiency is more negatively influenced 
by frequent extrateam problem-solving communication. It seems likely that 
already starting from a relatively low degree, the communication frequency with 
other teams has a negative influence on team efficiency. Therefore, a linear 
negative influence is stated: 
 

H4b: The frequency of extrateam problem-solving communication  
             affects team efficiency negatively. 

 

                                                      
8  As discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, in the process of task decomposition high  
   interdependencies should be largely grouped within teams; thus, frequent problem-solving  
   communication should mainly take place within rather than among teams. 
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It was argued that extrateam communication should not be very frequent. While 
for team effectiveness there needs to be a certain degree of frequent 
communication with other teams in the MOMT project to exchange and process 
information required for solving complex interdependent new design problems, 
for team efficiency there is a general negative influence because of the time- and 
budget-consuming nature of extrateam communication. Similar relations, but less 
negative, are expected for the intrateam communication. As Poole (1978: 495) 
states: “Information is only instrumental if it can be obtained without overly high 
costs and if it is not so vague that it offers no help in reducing uncertainty”.  

Also, the combination of intrateam and extrateam communication frequency 
can have an influence on team performance. For instance, groupthink resulting 
from high interaction within teams could be compensated by high extrateam 
communication frequency, reducing the negative influence of very high 
intrateam communication on team effectiveness. Unfortunately, the sample was 
not large enough to include multilevel effects into the analysis. Hence, the 
potential trade-off of intrateam versus extrateam communication is not included 
in this research. 

2.5 Summary 
In this chapter it was discussed – based on the information-processing theory – 
that teams of MOMT projects are expected to perform well when 
problem-solving communication patterns are according the information- 
processing need for the different performance aspects. Table 2.1 gives an 
overview of the expected distinct influence of problem-solving communication 
on team effectiveness and team efficiency stated in the previous hypotheses.  

But as Katz and Tushman (1979: 160) state: “Task characteristics by 
themselves do not cause communication patterns; rather, projects can develop 
particular communication structures and networks to deal more effectively with 
their information needs”; and also more efficiently. For a MOMT project to 
handle the high information-processing need in the complex NPD process, a 
systematic design approach is needed. It is assumed that design principles have an 
influence on the above-discussed problem-solving communication variables. In 
the next chapter, hypotheses are stated for these intrateam and extrateam 
relationships in MOMT projects. 
 
Problem-Solving Communication Patterns Team Effectiveness Team Efficiency 
Intrateam Communication Frequency. H1a: .         H1b: .          
Intrateam Team Leader Role. H2a: .         H2b: . .        
Degree of Intrateam Task Disagreement. H3a: .           H3b: .        
Extrateam Communication Frequency. H4a: .        H4b:.         

Table 2.1   Hypotheses of the influence of extrateam and intrateam problem-solving 
communication on team effectiveness and team efficiency in MOMT projects  
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3 Systematic Design Approach and 
Intrateam and Extrateam Problem-Solving 
Communication in Multi-Organization, 
Multi-Team Projects 

3.1 Introduction 
As discussed in the previous chapter, problem-solving communication within and 
between the teams of MOMT projects has an influence on team effectiveness as 
well as on team efficiency. A systematic design approach in the NPD process is 
required to structure and facilitate this communication for solving the complex 
design tasks according to the performance requirements. Therefore, in this 
chapter the following two sub-questions are studied:  
 

2a)  What is the influence of a systematic design approach on 
intrateam problem-solving communication in MOMT projects? 

 

2b)  What is the influence of a systematic design approach on 
extrateam problem-solving communication in MOMT projects?  

 

Applying systematic design principles9, the complexity can be handled (Pahl 
and Beitz, 1992), and activities and decisions can be directed during the design 
process in order to improve performance (Oosterman, 2001). In MOMT projects, 
since very frequent communication within and especially with other teams will be 
negative for team performance – as hypothesized in Chapter 2 – the 
communication need has to be reduced. In general, communication should mainly 
take place within teams to exchange information and knowledge to solve the 
assigned design problems. This means the intrateam communication process 
needs to be facilitated in the solution-finding and solution-selection process. 

In the following, systematic design principles that reduce the intrateam and 
extrateam communication need and facilitate the required intrateam 
communication process, and thereby influence the communication variables 
discussed in the previous chapter, are introduced.  

                                                      
9 Leenders and colleagues (2007: 168) give a short historical overview on principles of modern  
   design methods, which can be traced back to Leonardo da Vinci, were first pioneered by Erkens  
   (1928) in the 1920s, and completely integrated by Hansen (1956). The latest publications  
   essentially do not differ much from, for instance, Pahl and Beitz’ (1977) ‘Konstruktionslehre’. 
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3.2 Design Principles Relevant for Problem-Solving 
Communication in Multi-Organization, Multi-Team 
Projects 

While hierarchical task decomposition is applied to reduce the communication 
need (i.e., communication frequency of team members, team leader, and of 
teams), the design principles systematic variation and satisficing help to facilitate 
communication in the intrateam problem-solving process (i.e., communication 
frequency, and degree of team leader involvement and of task disagreement). 
These influences are discussed in more detail in the respective Sub-sections 3.3 
and 3.4.  
 

3.2.1 Hierarchical Task Decomposition 
MOMT projects – the project itself and the teams – need to be structured so that 
the high problem-solving communication need in the NPD process is reduced. As 
the information-processing need is closely related to the task complexity (Bell 
and Kozlowski, 2002; Tushman, 1979), it can be partly reduced by decreasing the 
degree of the tasks’ complexity. 

An effective approach is to decompose the complex overall design task into 
smaller and easier sub-tasks in which the design is relatively clear (Dym, 1994; 
Oosterman, 2001). It results in a function structure that represents the product’s 
overall function (Pahl and Beitz, 1992). By decomposing the product into 
semi-independent components corresponding to its many functional parts, the 
design of each component can be carried out with some degree of independence 
from each other since they will affect the others largely through the function and 
independently from the details of the mechanism that accomplishes this function 
(Simon, 1996). This division into sub-functions of decreasing complexity must 
be continued till the search for a solution seems promising (Pahl and Beitz, 1992) 
– hierarchical decomposition (Simon, 1996). The defined diverse sub-tasks can 
be assigned to different teams and team members. 

However, decomposition should not be taken too far as complexity will 
increase again because of the numerous sub-tasks that have been created10 and the 
large number of specialists required, both of which have to be managed. For 
instance, the results of a study by Leenders and colleagues (2007) on 44 NPD 
teams engaged in the electronics industry suggest that the team’s creative 
performance fails when there is too much decomposition as it promotes the 
establishment of sub-groups.  

                                                      
10 Please note: to simplify, in the following discussion ‘sub-tasks’ are referred to as ‘tasks’. 
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Due to hierarchical decomposition different levels of sub-groups are formed. 
That means in complex NPD there can be sub-groups of sub-groups and so on, 
which need to be managed. Thus, there needs to be a balance between the 
complexity and the decomposition of design tasks – representing the problem of 
information-processing needs that are too high versus coordination needs that are 
too high in the design process. As Pahl and Beitz (1992) state, an optimum 
breaking down of the overall function leads to an optimum number of 
sub-function levels and number of sub-functions per level.  
 
The decomposition of a complete design into functional components is not 
unique; there may be many alternatives, which also lead to alternative processes 
and alternative solutions developed (Simon, 1996; Von Hippel, 1990). The 
project architecture, hence, is not a comprehensive map of the product itself; 
rather, it is a simplification of the reality of design process (Alexander, 1974 in 
Kazanjian et al., 2000: 278).  

Depending on how well a MOMT project is structured based on the 
decomposed complex new product, the required information flow within and 
among the teams will be to a different degree successfully facilitated. As 
Galbraith (1973) and Thompson (1967) state, the success of decomposition 
depends critically on how well the remaining interdependencies are managed. 

Task interdependencies arise from the product architecture and refer to the 
intensity and direction of workflow relationships (Gerwin, 1981). Von Hippel 
(1990: 409) defines the task interdependence with respect to problem solving as 
“the probability that efforts to perform one of the tasks to specification will 
require related problem-solving in the other. The higher this probability in a 
given instance, the greater the problem-solving interdependence”.  

This means the better the interdependencies are managed and limited, the less 
the overall need for frequent problem-solving communication. But the more 
complex the interdependencies, the more complex the design problem (Dym, 
1994), and the more information needs to be exchanged throughout the project 
because design task dependency defines data dependency and thereby the need 
for information flow (Bell and Kozlowski, 2002; Chiu, 2002). This applies within 
as well as between teams of MOMT projects.  
 
In summary, as Tushman (1979: 85) highlights: “The more substantial the task 
interdependence, the greater the coordination, and the greater the joint 
problem-solving demands”. Thompson (1967) argues, in order to minimize the 
overall coordination effort and costs – based on the information-processing need 
– the tasks must be clustered so that the strongest interactions occur within the 
group and the weaker interactions between groups. In complex NPD this 
grouping can be done in teams and groups of teams (sub-systems). This allows 
for intense communication within these boundaries (Tushman, 1979).  
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This means MOMT projects should be structured so that the highest task 
interdependence is within the teams. The lowest task interdependence, thus, 
should be among the teams – teams of different sub-systems, followed by teams 
of the same (sub-)subsystem – to reduce the complexity of both the design tasks 
and the MOMT project. 
 
Therefore, the focus is on intrateam communication relationships – how 
systematic design principles in the solution-finding process (systematic 
variation) and solution-selection process (satisficing) facilitate the required 
information flow to jointly solve complex design problems.  
 

3.2.2 Design Principles for Solution-Finding and Solution-Selection 
Process 

In complex NPD like in MOMT projects the many different design tasks have to 
be accomplished in a systematic way due to their high non-routineness. The 
design problems to be solved are ill-structured11 since their solutions cannot 
normally be found by routinely applying a mathematical formula in a structured 
way (Dym, 1994). There is a high degree of complexity of the search processes 
(Van de Ven et al., 1976) as many alternative solution approaches have to be 
created and evaluated (Tushman, 1978a, 1979). 

For that reason, the emergence of solutions to the complex design problems has 
to be supported by a creative and innovative design process (Girard and Robin, 
2006). Creativity – as “a process of engagement by individuals in behaviors and 
activities directed at the development of novel solutions, in this instance, targeted 
at a design problem” (Kazanjian et al., 2000: 279) – hence, plays a crucial role in 
the development and success of complex new products (Amabile, 1996; 
Kazanjian et al., 2000).  
 
Torrence (1988) defines creativity as a process in which, besides the problem 
definition, the communication of ideas to others is a central aspect. Becker and 
Baloff (1969: 261) describe complex problem solving as “requiring specification 
of a number of potential solutions and the selection of one of these alternatives as 
the solution” [emphasis by authors]. Similarly Ball and colleagues (1998: 213) 
state: “Designers should generate and evaluate multiple design alternatives in 
order to increase the chances of attaining better design solutions than might arise 

                                                      
11 Cross (2000: 14f.) lists different characteristics of these ill-defined (non-programmed: Simon,  
    1977) problems: there is no definite definition for the problem, any problem definition may  
    embody inconsistencies, formulations of the solutions are solution dependent, proposing  
    solutions is a means of understanding the problem, and there is no definite solution for the  
    problem. 
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if they fixated upon an initial solution”. They argue that this ‘breadth-first’12 
solution development minimizes the designers’ commitment to existing solution 
ideas until all sub-problems have been explored at a particular level of detail. 
Thus, it reduces the amount of redesign work – and consequently cost and time 
– that needs to be undertaken if design ideas are found to be incompatible. This is 
especially critical for teams of MOMT projects that are performing complex 
design tasks under high time pressure and resource constraints. 

This means that for each of the complex design problems assigned to the teams 
the members need to generate a solution space (diverging activity) and evaluate 
these alternative solutions to select one (converging activity). These creative 
NPD activities need to be encouraged and managed by a systematic design 
approach (Leenders et al., 2007). The solution-finding process and the 
solution-selection process as a systematic design approach can both be described 
by a different design principle, namely systematic variation and satisficing 
respectively. 

3.2.2.1 Systematic Variation 
In the solution-finding process it is preferable to not look for solutions in an ad 
hoc fashion because good solutions may be overlooked or it could take a very 
long time to find them (Dym, 1994). New design methods, thus, need to be 
applied. They tend to formalize certain procedures of design (e.g., avoiding 
occurrence of overlooked factors, and widening the search) and externalize 
design thinking (Cross, 2000).  

Divergence leads to the extension and exploration of the problem space and 
identification of relevant factors, which results in a wide search for solutions 
(Cross, 2000; Jones, 1981). The problem space, hence, contains not only the 
actual solution but possible solutions that might be considered (Newell and 
Simon, 1972). 
 
As in MOMT projects – due to the complexity of the new design problems – 
existing solutions cannot be used one-to-one, new solutions have to be created 
within teams. For instance, Pahl and Beitz (1992: 86-108) give an overview of 
several methods that are useful in the search for new solutions to complex design 
problems: methods with a discursive bias (e.g., classification schemes and design 
catalogues) and methods with an intuitive bias (e.g., brainstorming and 
synectics). With these methods solutions for the design problem at hand are 
developed. This means the solutions are not only novel but also appropriate, 

                                                      
12 Newell and Simon (1972) distinguish between breadth-first strategy and depth-first strategy. The  
    first strategy refers to considering many different options before going deeper and deeper, while  
    the latter one refers to the deeper search before that part of the search tree is abandoned. 
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useful, correct, and valuable (Amabile, 1996), also when they are not 
implemented (Kazanjian et al., 2000). 

Methods with an intuitive bias are likely to be applied more in the idea 
generation phase because of higher task uncertainty, while in a later design phase 
more methods with a discursive bias based on more knowledge are created13. 
However, they do not exclude but often complement each other (Pahl and Beitz, 
1992).  
 
In order to systematically search the solution space, for instance, a 
‘morphological chart’ (Zwicky, 1948 in Leenders et al., 2007: 169) – also known 
as ‘function means table’ (Dym, 1994) – can be created. Various characteristics 
and possible solutions are schematically represented, which encourages design 
teams to identify novel combinations of existing solutions by creatively varying, 
re-ordering and re-combining them – i.e., design principle ‘systematic variation’ 
(Leenders et al., 2007).  

This design principle is important in complex NPD like MOMT projects and as 
Cross (2000) and Tushman and Nadler (1996) state, successful innovation 
involves the creative, new combination of existing techniques, ideas or methods 
in order to widen the search for potential new solutions. In addition to finding 
multiple solutions for design problems, in the NPD process systematic variation 
is also applied to determine alternative decomposition of design tasks and, after 
finding solutions to these different design problems, to creatively recompose the 
decomposed task into overall solutions (Leenders et al., 2007). 

 

3.2.2.2 Satisficing 
From the many different solutions to a complex design sub-problem one has to be 
selected. The selected sub-solutions should not interfere with sub-solutions of 
other sub-problems that are combined for solving a higher-level problem (Dym, 
1994). Constraints are given by specifying objectives and performance (Cross, 
2000) that team members can locally, almost independently select solutions on 
the team level. 

In this converging stage the range of options needs to be reduced (Jones, 1981). 
Since design problems are ill-structured, there is no definite solution for the 
problem. There are many acceptable solutions (Dym, 1994). Hence, an objective 
true-or-false evaluation of a solution is not possible (Cross, 2000). This means 
there is no way of determining whether a solution is optimal or not. Additionally, 
it is not possible to recognize the best alternative until all alternatives have been 

                                                      
13 For instance, Kratzer (2001) highlights in his research on innovation teams the importance of  
    extraordinarily high degrees of creativity in the beginning of the innovation process  
    (i.e., conceptualization phase), whereas for the commercialization phase lower degrees are  
    sufficient but also required. 
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generated and evaluated (Frenken, 2001). Moreover, the ‘universally optimal’ 
solution often does not even exist (Leenders et al., 2007). As Manheim (1967 in 
Jones, 1981: 66) has pointed out that one cannot achieve an optimal solution, only 
an optimal search. This optimal search also requires an optimal solution-selection 
process.  
 
As Simon (1976) explains, because people rarely have the time, energy, or 
resources at their disposal to evaluate all possible alternatives, they satisfice 
(satisfy and suffice) instead of optimize. By satisficing a NPD team chooses a 
satisfactory solution that is acceptable after a search of only moderate length 
rather than exploring all alternatives and selecting the best one (Simon, 1996). 
This solution-search behavior in design situations is viewed as a rational and 
effective behavior within the bonds of cognitive processing constraints – 
bounded or limited rationality (Newell and Simon, 1972).  

The satisficing activity, thus, can be seen as a compromise between design and 
business objectives: set design specifications and schedule can be met within 
budget. It needs to be reached on a mutually acceptable decision rather than an 
optimal one (Janis and Mann, 1977). Hence, the search is for a solution that is 
satisfactory when judged by reasonable, often non-quantitative measures which 
are usually less restrictive than those applied in formal optimization (Dym, 1994). 
This means satisficing does not deny the value of evaluation and selection 
techniques – they are still important (Leenders et al., 2007). As Cross (2000) 
argues, the evaluation of alternatives can only be done by considering the 
objectives that the design is supposed to achieve. 
 
 
The latter two design principles are supposed to influence the intrateam 
problem-solving communication variables in MOMT projects, whereas 
hierarchical task decomposition – studied by the resulting degree of task 
interdependence – is expected to have an impact on intrateam as well as extrateam 
communication. A systematic design approach, thus, can be seen as antecedent to 
the intrateam as well as extrateam problem-solving communication in MOMT 
projects. In the next sections hypotheses on these relationships are stated, at first 
for the intrateam and then for the extrateam communication. 
  

                                                ☺
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3.3 Influence on Intrateam Communication 
As described above, all three systematic design principles have an influence on 
the communication variables within teams by defining the need and facilitating 
the process.  

3.3.1 Intrateam Task Interdependence  Intrateam Communication 
Because of the high number of diverse design tasks in complex NPD many teams 
with cross-functional members from different organizations need to be formed. 
Within these MOMT projects the team members are selected in accordance with 
the teams’ tasks, having complementary skills – i.e., high task interdependence. 
They need to communicate to combine their diverse expertise in order to jointly 
solve the complex design problems (Ancona and Caldwell, 1992b). 

As Mihm and colleagues (2003) state, by using cross-functional teams the 
number of dependencies among members considered increases, which in fact is 
the reason for establishing such a group. They further argue that cross-functional 
teams are better able to release and process preliminary information 
communication. Similarly, Emmanuelides (1993) states that such a close 
coupling will promote inter-functional learning and allow for joint problem 
solving and collective decision making. 
 
Since in MOMT projects the teams’ design tasks are still complex, they can be 
decomposed again and assigned to the different team members according to their 
expertise, which results in sub-groups. By assigning work to individuals and 
sub-groups of teams the accountability of the team members grows (Katzenbach 
and Smith, 1993). The individuals responsible for particular tasks are determined, 
which specifies how all tasks need to be integrated (Oosterman, 2001). This task 
interdependence among team members, that they are dependent upon one another 
to accomplish the collective work of the team, is a basic design feature of team 
structure (Campion et al., 1993; Wageman, 1995). 

Therefore, task decomposition within teams should not be taken too far. 
Separate but also joint problem solving is required within teams of MOMT 
projects, which also needs to be coordinated. Intrateam task interdependence, 
hence, is expected to influence the frequency and the team leader role in the 
problem-solving communication within teams. 
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Intrateam Task Interdependence  Intrateam Communication Frequency  
The greater the degree of interdependence, the greater the need is for 
collaboration and mutual adjustment among the team members (March and 
Simon, 1958; Thompson, 1967) as the interdependent tasks require many 
iterations of information transfer (Eppinger et al., 1994). Task interdependence, 
hence, affects the level of cooperation within a group (Saavedra et al., 1993). It 
thereby defines the problem-solving communication frequency within teams of 
MOMT projects.  

When there are high task interdependencies among team members it is less 
likely that sub-groups are formed; which otherwise would lead to segmentation 
and hence lower frequency of the intrateam communication. As Leenders and 
colleagues (2007: 174) define: “Subgroups refer to subsets of team members with 
frequent communication among each other but with infrequent interaction with 
others”. Instead, with a high degree of intrateam task interdependence there will 
be very frequent communication among all team members.  
 

H5: The degree of intrateam task interdependence affects  
    intrateam problem-solving communication frequency  
    positively. 

 
Intrateam Task Interdependence  Intrateam Team Leader Role 
In the coordination of the degree of task interdependencies within and with all the 
other teams in MOMT projects the team leaders play an important role. As 
Tushman (1978b) states, task interdependence requires coordination and joint 
problem solving. Depending on the degree of these task interdependencies the 
team leader role in the problem-solving communication is defined. As discussed 
in the second chapter, here a closer look is taken only at the intrateam level – how 
much the team leader is involved in the communication within teams. 
 
Within teams with low task interdependence team members can work relatively 
independently (Thompson, 1967), which reduces the need for interaction 
(O’Sullivan, 2003). As stated in Hypothesis 5, team members with lower task 
interdependencies are less likely to frequently communicate than team members 
with high task interdependencies. However, a certain degree of information 
exchange among these team members is required. As Saavedra and colleagues 
(1993) state, as they perform the different parts of the task in a flexible order they 
need to be coordinated.  

Hence, a managerial team leader, who can assure that enough but not too much 
problem-solving information is exchanged, is required. That is, a sufficient 
amount of relevant information needs to be provided while the amount of 
irrelevant information present needs to be minimized (O’Reilly, 1980). But the 
team leader does not personally need to be involved in the problem-solving 
process. Rather, acting as a manager or ‘process promotor’, the process is 
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managed, team members are motivated, and the different parts are combined 
(Hauschildt, 1998). 
 
In contrast, since interdependent team members are likely to communicate 
frequently, they exchange the information needed for solving the team’s design 
problems. Thus, they do not need much coordination by a team manager to assure 
the proper information flow among them.  

Instead, because of that high interdependence – representing a high complexity 
of the design problem – the team leader as chief engineer needs to be involved in 
the problem-solving process to contribute his specialized knowledge. As a 
‘technology promotor’ he is highly involved in and supports the generating and 
settling of solutions to solve problems (Hauschildt, 1998). 
 
However, when the task interdependence is very high the team leader needs to 
manage the interactions among the team members as it will be more difficult to 
solve the highly interdependent design problems when unexpected problems or 
changes occur. This is the task of the manager or ‘process promotor’, to redefine 
and adjust order of tasks/processes and the schedule (Hauschildt, 1998).  
 
This means the communication processes among almost independent team 
members need to be coordinated by a team manager. With increasing task 
interdependence, the team leader should have a chief engineer role rather than a 
manager one. But with a very high degree of task interdependence the team leader 
should act as a manager again. Therefore, an inversely u-shaped relationship – 
with a more positive shape – of the degree of task interdependence and team 
leader involvement in the problem-solving communication within teams of 
MOMT projects is hypothesized: 
 

H6:  The degree of intrateam task interdependence has an inversely  
   u-shaped relation to the degree of team leader involvement in 
  intrateam problem-solving communication. 

 
Because of the design task decomposition and resulting project structuring, the 
problem-solving process should mainly take place within teams. This means the 
highest task interdependence, and thus high problem-solving communication, is 
among members of the same team. As Brown and Eisenhardt (1995: 364) argue: 
“Successful product development involves relatively autonomous problem 
solving by cross-functional teams with high communication and the organization 
of work according to the demand of the development task”. 

Therefore, in the following sub-sections the influence of the design principles 
in the solution-finding and solution-selection process – systematic variation and 
satisficing respectively – on the intrateam problem-solving communication 
process in MOMT projects is studied. 
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3.3.2 Intrateam Systematic Variation  Intrateam Communication 
The solution-finding process is a divergent stage – an analytic process for 
searching the problem space (Hsiao and Chou, 2004) in which the 
problem-solving activities take place (Newell and Simon, 1972). The solution 
space developed can be broad, ranging from existing solutions to very new 
creative solutions. In this range, existing solutions can be creatively re-combined 
to widen the search for potential new solutions – systematic variation (Leenders 
et al., 2007; Tushman and Nadler, 1996).  

Since in complex NPD process existing solutions cannot be applied one-to-one, 
they are not discussed here. The focus is only on creativity techniques and 
systematic variation. As Kazanjian and colleagues (2000: 277) state, for the 
development of complex new products “existing knowledge may be inadequate 
to satisfy the new specifications, requiring designer to engage in creative 
behaviors such as brainstorming, searching for insights from seemingly unrelated 
contexts, and experimenting with emerging but unproven approaches”. 

The degree of systematic variation is defined by the degree to which methods 
with discursive bias opposed to intuitive bias are applied. The more discursive 
methods are used the higher the degree of systematic variation. This degree is 
expected to have an influence on the intrateam problem-solving process – how 
frequently team members have to communicate to be able to find new solutions 
and which role the team leader has to take.  
 
Degree of Systematic Variation  Intrateam Communication Frequency 
Teams that mainly apply methods with intuitive bias – low degree of systematic 
variation – need to have a frequent problem-solving communication to creatively 
create very new solutions.  

For instance, brainstorming as a flood of new ideas (Pahl and Beitz, 1992) was 
originally suggested by Osborn (1957) to provide conditions in which groups of 
open-minded people from many different fields bring any thoughts that occur to 
them, regardless of how impractical, and thus trigger off new ideas in the minds 
of the other participants. As Becker and Baloff (1969: 261) argue: “If all members 
of the group make contributions, a large number of alternatives will be specified, 
and therefore increase the probability that the set of alternatives will include the 
‘best’ solution”. Most of the ideas will subsequently be discarded, but perhaps a 
few novel ideas are identified (Cross, 2000).  

Synectics is another principle with intuitive bias, but a bit more systematic than 
brainstorming, which was first proposed by Gordon (1961). This technical 
neologism refers to the combination of various and apparently independent 
concepts from non-technical and semi-technical fields (Pahl and Beitz, 1992). 
This is similar to the definition of creativity by Maier (1970a 271): “Creativity 
[…] requires the combination of elements and events that have never been 
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experiences together – the generation of a new route from the starting point to the 
goal, made up of old routes”. 

Applying such creativities techniques requires frequent problem-solving 
communication among the differently specialized team member so that they can 
contribute and connect their diverse solution ideas. As Amason and colleagues 
(1995) state, in cross-functional teams the members’ new and different ideas can 
be used for developing creative solutions.  

Thus, because the creative thought process needs to be realized through 
interaction (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996 in Leenders et al. 2003: 71), frequent 
problem-solving communication among members in MOMT projects is 
important. By increasing the flow of ideas the area in which solutions are 
searched is expanded, allowing for more creative thinking and potential new 
solutions (Cross, 2000).  
 
In contrast, teams with a high degree of systematic variation in the 
solution-finding process will have a less frequent intrateam problem-solving 
communication. The systematic development of new solutions does not require 
team members to formulate an abundant set of complete solutions; rather, even a 
relatively small number of basic elements can usually be combined in many 
different ways (Leenders et al., 2007). 

Hacker (1997: 1093) describes this process of design problem solving as 
involving ‘knowledge-based opportunistic procedures’ for finding solutions: “It 
integrates the reactivation of already known solutions and the development of 
actual new ones”. Similarly, Rasmussen (1986 in Harvey and Koubek, 2000: 
381) argues: “The efficiency of humans in coping with the complexity of the 
physical world is due to an ability to apply knowledge from previous experience 
to new situations by selecting and freely combining models, rules, and strategies 
that have proven successful separately in other situations”. 

The need for frequent intrateam problem-solving communication is further 
decreased by applying systematic variation as the reuse of existing solutions 
brings a degree of routine to NPD tasks (Leenders et al., 2007). 
 
This means, the more the teams apply systematic variation – opposed to creativity 
techniques – in the solution-finding process, the less frequently the members 
communicate on problem-solving issues. 
 

H7:  The degree of systematic variation in the intrateam solution- 
  finding process affects intrateam problem-solving  
  communication frequency negatively. 
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Degree of Systematic Variation  Intrateam Team Leader Role 
As described above, teams with a low utilization degree of systematic variation in 
the solution-finding process mainly rely on creativity techniques like 
brainstorming or synectics. Applying such techniques requires coordination of 
the team processes because of differing requirements.  

For example, in synectics there should be more criticism than in brainstorming 
as group members attempt to build, combine and develop ideas towards a creative 
solution to the set problem (Cross, 2000). As in brainstorming, a large number of 
ideas have to be generated, other persons’ ideas should not be criticized; rather, 
try to build on them, take things a step further, use them as a stimulus for other 
ideas, or combine them with one’s own ideas (Cross, 2000). The team members 
need to be motivated to come up with many different ideas.  

The team leader, thus, has to act as a team manager or ‘process promotor’ and 
cannot be much involved in the problem-solving communication himself. 
 
With increasing application of systematic variation the team leader has to be 
involved to a higher degree. As a chief engineer or ‘technology promotor’ he 
contributes his/her specific technical knowledge to the innovation process 
(Hauschildt and Kirchmann, 2001). This team leader’s specialized solution 
knowledge is required to creatively create and also vary and re-combine it with 
other team members’ knowledge of new solutions. 
 
However, when there is a very high degree of systematic variation in the 
solution-finding process, less direct team leader involvement in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication is needed. For instance, design catalogues give 
a quick and problem-oriented access to accumulated comprehensive solutions or 
data (Pahl and Beitz, 1992). Instead of contributing his/her specialized 
knowledge to the problem-solving process the team leader has to manage that 
process. The re-combination of the different existing solution approaches needs 
to be coordinated. 
 
Based on the discussion above an inversely u-shaped relationship of the degree 
of application of systematic variation with the team leader role is hypothesized. 
The problem-solving communication process needs to be managed when there is 
a very low degree (i.e., creativity techniques mainly applied) and a very high 
degree of application. But with a moderate degree of application the team leader 
needs to be directly involved in this process. 
 

H8:  The degree of systematic variation in the intrateam solution- 
        finding process has an inversely u-shaped relation to the  
    degree of team leader involvement in intrateam problem- 
   solving communication.  
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3.3.3 Intrateam Satisficing  Intrateam Communication 
In a convergent stage – the solution-selection process – the range of options is 
reduced (Jones, 1981). From the different alternative solutions found to a design 
problem one needs to be selected. Within teams of MOMT projects this can be 
done based on performance criteria of being on time and within budget and/or 
meeting the product specifications. Meeting all criteria, teams have to select a 
good solution after a moderate length of time – satisficing (Simon, 1976). 

The degree of application of these different decision bases together, the degree 
of satisficing, is supposed to have an influence on the members’ task 
disagreement in the problem-solving communication within teams. At first a 
closer look is taken at the low degree of satisficing, namely basing decisions 
mainly on product specifications or on organizational issues. These two bases can 
be placed on a continuum with the average representing the satisficing activity.  
 

When within teams of MOMT projects solutions are selected based on the 
product specifications, a high degree of task disagreement in the problem-solving 
communication among the members is expected. As Saxton (1997) argues, in 
order to have access to the knowledge of the others, a close involvement in the 
decision-making process is required.  

This communication increases the opportunity for generating and synthesizing 
different points of view (Tushman, 1979). The level of disagreement in 
discussions can rise when various specialists are involved, who reflect the criteria 
from their own perspectives (Leenders et al., 2007). Team members discuss and 
reach consensus about which solution is good enough to solve the design 
problem. A solution will be a good one to the degree that constraints are satisfied 
(De Vries, 1994). But this solution selection based on specifications can be 
difficult in complex NPD. As Leenders and colleagues (2007: 171) put: “The 
specifications, and their interpretations, used to identify satisficing solutions are 
commonly open to debate and are, often, partially determined at the team’s 
discretion”. Therefore, there will be a high degree of task disagreement among 
the members within teams of MOMT projects that apply decisions mainly based 
on product specifications. 
 

A similar influence is expected when decisions in the intrateam solution-selection 
process are mainly based on organizational issues. As this decision basis is quite 
clear, team members need to be less involved. Rather, the team leader can take 
decisions based on standard procedures assessing adherence to time and budget 
requirements.  

But when team members are not involved in the solution-selection process they 
can disapprove of and reject the decision as they had no voice (Mayer, 1970c; 
Moye and Langfred, 2004; Simons and Peterson, 2000). Therefore more task 
disagreement among them is likely. 
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Satisficing, in contrast, is expected to lead to low task disagreement. Team 
members are involved in the decision-making process; hence, there is greater 
acceptance of solutions. But clear organizational issues also support this process, 
in which no high task disagreement is required. Therefore, based on the above 
discussion, a negative influence of the degree of satisficing on the degree of 
intrateam task disagreement is stated: 
 

H9:  The degree of satisficing in the intrateam solution-selection  
        process affects the degree of task disagreement in 
     intrateam problem-solving communication negatively.  

  
 

Since problem solving should mainly take place within teams the communication 
need should be reduced so that no frequent extrateam communication is required.  

3.4 Influence on Extrateam Communication 
A team’s task interdependence with other teams is defined by the design 
interfaces of the decomposed product (Smith and Eppinger, 1997; Sosa et al., 
2004). As stated before, the higher the task interdependence the higher the 
information-processing need. This positive influence is also expected for the 
teams’ task interdependence with the other teams in the MOMT project. As Loch 
and Terwiesch (1998) argue, the need for information processing is directly 
related to the degree of interdependence among the teams. The greater this degree 
of task interdependence, the greater the information requirements between the 
teams are (Galbraith, 1973), which leads to greater team interaction (Loch and 
Terwiesch, 1998) – a more frequent extrateam problem-solving communication.  
 

To reduce this information-processing need, according to the degree of task 
interdependence teams have to be organized into different sub-systems – division 
of labor – based on the task decomposition. As Simon (1976: 293) states: 
 

“From the information-processing point of view, division of labor means 
factoring the total system of decisions that need to be made into relatively 
independent subsystems, each one of which can be designed with only 
minimal concern for its interactions with the others. The division is 
necessary because the processors that are available to organizations, 
whether humans or computers, are very limited in their processing 
capacity in comparison with the magnitude of the decision problems that 
organizations face. The number of alternatives that can be considered, the 
intricacy of the chains of consequences that can be traced – all these are 
severely restricted by the limited capacity of available processors.” 

 

This division of labor, hence, reduces the problem-solving communication 
need among the sub-systems, while it increases the overall problem-solving 
capacity. It significantly clarifies the work of each sub-system (O’Sullivan, 
2003). Within these sub-systems, decisions on the system components can be 
made (at least partially) autonomously (Mihm et al., 2003). 
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In MOMT projects, for instance, when teams work on tasks of the same product 
component they have high task interdependencies and, thus, can be grouped into 
a sub-system for the high information flow to take place where it required. Within 
these sub-systems highly interdependent teams can also be allocated to a 
sub-subsystem to jointly work on a decomposed component’s part since they 
require less problem-solving communication with the other sub-system’s teams. 
Sometimes also single teams represent a sub-system and work on a 
semi-independent component’s design tasks. They then generally have less 
external problem-solving communication.  
 
But because of the nature of complexity of being nearly decomposable14 the 
interdependencies among the sub-systems in MOMT projects cannot be 
eliminated. Rather, such complex projects – complex systems – have high 
interdependencies within and among the different sub-systems15 due to multiple 
interactions (DeMaio et al., 1994; Simon, 1996; Singh, 1997).  

That means a certain degree of frequent problem-solving communication 
among the teams of different sub-systems is likely. By modularization – building 
a complex product or processes from smaller sub-systems that can be designed 
independently yet function together as a whole (Simon, 1996) – defined standards 
for the performance of each sub-system are set which need to be met for the 
different sub-systems to function together effectively in the finished product 
(O’Sullivan, 2003). Therefore information processing among the sub-systems is 
required to resolve associated design conflicts (Kazanjian et al., 2000). This 
means because their sub-problems have to jointly generate a solution to the 
original problem they have to have a degree of interaction (Oosterman, 2001). 
The individual solutions have to be monitored so that neither assumptions nor 
constraints of the complementary sub-problem or the overall problem are violated 
(Dym, 1994). 

Hence, a positive influence of the degree of extrateam task interdependence, 
regardless of whether within or between sub-systems, on the frequency of 
extrateam problem-solving communication can be hypothesized: 
 

H10: The degree of extrateam task interdependence affects  
   extrateam problem-solving communication frequency  
  positively. 

 

                                                      
14  Complex systems are organized in hierarchies of sub-systems; the performance of each  
    sub-system is dependent on the performance of its components, while itself influencing and  
    being dependent on the higher order systems (Simon, 1996; Singh, 1997). Complex projects,  
    hence, cannot be decomposed into entirely independent sub-systems and teams. 
15 The communication among all teams in a MOMT project – within and across the sub-systems  
     – is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 when addressing the influence of systematic approach  
     on interteam problem-solving communication. 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter a closer look was taken at how problem-solving communication in 
MOMT projects is influenced by a systematic design approach in the design 
process. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the stated hypotheses of the 
influences of different systematic design principles. 

This means a systematic design approach has an indirect influence on team 
performance. In the refined conceptual model the hypothesized relations 
addressed in the previous and present chapter are shown (see Figure 3.1 on the 
next page). The different principles of a systematic design approach are 
predicting variables, and team effectiveness and team efficiency are dependent 
variables. Problem-solving communication is studied as a predicting variable 
(hypotheses stated in the previous chapter) and as dependent variable (hypotheses 
stated in this chapter).  

These hypotheses are tested in the analysis part of the next chapter on the 
research design. In the fifth chapter the results are presented and discussed. The 
direct and indirect influence on project performance is mainly qualitatively 
studied in the sixth chapter, testing whether the same relations can be found on 
that global level like for the local-level relations presented in Chapter 5. Results 
found of both levels of analysis are combined and their implications discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
 
 
 

Table 3.1   Hypotheses on the influence of systematic design principles on the intrateam and 
extrateam problem-solving communication need in MOMT projects 

 

Systematic Design Approach Problem-Solving Communication 
Frequency Team Leader 

Role 
Task 

Disagreement 
 

intrateam extrateam intrateam intrateam 
Hierarchical Task Decomposition: 
  intrateam task interdependence 

 
 H5:.  

  
  H6: 

 

Systematic Variation  H7:      H8:   
Satisficing     H9:  
     

Hierarchical Task Decomposition: 
  extrateam task interdependence 

 
 

 
H10: 
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  Figure 3.1   Refined conceptual model for team performance (local-level relations)
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4 Research Design 
This chapter provides an overview of the research approach. Based on the 
research questions stated in the first chapter, a quantitative as well as qualitative 
research design is applied. Two MOMT projects in the field of space research are 
studied – on the local, team level and on the global, project level. After 
introducing the research setting, the data-collection process, and the different 
methods and respective analysis are described. For testing the hypotheses stated 
in the previous two chapters the quantitative measures and analysis of the 
predicting and dependent variables, shown in the refined conceptual model for 
team performance (see Figure 3.2), are discussed. Subsequently, the qualitative 
research design – case study – mainly applied to study the direct and indirect 
influence on project performance is addressed. The results for team performance 
are presented in chapter 5 and for project performance in Chapter 6. 
 

4.1 Research Setting 
In this research the performance of complex NPD in MOMT projects is studied. 
The importance of problem-solving communication for team as well as project 
performance was highlighted, which in turn is influenced by the applied 
systematic design principles – represented in the preliminary conceptual model 
and formulated in the first two main research questions in Chapter 1. To study 
these research questions theoretically useful projects were selected, namely two 
space-research projects. As briefly stated in the first chapter, they were chosen 
because they possess the dimensions characteristic of increasing complexity in 
NPD: 
 

1. They develop complex new products 
2. in collaboration with many different teams with members from many 

diverse functions and organizations  
3. in an uncertain environment under high time and budget restrictions and 

high quality requirements. 
 

In accordance with an agreement made that projects need to be anonymous, 
only a brief description on point 1 and 3 can be given. In Project A a space-based 
product is developed and in Project B a ground-based product is developed (1). 
Both projects are characterized by high complexity and long duration. Hence, 
they face a high uncertainty and pressure as a well-performing complex new 
product has to be developed within a certain time and budget (3). Below a closer 
look is taken at point 2, the multiple organizations within multiple teams – 
MOMT – approach in the studied projects. 
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In addition to these three similar characteristics, both projects were in a 
comparable project phase and have a similar project structure. There is a 
hierarchy of teams – single or clustered teams that work in different sub-systems 
– where each team is responsible for a part of the overall design16. Thus, the two 
MOMT projects are similar enough to be combined into one sample.  
 
Before studying the multi-team approach the construct ‘team’ needs to be 
defined. There are various definitions of a team in an organizational setting but, 
in essence, they include the same aspects of interdependently acting people that 
are guided by a common purpose or goal (e.g., Cohen and Bailey, 1997; 
Katzenbach and Smith, 1993; Lipnack and Stamps, 1997; Lurey and Raisinghani, 
2001) and are identified as a team by their members and their organization (e.g., 
Maznevski and Chuboda, 2000).  

In this research the definition of teams offered by Hoegl and Gemuenden  
(2001: 436) was applied: “Following the literature, a team can be defined as a 
social system of three or more people, which is embedded in an organization 
(context), whose members perceive themselves as such and are perceived as 
members by others (identity), and who collaborate on a common task 
(teamwork)”. Organization here refers to the MOMT project that defines the 
context in which teams work in a large instrument consortium to jointly solve the 
overall design task of a complex new product. Within the teams the members 
collaborate to accomplish their team’s design sub-tasks. 
 
In MOMT projects, teams and team members join and/or leave the consortium 
dependent on the required expertise in the different project phases. In this 
research only the teams and members, including the formal leader17, were studied 
that have been working on the project at the time of data gathering.  

The initial sample of the two MOMT projects consisted of 48 teams comprising 
361 team members. These teams had an average size of 7.5 (median 6, standard 
deviation 4.1), ranging from 3 through 18. The team members’ tenure was 
between 7 months and 10 years (mean/median 4.5, standard deviation 2.5 years). 
They were almost exclusively (92.2%) male. 
 
Because in the development of complex new products like in the studied MOMT 
projects diverse specialized knowledge and skills are required that cannot be 
found in a single place, many teams were characterized by a high degree of 
cross-functionality and about a third of all teams were cross-organizational. 
There were only four non cross-functional teams, and three of them were also not 
organizationally diverse. These teams had a small average size of 5. 

                                                      
16 This decomposition into different sub-systems is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. 
17 Please note: as in the previous chapters, if not made explicitly, following the term ‘team  
    members’ is always referred to as including the team leader. 
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The different degrees of heterogeneity within teams were calculated by the 
Blau index (4.1) applicable to such ordinal-scaled variables (Blau, 1977: 78): 

 

        1 – Σpi²           (4.1) 
 

where pi is the fraction of the population in each group (i.e., each function/ 
combination of functions, and each organization named). The possible range of 
this measure of heterogeneity within teams, from zero – no heterogeneity at all in 
the team – to almost 1, is dependent on the number of different categories by 
which the diversity variable can be defined. The degree of observed 
heterogeneity, hence, has to be seen in relation to this maximum value possible. 
In the studied MOMT projects it was .94, whereas the observed values were for 
cross-functionality18 .89 (mean .59) and for cross-organization .91 (mean .18). 

Teams with high cross-functionality are also expected to have a high degree of 
cross-organization. In literature this was a frequently stated reason for 
organizational collaborations to have access to the diverse functional 
specializations required (e.g., Harvey and Koubek, 2000; Kazanjian et al., 2000; 
Littler et al. 1995; Singh, 1997). This relation is also found in the two MOMT 
projects. There was a statistically significant correlation (r = .35, p < .05) between 
the two measures of cross-functionality and cross-organization. 

Although the team members are very specialized they can have multiple 
functions. Their main functional backgrounds were physicist (25.2%: mainly 
Dutch, German, British, and American), astronomer (23.5%: mainly Dutch, 
German, British, and Spanish), and computer scientist and electrical engineer 
(each 19.1%: mainly Dutch, French, and German). Most team members were 
working for organizations in The Netherlands (60.5%), Germany (11.1%), 
France (8.8%), and Canada and Spain (each 4.2%). 
 
These projects, hence, are suitable to achieve the research objective. As both the 
team and project performance of MOMT projects are central, different methods 
have to be applied to study the direct and indirect influence on these measures. 
This refers to the first and second research question. Team performance is studied 
mainly quantitatively, testing the hypotheses stated. For studying project 
performance a qualitative research approach – case study design – needed to be 
applied because only two projects are studied. Therefore the main means of data 
collection were questionnaires and interviews, as briefly described in the 
following section. In the sections after the quantitative and qualitative research 
method are addressed separately in more detail. 

                                                      
18 To have an as complete picture as possible of each entire team in the MOMT projects, answers  
    from the team members and team leader from the questionnaires, and from team leader interview 
    referring to the functional background of the team members were taken. They show no big  
    differences in their answers. Multiple answers were possible for indicating the team members’  
    specialization(s). 
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Method Time of Data Gathering Number 

Observations Spring 2004 6 
Attending meetings From Spring 2004 to Summer 2005 10 
Pre-test questionnaires Winter 2004 108 
Questionnaires Summer 2005 165 
Team leader interviews Summer 2005 38 
Manager interviews Summer 2007 4 

Table 4.1   Data-collection process 
 

4.2 Data-Collection Process 
At the beginning of the data-collection process, in addition to an explorative 
study of relevant documents19, selected persons (n = 6) with different functions 
(i.e., team leaders, team members, and secretary) were observed in their daily 
work, and several meetings were attended to gain a better insight in the 
space-research projects. Observation schemes to mainly cover communication 
activities were used to get comparable results from the different observations. 

At consortium meetings of the MOMT projects presentations were given to 
introduce the present research project and to encourage the team members to 
participate in the study by filling out a questionnaire and the team leaders to be 
open for interviews in addition to responding to the questionnaire. They had the 
opportunity to ask questions, thereby reducing possible uncertainties related to 
the survey and the research in general. Additionally, subsequent presentations of 
the results were offered to increase the interest and motivation for participation, 
which was especially an incentive for managers who were also interviewed. 
Progress and results were presented and discussed at research meetings twice a 
year that, in turn, provided feedback for data analysis and interpretation.  

An overview on the data-collection process, the pre-collection for exploration 
and validation and the main collection, is given in Table 4.1. As shown in the 
table, quantitative as well as qualitative data were collected in this research. In the 
following a closer look is taken at these two research methods. 

                                                      
19 They were used to identify key informants as well as to get background information. But 
    to ensure anonymity, the description of the research setting had to remain general in character. 
    Therefore not much data from documents was applied in the documentation of this research. 
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4.3 Quantitative Research Method 
In this section the questionnaires and different measures of the predicting and 
dependent variables of hypotheses testing and the analysis method are addressed. 
Additionally, for the case study research in Chapter 6 quantitative measures of the 
interteam problem-solving communication frequency and interteam task 
interdependence for each MOMT project were calculated by applying the 
respective extrateam measures of all teams of the project. 

4.3.1 Questionnaires 
The questionnaires were administered in the English language for all team 
members regardless of their national affiliation. The validity was tested by a 
pre-test in both studied MOMT projects. Some adjustments needed to be made 
(e.g., reformulation of and/or use of different scales for some questions).  

The final questionnaires contained questions concerning the respondent 
(education, functional background, working time on the project, and age) and the 
team he/she belongs to (e.g., activities in the problem-solving process and 
performance aspects). For network questions – data including the measurements 
on the relationships between social entities (Wasserman and Faust, 1999) – they 
were personalized. In this research it was applicable to the problem-solving 
communication and task interdependence among the team members and teams. 
For these questions a complete list of the names of the respondent’s team 
colleagues and of the other teams in that MOMT project was provided that he/she 
could unequivocally answer. Applying such rosters is a common procedure to 
collect communication (Kratzer, 2001; Rogers and Kincaid, 1981) and other 
network data (Wasserman and Faust, 1999).  

Filling out the questionnaire took about 20 minutes, mainly dependent on the 
size of the team the respondent belongs to. The analyzed questions are attached in 
the appendix. 
 

The questionnaires were sent via post, including a self-addressed envelope. The 
cover letter emphasized that participation is entirely voluntary and that responses 
will be processed in strict confidentiality, while at the same time also highlighting 
the importance of the research. The team members had one month to fill out and 
return the questionnaire; taking into account the organizational dispersion across 
different countries and the high time pressure and/or work load in the studied 
MOMT projects.  

After one month a reminder was sent via e-mail to those who had not responded 
yet, and a half month later questionnaires were resent via post and some also via 
e-mail when requested by team members. Additionally, with the teams that had 
a low response rate the leaders were called to ask for support by reminding and 
motivating their team members to fill out and return the questionnaire.  
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The main reason for not participating in the survey was the time pressure the team 
members were facing during the time of data gathering. There were also a few 
team members who generally refused to take part because they were not 
interested in this research or were still afraid that information would be passed on 
to the higher management.  

Also, the lack of support for the research and motivation by some team leaders 
seems to be an important aspect. There was a highly statistically significant lower 
response rate from the team members whose team leader had not responded (n = 
12) in comparison with the other teams (n = 36) (t = -12.28, p < .001).  

To control for whether these non-respondents would have given another 
opinion of the MOMT project a closer look was taken at the team leader 
interviews, of both respondents and non-respondents of the questionnaires. 
Because no big difference in their answers was found, it can be concluded that the 
non-response is due to a lack of interest and high time pressure, and not because 
of strongly contrasting opinions. 
 
The total response rate for both MOMT projects achieved 45.7 percent (Project 
A: 44.1%, Project B: 49.1%). The collected data was made anonymous 
immediately upon receipt of the questionnaires. On average the respondents were 
aged 42.5 years (median 41, standard deviation 10.6); the youngest was 24 and 
the eldest 67. Most respondents had an academic education (27.4%), followed by 
a doctorate (20.4%), polytechnic education, and a post doctorate (each 19.5%). 
Almost half of the respondents (48.7%) were also working for other projects. 
These respondents’ characteristics are representative for the projects, as 
confirmed by the management of the MOMT projects.  

Additionally, comparing characteristics of respondents with the ones of 
non-respondents, there were no big differences in their gender (χ² = 1.208,  
p = .272), functions (i.e., astronomers, computer scientists and all different 
engineers: ranging from χ² =.017, p = .897 to χ² = 2.517, p = .113), and project 
affiliation (χ² = 2.019, p = .155). This reduces the risk of biased data due to the 
moderate response rate. 

Moreover, in order to keep the risk low, for hypotheses testing only the teams 
with responses of at least two members were selected20, obtaining a final sample 
of 40 teams out of the initial 48 teams (Project A: 23 of 26 teams, Project B: 17 
of 22 teams) with a response rate of 49.3 percent. The response rate is slightly 
higher than the above-presented total one of 45.7 percent. Dependent on the 
variable analyzed there can be a lower number of teams studied as some 
questionnaires were not filled out completely, and also not all team leaders 
answered – the latter is only applicable to the measure of team leader role.  

                                                      
20 Although a team was defined as having at least three team members, here such teams with at  
    least two respondents of the three or more members were applied as otherwise the final sample  
    size would have been much smaller: 30 instead of 40 teams. 
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For further analysis responses of at least two members of a team were required 
in order to be able to test the validity of their answers referring to the diverse team 
aspects, and then to create a team mean for reliable measures. This central 
tendency of teams – pooling of members’ answers – had to be calculated because 
the teams were the main unit of analysis. The team mean was only not computed 
for a few variables, namely when studying the team leader role and the degree of 
task disagreement, as discussed in the respective sub-section.  
 

4.3.2 Measures 
In the questionnaire the different variables of the refined conceptual model were 
mainly measured on 7-point Likert scales. Research has shown that these scales 
can be judged as approximately interval response scales because they can be seen 
as continuously distributed (e.g., Cooper, 1976; Miller, 1956). Like Jaccard and 
Wan (1996: 4) summarize in their literature review on that topic: “for many 
statistical tests, rather severe departures (from intervalness) do not seem to affect 
Type I and Type II errors dramatically”. 

Therefore, for these data interval procedures were applied. 21  To test the 
reliability prior to aggregating the team members’ reports, their agreement in 
ratings of the different items measured on a 7-point Likert scale had to be 
assessed. The within-group inter-rater reliability (IRR) score, suggested by James 
and colleagues (1984), was calculated for each team. Most variables were 
measured by single items, for which a different IRR test was required than for 
variables that were measured by multiple items. For single items James and 
colleagues (1984: 87) proposed the following equation (4.2): 
 

 
 
where rWG(I) is the within-group IRR for a group of K judges (i.e., respondents of 
a team) on a single item Xj; s   is the observed variance on Xj; and σEU² is the 
variance on Xj that would be expected if all judgments were exclusively due to 

                                                      
21 The decision of applying 7-point Likert scales as interval scales has been supported, comparing  
    the results of testing hypotheses – treating variables as continuously distributed – in linear  
    regression with the results of non-parametric test – applying these scales as ordinal. Relations     
    stated in hypotheses on linear influences that were supported in the linear regression were also  
    found in Mann-Whitney U tests, showing a statistically significant difference in the predicting  
    variable between the two independent samples of low and high degree of the dependent variable.  
    This means there is a big difference in the mean ranks of both samples, which are higher in the  
    high-degree sample when there is a positive influence and lower when representing a negative   
    influence. For instance, the hypothesis on the negative influence of extrateam problem-solving   
    communication frequency on team efficiency was also supported in the non-parametric test as  
    high-efficient teams had a statistically significant lower mean rank than low-efficient teams  
    (16.66 vs. 23.18, p = .073), showing that teams are more efficient when they have a less frequent  
    extrateam communication. 

rWG(I) = 1 – (s  /σEU²)            (4.2) xj 

xj 
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random measurement error. For the expected variance the equation (4.3) is as 
follows (James and colleagues, 1984: 87): 

 

 
 

where the subscript EU refers to an expected error (E) variance based on a  
uniform (U) distribution; A refers to the number of alternatives in the response 
scale, varying from 1 to A (i.e., A = 7 because of the use of 7-point Likert scales). 
Thus, in this research the variance expected on Xj is always 4 because  
σEU² = (7² – 1)/12 = 4. 

For testing the IRR of multiple items another equation (4.4) had to be applied 
to estimate the IRR among the judges’ mean scores (James et al., 1984: 88): 
 

 
 
 

where rWG(J) is the within-group IRR for the judges’ mean scores (i.e., team 
members’ means) on J essentially parallel items,       is the mean of the observed 
variances on the J items, and σEU² has the same definition as before.  

Averaging these reliability scores for each measure (single item or multiple 
items) justified the use of the arithmetic mean as a team score. The mean IRR’s 
were all at least .70 (as recommended by Nunnally, 1978). This indicates a high 
homogeneity of the within-team ratings. In the following sub-sections, for the 
interval-scale treated variables, the IRR each is presented and discussed. Where 
it was appropriate, additional tests were applied to test the reliability. 
 
As the network questions were measured differently in the questionnaire, other 
reliability tests of the answers were required before calculating the members’ 
mean as a team score, or respectively before relying on the measure for the team 
leader role. In the rosters with a complete list of the other actors the respondents 
had a free choice to rate, give values to the strength of the ties with all these actors 
based on the multiple response categories provided (Wasserman and Faust, 
1999). That means there were no constraints on the number of relations with team 
members and teams to report the frequency of problem-solving communication 
and degree of task interdependence with. 

Using such ratings or full rank orders are more reliable (have higher test-retest 
reliability) than fixed choice designs in which just a few responses are allowed 
(Mouton et al., 1955). As Marsden (1990: 456) states: “It is generally agreed that 
designs should not constrain network size to be identical for all units. 
Recognition methods, when feasible, will provide more complete coverage of 
networks than recall methods, and recall will be biased towards inclusion of 
stronger links”. Therefore, all names of social entities (team members and teams) 
were provided and choice was not restricted in the rosters.  

       
 xj 

σEU² = (A² – 1)/12            (4.3) 

J[1 – (sx ²/σEU²)] + (s  ²/σEU²) 
J[1– (s  ²/σEU²)] xj 

 

 rWG(J) =                   (4.4) 
xj xj 

 
s 
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To further assess the reliability of these network data the reciprocity of the 
sociometric choices can be tested (Hammer, 1985; Tracey et al., 1990), as 
described in more detail in the sub-sections on the average frequency of and team 
leader role in the problem-solving communication and on the degree of task 
interdependence. As Marsden (1990) states, high rates of reciprocation suggest 
that self-reports reflect more than mere respondent perceptions, which especially 
applies to reports on typical social relations – not put in highly specific time 
frames – representing relatively stable patterns.  

Reciprocity or mutuality (M) among the team members or teams in the studied 
MOMT projects is given when two actors report the same value of their 
communication frequency or degree of task interdependence with each other. 
These dyads D consist of actors i and j (i.e., team members or teams) in the 
sociomatrix X (i.e., intrateam or extrateam), denoted by Dij = (Xij, Xji) and i < j that 
every pair of actors is considered just once. Following Wasserman and Faust 
(1990: 512) the frequency of mutuality is calculated by the equation (4.5):  

 
Within the teams are exactly ( ) = g(g – 1)/2 dyads, where g is the number of 

team members (cf. Wasserman and Faust, 1999: 510). For calculating a team’s 
reciprocity in the extrateam interaction, there are g – 1 dyads, where g is the 
number of the other teams in the MOMT project. This means the reciprocity of all 
possible ties a team member or team can have with the other team members or 
teams respectively that have responded was analyzed in UCINET22. Answers 
from both actors of a dyad were required to be able to study the reciprocity in 
their reports on that relationship. 

The equation (4.5) above was proposed for binary data (i.e., mutual dyad (1,1), 
asymmetric dyad (1,0) or (0,1), and null dyad (0,0)). But it can also be applied for 
valued data to calculate in how many dyads the reported values are mutual (1):  
Num(Xij = Xji), rather than asymmetric (0): Num(Xij ≠ Xji). This reciprocity or 
‘valued mutuality’ value, thus, can range from 0 (no reciprocity at all) to 1 (all 
dyads are reciprocated). A high reciprocity on the average communication 
relations and task interdependence can be regarded as reliable because it 
represents very similar answers on these social patterns. 

As with non-network data, additional reliability tests specific for some 
variables were applied. For both data types the reliability discussion of variables 
is also based on theoretical argumentations and empirical findings of other 
studies. 

 

                                                      
22 Software for social network analysis; authored by Borgatti, Everett, and Freeman (2002).  
    Please note: if not made explicitly the other tests and calculations have been done in SPSS. 

M =    XijXji                                    (4.5) 
i<j 

g 
2 

Σ
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4.3.2.1 Team Performance 
In NPD literature the conceptualization of team performance is a 
multidimensional construct (e.g., Ancona and Caldwell, 1992b; Hoegl and 
Gemuenden, 2001; Keller, 1994; Pinto et al., 1993). In this research the definition 
by Hoegl and colleagues (2004: 39) was applied. They define team performance 
as “the extent to which a team is able to meet established objectives. In product 
development projects, specific dimensions of team performance include the 
adherence to predefined quality, schedule (time) and budget (cost) objectives”.  

These three dimensions of team performance were measured subjectively. 
Team members were asked to report how they perceive the performance of their 
team with respect to these different aspects. On a 7-point Likert scale, ranging 
from 1 (strongly disagree) through 7 (strongly agree), they could indicate their 
agreement with these statements referring to team effectiveness and team 
efficiency, which were discussed separately in the second chapter. As Keller 
(1994) states, since performance dimensions are often quite different from one 
another the use of a global performance variable may hide relationships between 
independent variables and separate performance dimensions. 

Team effectiveness was defined by the degree to which the team meets the 
expectations regarding the quality of the outcome – the item on meeting 
specifications and requirements. Team efficiency was measured by two items 
referring to the adherence to the planned schedule and budget (Cronbach’s alpha 
.71). Thus, “effectiveness reflects a comparison of actual versus intended 
outcomes, whereas efficiency ratings are based on a comparison of actual 
intended inputs” (Hoegl and Gemuenden, 2001: 438).  

In addition to this theoretical distinction, there are also statistical reasons to 
study effectiveness and efficiency separately. Running a principal component 
analysis (PCA) with an eigenvalue over .70 (Joliffe rule: Garson, 2007), and 
applying the varimax rotation to maximize the variance of the squared loadings 
of a factor, two components were extracted23. In the first component time and 
budget were loading highest (.89 and .82 vs. quality .19) while in the second 
component it was quality (.98 vs. time .10 and budget .28). Hence, it was found 
that the measures created to represent the two latent variables of team 
performance really belong together in this manner.  
 
However, self-report measures are often criticized, mainly because people are 
unable to report their performance accurately due to reasons of poor introspection 
(Locke et al., 1988). Since in this research team members were asked to evaluate 

                                                      
23 As the Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was above .50 (KMO .626) and the  
    Bartlett’s test of Sphericity (χ² = 73.021) was less than .05 (p = .000) the results can be regarded  
    as useful. 
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their team’s performance rather than their own, this effect should be small. This 
relation of quasi-self reports can be translated from the study on NPD team 
success factors by Cooper (1981 in Leenders et al., 2007: 173f.), where he 
achieved accuracy levels of over 80 percent when he asked team members to 
assess the projects they participated in. More ‘objective’ results, thus, are often a 
product of ‘subjective’ ratings (Ancona and Caldwell, 1991). 

Additionally, as Leenders and colleagues (2007) argue, there is evidence that 
self-ratings highly correlate with more objective measures in cases when 
anonymity is promised. In this study that assurance was stated in the cover letter 
of the questionnaire where it was made clear that data are treated confidentially 
and are made anonymous immediately upon receipt of the questionnaires. 

Another option to have more ‘objective’ data is to take assessments for team 
performance from different persons in order to compare and combine them. As 
Cohen and Bailey (1997) state, the evaluation of team performance is based on 
who is rating it. For instance, Hoegl and Gemuenden (2001) found in their study 
on teamwork quality and performance that the rating of team performance can 
vary by the perspective of the performance rater. They studied it by comparing 
ratings from the manager, team leader, and team members. 
 
Therefore, in this research a closer look is taken at whether there is a difference in 
the ratings for the two team performance aspects between the team members and 
team leaders. Team leader data was available to test the reliability of self-reports 
for the team effectiveness of 32 teams and for the team efficiency of 33 teams. For 
these teams the team leader ratings were compared with those of the team 
members. The average team leaders’ rating for team effectiveness was with 5.59, 
which was only slightly lower than the ratings given by the team members (5.68). 
There is also only a slight difference between the average team leaders’ rating of 
team efficiency (4.45) and the team members’ ratings (4.39). A paired-samples 
t-test of the difference between these two samples – team leaders versus team 
members – did not show a statistically significant difference between the two 
ratings for team effectiveness (t = .31, p = .76) and team efficiency (t = -.37, p = 
.72). The null hypothesis that the two related means are the same, hence, could 
not be rejected. 

Additionally, the IRR scores indicated high homogeneity of the within-team 
ratings for both team performance measures. The mean IRR score for the 
single-item measured team effectiveness (n = 38) was .92. For team efficiency  
(n = 39) the inter-rater agreement was assessed using the multiple-item estimator 
for within-group IRR (as proposed by James et al., 1984) because it was 
measured by two items. These two items – adherence to schedule and to budget 
– met the essential assumption of being parallel to calculate the IRR’s for each 
team. The chi-square model goodness of fit (χ² = .023, p = .88) has shown that the 
null hypothesis that the items have equal variances and error variances in the 
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population cannot be rejected. The average IRR score for team efficiency across 
all teams was .86. 
 
In summary, using quasi-self report data seems to be a valid procedure for 
measuring team performance. Thus, for each team of the studied MOMT projects 
the degrees of the members’ and leader’s agreement to the above-stated 
performance items were used to calculate the team mean of team effectiveness 
and team efficiency. For team effectiveness the overall mean was higher (5.6, 
ranging from 4.0 to 7.0) than for team efficiency (4.4, ranging from 3.3 to 6.5). 
 

4.3.2.2 Frequency of Communication 
In this research, problem-solving communication was defined as the interaction 
concerning the discussion, development, or evaluation of new ideas or 
approaches to technical problems (Katz and Tushman, 1979); technical or 
scientific help or advice; and the distribution of scientific or technical information 
(Kratzer, 2001). 

The frequency aspect refers to how often team members and teams 
communicate on average on problem-solving issues. But it does not include how 
much time they spend for each interaction, and whether it is formally (in 
meetings) or informally, and which communication means are used. In two 
rosters the respondents could indicate the frequency of their own and their team’s 
problem-solving interaction along a scale of less than monthly, monthly, weekly, 
and daily. Measuring communication frequency by such valued relations – 
strength of ties (Wasserman and Faust, 1999) – is a common procedure (e.g., 
Kratzer, 2001).  

The mean of the respondents’ communication frequency within and with the 
other teams was used to measure the teams’ intrateam and extrateam 
communication frequency respectively. Also the ties to non-respondents were 
included as, for instance, Sosa and colleagues (2004) have shown in their 
research that reciprocal interactions for teams whose responses were missing can 
be assumed. Additional analysis without these teams was consistent with the 
findings reported in their article. In this research that assumption is also applied 
to the intrateam interactions of members who have responded with the 
non-responding ones. 

Before calculating the team mean, for both interaction measures the reliability 
of the different team members’ answers were tested. 
 
At first the reports on the team members’ own interaction in the problem-solving 
communication within their team are discussed. This self-report technique can be 
problematic as the information given is likely to be influenced by the individuals’ 
perception of their interaction (Monge and Contractor, 1988). Considerable 
research has been done on ‘informant accuracy’ in social network data 
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(Wasserman and Faust, 1999). For instance, studies by Bernhard, Killworth and 
Sailer in the 1970s and 1980s (for overview and discussion see Marsden, 1990: 
445ff.) has shown that approximately half of what people report about their own 
interactions in particular situations is incorrect.  

Krackhardt (1987) and Marsden (1990) describe this phenomenon by 
distinguishing between perceived (cognitive) and actual (observed) 
communication frequency. There are several reasons why the frequencies of both 
types differ, like size of the network, the total volume of communication 
(Marsden, 1990), and the duration of the relationships (Hammer, 1985). 
However, this reported perceived communication frequency can represent how 
much effort a team member puts in his/her work, thus, influence the performance 
of the team. Like Krackhardt (1987: 128) emphasizes: “Perceptions are real in 
their consequence even if they do not map one-to-one onto observed behaviors”. 
Additionally, Freeman and colleagues (1987), drawing on principles of cognitive 
psychology, found that the report people make about their interactions is related 
to long-term social structure, rather than to particular instances. 
 
Compared to the team members’ report on their own problem-solving 
communication frequency within the team, the reliability of their answers for 
their team’s extrateam interaction can be more problematic. As Marsden (1990) 
states, reports are good for relations that involve the informant’s own activities. 
There can be problems with the accuracy when team members do not have 
enough insight in their team’s external communication activity. In order to reduce 
the risk of low reliability, answers of multiple agents (i.e., team members and 
team leaders) can be combined (Marsden, 1990). 
 
To test the reliability, or agreement, of the team members’ answers on their own 
and their average team’s interaction – representing relatively stable patterns 
within the MOMT project – the reciprocity of these interactions was studied. For 
instance, Hammer (1985) found in her research on three studies that reciprocated 
reports are substantially more likely to match observed interactions than 
unreciprocated reports. Additionally, most network data appear to be of better 
quality for close and strong ties – like closeness, duration, and frequency of 
interaction – than for distal or weak ones, which are “positively related to an 
‘intimacy’ focus which appears to be the most consequential property of social 
ties for explaining the outcomes of the searches studied” (Marsden, 1990: 455). 

Within the teams (n = 40) of MOMT projects the reciprocity in the respondent’s 
problem-solving communication frequency was tested for the interactions with 
other respondents of that team. The reciprocity measure, when tested for answers 
based on the whole frequency scale (less than monthly through daily), ranged 
from 0 (no reciprocity at all) to 1 (reciprocity with all other respondents) – mean 
.58 (median .57). This means about 50 percent of the dyadic relationships of the 
team members were reciprocated. As the communication frequency can be 
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reported as higher or lower by the team members dependent on the general degree 
of interaction24, it was dichotomized into low (0: monthly and less than monthly) 
and high (1: weekly and daily) to check here for reciprocity. By doing so the 
median of reciprocity greatly increased to 1 (mean .85), which shows that in most 
teams the respondents agreed on whether they communicate less or more 
frequently with each other.  

To test the reciprocity among the teams each mean – if necessary rounded to 
integer numbers – of a team’s problem-solving communication frequency with 
another team was taken. Similarly to the reciprocity within teams, the initial mean 
of reciprocity of .57 (ranging from .18 to .82, median .60) could be greatly 
increased to .85 (ranging from .63 to 1, median .88) by distinguishing the 
frequency of problem-solving communication into low and high (less than 
weekly and at least weekly). In this measure more than three-quarters of all dyads 
between the teams were reciprocated. 
 
As a high reciprocity is given when the intrateam and extrateam problem-solving 
communication frequency is dichotomized to less than and at least weekly 
communication, these grouped answers seem to be the most reliable and hence 
were used for further analysis. The team means were created from these 
measures. On the scale from 0 to 1, within the teams – intrateam – the 
problem-solving communication frequency varied from .04 to 1 (mean .68), and 
with the other teams – extrateam – from 0 to .76 (mean .18). 

For Chapter 6 the interteam problem-solving communication frequency – the 
entire network of the different extrateam weekly interactions among all teams of 
a project – was calculated by the density R/g(g – 1), with R the number of present 
weekly extrateam communication links and g the number of ties possible 
(Borgatti et al., 2002). The measure varies from 0 (no weekly communication 
within the project) to 1 (every team communicates with every team at least 
weekly). For Project A the density or interteam problem-solving communication 
frequency was .14 and for Project B .22.  
 

4.3.2.3 Team Leader Role in Intrateam Communication 
After the discussion on the overall problem-solving communication frequency 
within teams of MOMT projects, a closer look is taken at the team leader role – 
the involvement or activity – in this interaction. The team leader role is placed on 
a continuum ranging from pure team managers (‘process promotor’) who have 

                                                      
24 As Hammer (1985: 190) states: “One might expect relatively low frequency interactions which  
    are strongly supported by multiple high frequency common connections to be over-reported –  
    and, by the same process, one might expect medium or low frequency cross-cluster (or  
    cross-group) relationships to be under-reported”. 
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very low involvement, over hybrids to pure chief engineers (‘technology 
promotor’) who have very high involvement. 

Because of complex NPD in MOMT projects, team leaders are expected to be 
more active (i.e., more chief engineers than managers) in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication than the other team members. Performing a 
paired-samples t-test, including 32 teams where the team leader responded, 
supported this expectation (t = 2.72, p < .05). Team leaders communicate 
statistically significantly more frequently (mean 3.15) than the other members in 
the team (mean 2.79).  

To study the team leaders’ communication activity their ego-network was 
analyzed. Wasserman and Faust (1999: 53) define: “An ego-centered, or local, 
network consists of a focal person or respondent (ego), a set of alters who have 
ties to the ego, and measurements on the ties from ego to alters and on the ties 
between alters”. The latter interactions were not included in the analysis of team 
leader role, only the direct ties from and to the team leader. A difference in the 
value of these ties in a dyad (team leader with a team member) can be likely 
because the frequency of problem-solving communication is self-reported by 
both actors. 

Therefore, the reliability of the team leader’s report on the average 
communication frequency with the other respondents of the team and of these 
team members’ the average communication frequency to that team leader, in turn, 
was checked by two tests. Firstly, the similarities in the answers of both samples 
as measure of reciprocity – team leader and team members – were analyzed by a 
paired-samples t-test, which reveals that there is no statistically significant 
difference in their reports (t = -.01, p = .93). Hence, both sides agree to 
communicate at a similar frequency with each other. Secondly, the dyad 
reciprocity of all ties the team leader has with other respondents of the team was 
analyzed. In the reported communication based on the whole frequency scale, 
from less than monthly through daily, the mean of reciprocity was .56 (ranging 
from 0 to 1, median .50). After dichotomizing the communication frequency into 
low frequency (maximum monthly) and high frequency (at least weekly) – like it 
was done in the previous sub-section – the average dyadic reciprocity was greatly 
increased to .84 (median 1).  

These reciprocity results, in addition to the theoretical discussion on the 
reliability of self-reports in the previous sub-section, showed that the 
dichotomized team leaders’ as well as team members’ reports on the 
team-leader–team-members interaction can be used for further analysis.  
 
To calculate the team leader’s activity (i.e., centrality: Borgatti et al., 2002) in the 
intrateam problem-solving communication his out-degree is applied. Based on 
Freeman (1979), the degree centrality of an actor or node, d(ni), in a directed 
graph is measured by the actor-level out-degree centrality index CD(ni) defined by 
the sum of actors j (number of team members) adjacent to actor i (team leader) 
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(Wasserman and Faust, 1999). As the centrality measure is dependent on the 
group size g, its maximum value g – 1, Wasserman and Faust (1999: 179) have 
proposed a measure (4.6) for the standardized degree centrality C’D(ni): 

 
This standardized or normalized degree centrality is the degree divided by the 

maximum possible degree (Borgatti et al., 2002). As C’D(ni) is mathematically 
independent from team size, it enables a comparison across all team leaders’ 
degree centrality (i.e., activity or involvement) in the problem-solving 
communication within their team. These normalized values should only be used 
for binary data (Borgatti et al., 2002) – actors being adjacent (1) or not (0) –, 
which is given with the dichotomized problem-solving communication frequency 
of the team leader with the other members in the team: actors communicate at 
least weekly (1) or not, namely maximum monthly (0). 

The team leaders’ problem-solving communication activity, hence, could range 
from zero (team leader communicates with no team member on a weekly basis – 
pure team manager or ‘process promotor’) to 1 (team leader communicates with 
all team members at least weekly – pure chief engineer or ‘technology 
promotor’). In the studied teams it varied from 0.11 to 1 (mean .81). As defined 
in Chapter 2, low activity in the problem-solving communication compares to the 
team leader role of a manager, while high involvement compares to the team 
leader role of a chief engineer. 
 

4.3.2.4 Degree of Task Disagreement in Intrateam Communication 
Task disagreement is termed differently in literature: for instance, polarity (e.g., 
Kratzer et al., 2006; Muller, 1999; Van Engelen et al., 2001) or conflict (e.g., 
Baron, 1991; Jehn, 1995; Pelled, 1995; Tjosvold, 1985). But in essence these 
authors refer to the same status of team members having different opinions and 
perspectives on their work. In this research task disagreement in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication is defined as the extent to which team members 
disagree with each other on goals and exchange disagreeing points of view in the 
solution-finding and solution-selection process of the NPD. This means they can 
disagree about the way of working and there can be differences of opinions and 
ideas (Moye and Langfred, 2004).  
 
Related to the solution-finding process, team members can disagree on the 
innovativeness and productiveness of their team. In the solution-selection process 
they can have different opinions on the quality and on the newness/originality of 
solutions they have found. In this research task disagreement is measured by the 
members’ judgments on team outputs because this can show that there are 
different opinions on how the task should have been solved. 

d(ni) 
g – 1   C’D(ni) =    (4.6) 
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For the above-named four items the team members each could indicate on a 
7-point Likert scale to what degree they agree that their team is doing well. For 
the first two items – innovativeness and productiveness – the scale ranged from 
‘not at all innovative’ through ‘highly innovative’ and from ‘not at all productive’ 
through ‘highly productive’ respectively. Similarly the last two items – quality 
and newness/originality of solutions found – were measured with a scale from 
‘very low quality’ through ‘very high quality’ and from ‘not new/original at all’ 
through ‘very new/original’ respectively. 

Running a PCA only one component could be extracted, which reveals that all 
four variables belong to the same factor. Additionally, these items had a 
Cronbach’s alpha of .70, which indicates that the measurement scales are reliable. 
Thus, they were combined into one variable for measuring task disagreement in 
the intrateam problem-solving communication.  
 
A high task disagreement among the team members within teams is given when 
there is a high variance in their answers (Kratzer et al., 2006). This means the 
more they differ in their answers – deviate from the team mean – with respect to 
the different combined items on design problem solving of their team, the greater 
the variance and hence the degree of task disagreement. This correlation can also 
be seen in the equation of variance (4.7) that is equal to the sum of squared 
deviations from the mean divided by one less than the number of cases: 

 
The teams’ average dispersion around the mean – the degree of task 

disagreement in the intrateam problem-solving communication within teams – 
was .79 (ranging from .13 to 2.25).  
 

4.3.2.5 Degree of Task Interdependence 
The degree of task interdependence is defined by the interaction between the 
different tasks within and between teams of MOMT projects at the time of data 
gathering. The number of these interactions defines the extent to which the 
sub-problems can be solved concurrently (Oosterman, 2001) or in parallel, rather 
than in a series (Cooper, 2001). As Saavedra and colleagues (1993: 61) state: 
“The greater the requirements that group members depend on and directly 
support each other in task accomplishment, the more complex the nature of the 
task interdependence”. This definition also applies to the extrateam and interteam 
task interdependence in MOMT projects. There can be no, low or high 
interconnections among these different actors – referring to the distinction into 
no, asymmetric/sequential and reciprocal/mutual dependence (Thompson, 1967). 
 

n - 1 (4.7) 
 
Var =  

∑(xi - x)² 
i=1 

n 
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For the intrateam task interdependence, in a roster the respondents could report 
for each team member whether he/she is dependent on that person or whether 
they are mutually dependent. When no box was ticked for a team member there 
was no dependence on that person to complete his/her task. That person, in turn, 
can be dependent on the respondent’s work-output or is not dependent either. As 
with the definition of the degree of task interdependence – no interdependence or 
directed interdependence – the information of the other team members was also 
required, only relations with other respondents of the team were applied for 
further analysis. The relations with non-respondents were coded as missing 
values.  

Because mutual task interdependence requires a frequent exchange of work 
outputs throughout the course of work, it stands for a high interconnection among 
the team members – a high degree of task interdependence. A low degree of task 
interdependence is given when a team member is dependent on another person to 
complete his/her work to be able to finish their own task, but not vice versa. There 
is no interdependence when both respondents did not report an interdependent 
relationship. Similar to network studies that consider valued or strength of ties 
(e.g., Granovetter, 1973; Marsden, 1990), these different degrees of task 
interdependence were coded into a scale of 0 (no interdependence), 1 (low task 
interdependence – weak strength), and 2 (high task interdependence – strong 
strength). 

To test the reliability of team members’ reports, the reciprocity of mutual 
interdependence was measured in UCINET. Only this measure provided insight 
for reciprocity as it was possible to check whether two team members had 
indicated to be mutually interdependent on each other. Since the low task 
interdependence is only asked for the one direction of being interdependent, and 
that no answer for a team member can also imply being the input for the other 
person, these measures were not applicable to test the reliability of the answers. 

Is the report of respondent i on being mutually interdependent with respondent 
j also reported by that person – 0 (no) or 1 (yes)? This dyad reciprocity was tested 
among all respondents of each team (n = 38)25. The reciprocity value for the 
whole team was measured. It indicates the proportion of the mutuality dyads that 
are reciprocal: Num(Xij>0 and Xji>0)/Num(Xij>0 or Xji>0) (Borgatti et al., 2002). 
On average there was a dyad-based reciprocity of .56, ranging from 0 (no 
reciprocity at all) to 1 (full reciprocity). Full reciprocity is given in almost one 
third (n = 12) of the teams. When excluding the teams with zero reciprocity there 
is only a small increase of the median from .50 to .57 (mean .56 and .68 
respectively). Therefore, all 38 teams were included for further analysis. 

                                                      
25  Two teams were excluded because neither mutual nor directed task interdependence was  
    reported by the respondents. But by definition there is some degree of task interdependence  
    among the members in a team (see discussion on task decomposition in the third chapter (Section  
    3.2.1) and team definition of interdependently acting members in this chapter (Section 4.1)).  
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The degree of extrateam task interdependence at the time of data gathering was 
measured by asking a representative of each project – who has enough knowledge 
about the whole project and team task interdependencies – to fill out a roster, 
using the scale applied for the degree of task interdependence within teams: none 
(1), low (2), and high (3). These data were cross-checked with the reports of the 
team leaders given in the interviews on directed and mutual extrateam task 
interdependence. This was done by comparing the densities of the two task 
interdependence networks for each MOMT project in UCINET. For both projects 
the difference in density on a possible scale from 0 (no difference at all: same 
degree of task interdependence indicated) to 2 (very big difference: no 
interdependence vs. high interdependence reported or vice versa) was quite low 
(Project A: .45, Project B: .59). There were slightly less dense task 
interdependence networks based on the team leaders’ reports. Hence, these data 
can be seen as being reliable for further analysis. 
 
Based on the discussion above, the team mean of the degree of task 
interdependence could be calculated for within teams (n = 38) and with other 
teams (n = 40) in the MOMT projects. The average degree of teams’ task 
interdependence among team members (intrateam) – including the reports of task 
interdependence with non-respondents when the task interdependence (directed 
or mutual) was clearly indicated as discussed above – was 1.41 (ranging from .97 
to 2), and with the other teams (extrateam) was .77 with a range from .04 to 1.32. 
The degree of interteam task interdependence – the extrateam measure among all 
teams of a MOMT project – was measured, similarly to the interteam 
problem-solving communication frequency, by the density. In Project A with .61 
there is a lower degree of interteam task interdependence than in Project B with 
1 on a possible range from 0 (no task interdependence at all) to 2 (all teams are 
mutually interdependent). 

The higher task interdependence within teams compared to among teams 
represents the major aim of task decomposition, as discussed in the third chapter. 
Comparing the reports on the degree of task interdependence – strength of ties – 
among team members with the ones for teams (no interdependence: 20.4% vs. 
41.2%, low interdependence: 37% vs. 34%, and mutual interdependence: 42.6% 
vs. 24.8%), shows that within teams more strong task interdependencies exist 
than among teams. Rather, there are more weak or no interfaces. This is 
consistent with other observations of the development of complex products (e.g., 
Smith and Eppinger, 1997; Sosa et al., 2004). 

Within teams the interdependent members need to jointly develop and select 
solutions for their team’s design tasks. As discussed in the third chapter, there are 
different ways – design principles – to proceed. The following sub-sections 
present how a systematic design approach in the solution-finding process and in 
the solution-selection process was measured. As not much research has been done 
on these aspects, reliance on previous measures was not possible. 
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4.3.2.6 Degree of Systematic Variation 
In the solution-finding process, methods with a discursive bias and methods with 
an intuitive bias can be applied to a different degree in order to solve the design 
problems (Pahl and Beitz, 1992). They can be placed on a continuum ranging 
from applying mainly existing solutions (discursiveness) to applying mainly 
creativity techniques to come up with new solutions (intuition). When both 
methods are combined systematic variation – creative re-combination of existing 
solutions – takes place (Leenders et al., 2007), which is located around the 
average (zero) of the continuum. 

The degree of the application of each method described above was assessed on 
a 7-point Likert scale. The team members could indicate their agreement from 1 
(does not fit at all) through 7 (totally fits). The higher their average degree of 
agreement the more the method is applied within their team. 

Prior to the calculation of the mean of the team members’ answers their 
reliability had to be tested. For both solution-finding methods the within-group, 
inter-rater reliability was high enough to rely on the respondents’ reports for 
further analysis. The average IRR for the application of creativity techniques was 
.72, and for the application of existing solutions .80, which allows applying the 
team mean for further calculation of the degree of systematic variation in the 
solution-finding process. 

At first the continuum was computed by the difference of the teams’ mean of 
the application of creativity techniques and of the application of existing 
solutions. It could range from -6 through 6. Because the value zero represents a 
very high degree of systematic variation – the same degree of application of both 
principles – the scale had to be re-calculated so that this design principle has the 
highest value while the discursive and intuitive design methods have the lowest 
(i.e., 7 minus the absolute value of the difference of intuitive and discursive 
design method). The resulting scale could range from 1 (one of the design 
methods is applied to a very high degree, while the other to a very low degree) 
through 7 (high degree of systematic variation). The data range was from 4 to 7 
with a mean of 5.72.  
 
Taking a closer look at the prior calculations, the team mean of the method of 
applied creativity techniques ranged from 3 to 6.5 (overall mean 5.25), while for 
the application of existing solutions the average teams’ mean (4.13) and 
minimum (2.67) and maximum (5.67) values were lower. Computing the 
continuum, the difference of these methods, gives values between -2 and 3 on the 
above-described possible range from -6 through 6. The teams’ mean 1.12 shows 
that there is a relatively high degree of systematic variation with a stronger 
application degree of creativity techniques. Out of the 39 teams only four applied 
existing solutions to a higher degree than creativity techniques, and one team 
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applied both methods to the same degree. This supports the discussion in Chapter 
3 to primary focus on creativity techniques opposed to systematic variation. 

It emphasizes the high degree of non-routineness of the design tasks for teams 
within the studied MOMT projects. This means existing solutions cannot be used 
often as complex and creative search processes are required. This 
non-routineness is also challenging for the solution-selection process within the 
teams, in which the satisficing design principle can be applied.  

4.3.2.7 Degree of Satisficing 
To select a solution from the many different solutions developed the teams can 
base their decisions on the product specifications and requirements and/or on 
organizational issues (time and budget). The parallel application of both decision 
bases in one solution-selection process represents a compromise between 
satisfying the product quality on the one hand, and meeting the planning of 
schedules and budget on the other hand – design principle satisficing (Simon, 
1996). Thus, similar to the discussion above, these methods can be placed on a 
continuum ranging from basing decisions mainly on organizational issues to 
mainly on product issues, with satisficing as the average. 

On a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (does not fit at all) through 7 (totally fits) the 
team members could rate how well the statements referring to the application of 
the two decision bases fit the decision-making process in their team. Before the 
team mean could be calculated the IRR for both measures was tested. For basing 
the decisions on product specifications the average IRR was .70 and for 
organizational issues .77, justifying to take the team mean for calculating the 
difference of both variables.  
 

The team mean for the first solution-selection method varied from 1.5 to 6.5 
(overall mean 4.32), and for the second one from 2 to 5.67 (overall mean 4.10), 
which shows no big difference in the application degree. This is also found in the 
calculated continuum where the mean of .22 represents the tendency of applying 
a satisficing approach. The observed range on the continuum from -6 through 6 
was from -1.66 to 3.  

Calculating the degree of satisficing (i.e., 7 minus the absolute value of the 
difference of basing decisions on product issues and basing decisions on 
organizational issues), on the resulting scale from 1 to 7 there was a high degree 
(mean 6.28, range from 4 through 7). 
 
 

In summary, this section defined and discussed whether all variables named in the 
refined conceptual model are reliable, and hence can be used for further analysis. 
Except for two teams in the discussion on the degree of intrateam task 
interdependence, there is no indication that a team had to be excluded from 
hypotheses testing because of low reliability. 
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Additionally, although not the focus of this study, it needs to be controlled for 
possible influence of team characteristics. Team size is selected as in NPD 
research it has been shown that it affects key variables studied in the refined 
conceptual model, as discussed in the following. Due to the small sample size 
only this control variable is applied (see Section 4.3.3 on analysis).  

4.3.2.8 Control Variable Team Size 
In NPD research team size is a very common control variable. Other team 
measures like heterogeneity in tenure and members’ background (e.g., function, 
education, organizational, and national affiliation) are also studied as control 
variables. As this heterogeneity is a typical characteristic of the teams in MOMT 
projects they were not applied. 

Team size has been found to have a direct influence on team performance and 
the team processes. The research results are consistent. A certain size of teams is 
required to be able to perform well; however, when teams are too big 
performance is likely to be inhibited. As Huberman and Loch (1996) state, there 
is a trade-off between the benefits of group size on collaborative problem solving 
and the negative impact of larger groups on work motivation. As Nicholas (1994) 
argues, a team of eight to twelve is large enough to represent all major functional 
areas, but still small enough to allow good communication and encourage team 
commitment. Similarly, Eppinger and colleagues (1994: 1) state: “Small teams 
can work closely together and the challenging technical issues are exposed and 
resolved by mutual understanding”. 

But when a team is too big it is difficult or even impossible to develop a shared 
sense of accountability that teams need to have for their common performance 
objectives (Katzenbach and Smith, 1993). “With increasing size, total 
participation in the problem-solving process by all members would eventually 
lead to an overload of information or alternative solutions” (Becker and Baloff, 
1969: 269). Size, thus, can impact the group interaction process as it can inhibit 
interaction, consensus building, and problem solving (Harvey and Koubek, 
2000). Van de Ven and colleagues (1976: 326), for instance, give an overview of 
different research findings on the negative influence as size increases: group 
cohesiveness decreases and sub-group formation increases, member participation 
decreases, more impersonal coordination, and more complex and numerous 
demands for the leaders.  
 
The size of teams in the MOMT projects was measured by the number of 
members within the team, comprising at least three persons (including the team 
leader) who work on a common goal. The number of team members on the team 
list at the time of data gathering was used, regardless of their working time on the 
project. The size of the studied teams (n = 40) ranged from 3 through 18, with a 
mean of 8 (median 6.5, standard deviation 4.2).  
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After the discussion of the measurements of the variables studied, there is a 
description of how the hypothesized relations were tested and analyzed. 

4.3.3 Analysis of Questionnaire Data 
In this research multiple regressions were run to test the hypotheses stated in the 
second and third chapter. Because the already small sample size can differ 
dependent on the variables studied, every hypothesis was tested separately, 
including the control variable team size. To control whether Project A and Project 
B can be analyzed together in one sample a closer look was taken at whether there 
are different effects – opposite directions of the studied relations (i.e., positive 
versus negative and vice versa) – in the regression models.  

Different relations were found for a few of the variables studies which, 
however, were not statistically significant. There were also a few variables which 
showed a statistically significant relation in Project A while not in Project B. This 
difference can be caused by the smaller number of cases (n = 16 teams) in  
Project B compared to 24 teams in Project A. Hence, based on this discussion and 
the one on the similarity of the projects in the beginning of this chapter, both 
projects can be studied together in the regression models to test the hypotheses.  
 
Before and after running multiple regressions it was tested whether the 
assumptions are met. For instance, there can be a problem with the required 
independence of observations when studying the frequency of extrateam 
problem-solving communication in the MOMT projects. It is possible that when 
teams communicate very frequently with the other teams that also those teams 
have a high communication frequency and vice versa. This risk was minimized 
by measuring the teams’ communication frequency as the mean of their team 
members’ relatively independent reports, instead of taking the degree centrality 
which is based on the interrelation of all teams of the project (i.e., network 
activity: Freeman, 1979)26.  

Additionally, comparing both MOMT projects there was no statistically 
significant difference in the average teams’ problem-solving communication 
frequency on the on dichotomization based scale from 0 (maximum monthly) to 
1 (at least weekly). An independent-samples t-test revealed that Project A  
(mean .14) and Project B (mean .23) do not differ in their means on a statistically 
significant level (t = -1.61, p = .117). 

Moreover, the range and standard deviation of that communication frequency 
in each project (Project A: .44 and .14, Project B: .71 and .18) showed that these 
reports were quite distributed on the above-described scale, though mainly on the 
left side. Hence, there was no indicator of problematic interdependence in the 
problem-solving communication frequency among the teams within the projects. 

                                                      
26 The latter refers to the interteam problem-solving communication, addressed in Chapter 6. 
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                                   Table 4.2   Descriptive statistics 
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                                   Table 4.2   (continued) 
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As multiple regressions were run, another important assumption had to be met, 
namely that there is no multicollinearity among the independent variables. 
“Multicollinearity results in larger portions of shared variance and lower level of 
unique variance from which the effects of the individual independent variables 
can be determined” (Hair et al., 1998: 189).  

This risk was especially given when testing the hypotheses that state a 
curvilinear relationship as both the predicting variable and its square needed to be 
included in the regression analysis. All linear and respective quadratic terms had 
a very high correlation above .90. This problem was solved by mean-centering 
the variable – that is, subtracting the overall mean from each datum (Garson, 
2007) – before it was squared. Therefore the linear term of variables that are 
tested for curvilinear relationships has the overall mean 0. In the regression model 
the sign of the quadratic term indicates the shape of the curvilinear relationship. 
If it is positive there is a u-shaped curve, and if it is negative there is an inversely 
u-shaped curve. Due to the small sample size the expected negative or positive 
trends of the hypothesized relationship in Hypothesis 4a and 6 respectively 
cannot be tested. 

The overall correlations, presented in Table 4.2, suggested that the different 
variables, including team size as control variable, could be incorporated in the 
regression models. Because only one correlation among the predicting variables 
tested together for a hypothesis (i.e., the linear and quadratic term of team leader 
role) was higher than .70 there should not be a problem with multicollinearity 
(Garson, 2007). Additional analysis of the variance inflation factors (VIF) and the 
condition index in every multiple regression has shown that they were lower than 
10 and 30 respectively (Garson, 2007). 
 
For each analysis the critical p-value was set at .10 because of the relatively small 
sample size in the different regression models (ranging from 30 to 40 teams), 
which has a low statistical power (see discussion on the .05 p-value by Sauley and 
Bedeian, 1989: 340). This extension of the significance level has also been 
employed in several NPD studies that have been studying a similar small number 
of teams like in this research (e.g., Hoegl et al., 2004: 39 teams; Kratzer, 2001: 32 
and 19 teams; Leenders et al., 2007: 44 teams). Hence, in addition to the 5 percent 
significance level, the 10 percent one was also applied. 
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4.4 Qualitative Research Method 
This method is of an exploratory as well as an explanatory nature. It aims to 
acquire a more fundamental understanding of the role and effects of 
problem-solving communication – which, in turn, is dependent on systematic 
design principles – on performance in MOMT projects. While for team 
performance the qualitative study with interviews is complementary to the 
quantitative research, for project performance it is the main research method 
since only two projects are studied. 

At first the conduction of interviews in the data-collection process is addressed. 
Then the analysis of these interviews for the direct and indirect influences on 
team performance and on project performance is discussed separately. 

4.4.1 Interviews 
For both team performance as well as project performance in-depth interviews 
with key informants of each MOMT project were conducted. In total, 42 
semi-structured and open-ended interviews were conducted by the author and 
another researcher, using a tape recorder27. For studying the influence of team 
processes on team performance 38 team leaders (Project A: 17, Project B: 21) 
were interviewed additionally to the questionnaires sent. Four interviews with 
managers (2 from each project) were conducted to qualitatively analyze the 
influences on project performance.  

As Premkumar and colleagues (2005) argue, the interview process provides 
information on the organizational context, which sometimes may not be 
adequately reflected in a survey instrument. The strength of these data lies in their 
opportunity to provide qualitative insight (Edmondson, 2003), which is important 
to understand sensitive and less transparent28 processes phenomenologically and 
from the respondents’ perspective (Kazanjian et al., 2000). Using semi-structured 
interviews has the advantage of covering all the questions that need to be 
answered according to the interview guide, but also provides the freedom for 
interviewees to report their own view on things. Because these interviews were 
open-ended the interviewer was able to explore areas that came to light during the 
course of discussion (McCutcheon and Meredith, 1993). 
 

                                                      
27 By doing so the information’s reliability – the extent to which data would be duplicated if  
    collected at another time or through another means – can be increased (McCutcheon and  
    Meredith, 1993). Another approach is to use multiple sources of information and methods –  
    triangulation (Yin, 1989) –, as discussed in more detail in the sub-section on analysis (4.4.2.2). 
28 Kazanjian and colleagues (2000), for instance, refer in their research to creativity in large-scale  
    NPD projects. Here it refers to the processes in MOMT projects that have an influence on the 
    performance of the teams and the project itself. 
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The guides for both the team leader and project manager interviews were 
developed on the basis of the research sub-questions, including questions 
referring to the variables studied in the refined conceptual model. All interviews 
started with general questions about the interviewee 29(educational background 
and working experience) to stimulate the conversation. The questions to follow 
addressed more specific issues concerning the research interest specific for the 
interview conducted. 

Team leader interviews were conducted to get more detailed information about 
the team members, the communication, problem solving and performance on the 
intrateam and extrateam level. These data were used in addition to the 
quantitative data from questionnaires for illustration of the different team 
processes, and also for examining whether support can be found for hypotheses. 
For the team leader interviews conducted in Dutch (n = 12) the quotations in the 
text are provided in English while the original is provided in the footnote. The 
average duration of the interviews was 30 minutes.  

One person from the higher and one from the middle management level (i.e., 
project level and sub-system level) from each MOMT project was interviewed to 
have different perspectives on their project as a whole – mainly on the interteam 
problem-solving communication and project performance. The manager 
interviews had an average duration of 60 minutes. 

4.4.2 Analysis of Interview Data 
The tape-recorded team leader and project manager interviews were fully 
transcribed. In a data reduction approach relevant answers were classified into 
different categories corresponding to the first two main research questions. 
Subsequently sub-categories were created for information emerging from data. 
This helps to identify patterned regularities in data (McCutcheon and Meredith, 
1993). Based on these categories a detailed analysis on the indirect and influences 
on team performance as well as project performance took place. 

4.4.2.1 Influences on Team Performance 
The direct and indirect influences on team performance are studied mainly 
quantitatively using questionnaire data for hypotheses testing. The predicting and 
dependent variables are operationalized in the section on the quantitative research 
method. As team leader interviews were supplementary, applied to illustrate the 
processes studied, only a brief description of the analysis is given here.  

Analyzing the results of testing hypotheses in Chapter 5, the interviews were 
screened for supporting and contradictory citations. Exemplary statements of 
team leaders were cited and discussed. For contradictory results, the teams were 
controlled for certain characteristics that can cause these findings.  

                                                      
29 All interviewed team leaders and managers are male. 
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4.4.2.2 Case Study Research on Project Performance 
Case study research is a powerful tool for gathering information and 
understanding the real conditions that occur in organizations (McCutcheon and 
Meredith, 1993), thereby providing in-depth insight. The research problem – i.e., 
the performance of MOMT projects in which complex new products are 
developed – can be studied in a natural setting in order to understand the nature 
and complexity of the processes taking place (Yin, 1989) – i.e., the influences of 
interteam problem-solving communication and the use of a systematic design 
approach. 

Two suitable cases were selected (see Section 4.1) to explore and explain these 
still under-researched processes in MOMT projects. Based on the categories 
created – referring to the relations studied – in the data reduction a thematic 
within-case and cross-case analysis was performed. Project management 
interviews were the main source of information for analyzing the direct and 
indirect influences on project performance.   

The within-case analysis was the starting point of analysis before performing a 
cross-case analysis. The answers of the interviewee from the higher management 
level were compared with the ones of the interviewee from the middle 
management level. Since most questions could be answered subjectively, and the 
interviewees were also from different management levels, different opinions 
were likely.  

In a next step, the MOMT projects’ performance was analyzed: What influence 
does the interteam problem-solving communication have, which – in turn – is 
dependent on a systematic design approach? This cross-case analysis approach 
allows understanding the phenomenon beyond each individual project’s context 
and increases the generalizability of the observations (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
However, since only two projects were studied the generalization might be more 
difficult in this research; this is further discussed in the research implications in 
the concluding chapter (Chapter 7). 
 
For both the within-case and cross-case analysis the project management 
interviews were analyzed regarding the two research questions for the project 
level. The results on the direct and indirect influence on project performance are 
presented and discussed in Chapter 6. 

Consistent with the project management literature, performance of NPD 
projects is measured by the three different dimensions of ‘time’, ‘budget’ and 
‘product quality’ (c.f., Emmanuelides, 1993). Project managers were asked to 
evaluate the performance of their MOMT project with respect to these aspects for 
two points of measurement, which refer to the main data-collection process 
presented in Table 4.1.  
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The first point was dated two years back (summer 2005) to the time when the 
questionnaires were filled out by the team members and leaders, and the team 
leaders additionally were interviewed. Looking back two years can be 
problematic; however, as additional qualitative data was available the reliability 
of data could be tested. A direct link between the different data available – 
qualitative as well as quantitative – could be drawn to study the influences on 
project performance. This triangulation (i.e., usage of multiple sources of 
information and methods) helps to support the research findings, improving the 
validity and reliability of the research (Yin, 1989), and to have an as complete 
picture as possible – capturing the contextual complexity (Benbasat et al., 1987). 

The second measurement point referred to project performance at the time of 
having the management interviews (summer 2007) and how the project is 
currently doing. These interviews were studied to analyze the present influences 
on that project performance. 

 

4.5 Summary 
In summary, the sample of and the data-collection process in the two MOMT 
projects studied were described in this chapter. Both, a quantitative and 
qualitative research method are adopted. In the quantitative part different 
measures and analysis applied for hypotheses testing were discussed, the results 
of which are presented in the next chapter. The qualitative analysis introduced is 
mainly performed in Chapter 6 on project performance.  



. 
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5 Results of Hypotheses Testing 
In this chapter the results of multiple regressions for testing the hypotheses on the 
local-level relations (intrateam as well as extrateam) – derived in the second and 
third chapter – are presented and discussed. Based on the information-processing 
theory, distinct influences of relevant problem-solving communication variables 
on team effectiveness and team efficiency were stated. These communication 
variables, in turn, were hypothesized to be dependent on systematic design 
principles applied to reduce the complexity in the NPD process. According to the 
discussion in the previous chapter, each hypothesis is tested separately for the two 
studied MOMT projects within one sample.  

For every hypothesis testing the control variable team size was applied. First its 
potential influence on the different dependent variables studies was tested (model 
CV). It was then tested together with the variable that is hypothesized to have an 
influence. For testing a curvilinear relationship, both the linear and the quadratic 
term of the explanatory variable were included in the regression model.  
 
At first a closer look is taken at the influence of problem-solving communication 
on team performance – team effectiveness and then team efficiency – (Chapter 2 
hypotheses). In the section thereafter, its dependence on systematic design 
principles (Chapter 3 hypotheses) is addressed. In addition to the quantitative 
questionnaire data, qualitative team leader interview data was also analyzed. A 
summary on these local-level results is presented in Section 5.3. 
 

5.1 Communication  Team Performance 
As discussed in the second chapter, team performance in MOMT projects is 
dependent on diverse problem-solving communication variables – studied here 
by the intrateam communication variables frequency, team leader role and degree 
of task disagreement, and the extrateam communication frequency. Their distinct 
influence each on team effectiveness and team efficiency is addressed in the next 
two sub-sections (5.1.1 and 5.1.2).  
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5.1.1 Communication  Team Effectiveness 
In Table 5.1 the results from testing the four hypotheses stated on the influence 
of problem-solving communication on team effectiveness in MOMT projects are 
shown. 
 

H1a:  The frequency of intrateam problem-solving communication has an  
    inversely u-shaped relation with team effectiveness. 

 

H2a:  The degree of team leader involvement in intrateam problem-solving 
communication has a u-shaped relation with team effectiveness. 

  

H3a: The degree of task disagreement in intrateam problem-solving  
                 communication has a u-shaped relation with team effectiveness.     
 

H4a: The frequency of extrateam problem-solving communication has an     
 inversely u-shaped relation with team effectiveness. 
 

Contrary to results found in NPD and team research presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.3.2.8, the control variable team size has hardly any influence on team 
effectiveness.30 

Only Hypotheses 2a and 3a are supported, stating a u-shaped influence of the 
degree of team leader involvement and of task disagreement respectively in the 
intrateam problem-solving communication on team effectiveness. In the 
following, the results from testing all four hypotheses are discussed separately in 
detail. 
 

 Team Effectiveness 
 

Variables 
CV  

(n = 38) 
H1a  

(n = 38) 
H2a  

(n = 30) 
H3a  

(n = 38) 
H4a 

(n = 38) 
Constant. 5.77** (.21) 5.72** (.63)  5.59** (.87) 5.64** (.26)   6.10** (.24) 
Team size.  -.02   (.02)  -.02   (.03)   -.02   (.04) -.01    (.02)    -.03     (.02) 
Intrateam communication frequency.       .03   (.55)      
Intrateam communication frequency².    .50 (1.43)    
Intrateam team leader role.      .30    (.79)   
Intrateam team leader role².    3.42* (1.43)   
Intrateam task disagreement.    -.10   (.26)  
Intrateam task disagreement².      .51* (.31)  
Extrateam communication frequency.      -1.71** (.76) 
Extrateam communication frequency².        1.95  (2.24) 

R². .02 .03 .19 .11 .17 
Standard errors are in parentheses       
** p < .05; * p < .10      
Table 5.1   Results of problem-solving communication and team effectiveness (Hypotheses 1a 

through 4a) 
 

                                                      
30 Also, when testing with logged team size – because of the relatively small range of that variable  
   – there is no difference in its insignificance. There is only a very small, negligible increase of R². 
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5.1.1.1 Intrateam Communication  Team Effectiveness (H1a-H3a) 
Intrateam Communication Frequency  Team Effectiveness (H1a) 
As presented in Table 5.1, there is no support for Hypothesis 1a that states an 
inverted u-shaped influence of the intrateam problem-solving communication 
frequency on team effectiveness.  

However, due to the limited data dispersion (cf. Table 4.2) it was not possible 
to test for the full scope of that inverted u. The spread of observations was mainly 
on the (very) right side of the frequency scale of at least weekly intrateam 
problem-solving communication, representing a (very) frequent communication 
on problem-solving issues within teams. 
 

To qualitatively analyze the expected inverted u-shaped influence on team 
effectiveness, a closer look is taken at the teams in the different frequency ranges 
of low, moderate and high problem-solving communication frequency. It was 
expected that that teams with very low and team with very high problem-solving 
communication frequency would be least effective and teams with a moderate 
frequency would be most effective. For this categorization – also discussed in the 
next sub-sections – two independent samples of low and high effectiveness were 
created based on the quantitative data. Using the Runs test, the null hypothesis that 
the order of ranking in ratings is random could not be rejected for the median-cut 
(median 5.55, p = .87), receiving both 19 low- and 19 high-effective teams.  

Comparing the few teams in the first range – low communication frequency – 
there are high-effective as well as low-effective ones with relatively low 
intrateam problem-solving communication. They do not differ much in team size 
(all are big) and their degree of intrateam task interdependence (most of them 
have a low degree). Hence, this small number of teams does not give support for 
the expected negative influence of low communication frequency within teams. 
 

In the second range of moderate communication frequency that was hypothesized 
to have a positive influence on team effectiveness, both the least and most 
effective team are present. The leader of the least effective team describes the 
inadequacy of that moderate intrateam problem-solving communication as 
following: 

 

“They all talk to each other daily but not necessarily about [the project]. 
[…][Some team members] are working not more than one day on average 
per week on task of [the project]. [Other team members] a bit more, maybe 
also [team member] a bit more, but this they do with me.”31  

 

                                                      
31 “Ze spreken elkaar allemaal wel dagelijks, maar niet noodzakelijkerwijs over [project]. [...]  
     [Persoon] die besteden er niet meer dan een dag, ongeveer gemiddeld per week, echt aan  
     [project]-zaken. [Personen] iets meer, en misschien [persoon] ook iets meer, maar dat doen ze  
     dan met mij.” 
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Thus, a challenge within this team, but also for many other teams in the MOMT 
projects, seems to be that some team members also work for other projects. Due 
to time constraints they are less able to successfully communicate about the 
project’s design problems with the other members of the team, which can result 
in lower team effectiveness. However, testing this interaction term – percentage 
of team members working on other projects and intrateam problem-solving 
communication frequency – shows a positive influence, although not on a 
statistically significant level.  

Because these team members can also bring new knowledge and expertise from 
outside the project, it can positively influence team effectiveness. Therefore it 
might be important how many hours the team members are working on the 
studied MOMT projects – the time they have to exchange and connect that 
external knowledge. As another leader of a low-effective team with moderate 
communication frequency among his team members, who are mainly working 
part-time on the project, highlights:  
 

“There is always more to be done than we can handle. So that is still the 
problem of manpower, of overload and that sort of things.”  

 

Studying the most effective team in the range of moderate communication 
frequency in contrast, its moderate frequency of the intrateam problem-solving 
communication contributes that the product specifications and requirements are 
met to the highest degree possible. This may be because the team members 
communicate according to their task interdependencies – not less or more – as the 
team leader states that his team sufficiently interacts:  
 

“Not everybody knows everything, but everybody knows about his work 
what he should know.”  

 
In the last part of the studied inverted u – the high intrateam problem-solving 
communication frequency – there are a few teams with low team effectiveness, 
which is consistent with the hypothesized inversely u-shaped influence. 
However, many high-frequently communicating teams are performing well with 
respect to effectiveness. This can be related to the above-discussed degree of 
intrateam task interdependence. But this positive influence is not on a statistically 
significant level.  

 Additionally, a closer look was taken at the leaders’ reports on the intrateam 
problem-solving communication process of those high-effective teams. For 
instance, one team leader names different positive aspects of the frequent 
communication in his team: 
 

“We have no tension. At least I try to avoid tension as much as possible. It 
is a friendly atmosphere. I think people want to listen to each other. They 
all are very interested in this project. So everybody is motivated. So at an 
emotional level I don’t think that there are communication problems.”  
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Having no tension or conflict but a friendly and open atmosphere positively 
influences problem-solving communication among team members. Otherwise, 
since conflict – distinct from task disagreement (see discussion in Chapter 2) – 
refers to disagreement on the personal and not on the task level, it is likely to 
negatively influence team effectiveness (e.g., Amason et al., 1995; Jehn, 1995). 
In contrast, besides a low degree, also a high degree of task disagreement is 
hypothesized to have a positive influence, which is addressed in the sub-section 
after the following one. 

The importance of the quality of frequent communication was highlighted by 
another leader of a high-effective team: 
 

“I think the quality of communication was excellent. It involved everything. 
Depending on what the issue was, it was something you could send 
somebody an email saying you know I need this report or something like 
that, then you would get, people would be responsive. If there was 
something that somebody did not understand and wasn’t going to 
understand by e-mail, then we would have a face-to face meeting and it 
was almost daily that we did this.” 

 

The results and discussion above have shown that the quality of intrateam 
problem-solving communication – characterized by, for instance, open 
discussions related to the project, and according to the degree of task 
interdependence – rather than its frequency seems to define the effectiveness of 
teams. In addition to these intrateam problem-solving communication aspects 
other variables also have an influence as hypothesized in Hypothesis 2a (team 
leader role) and 3a (degree of task disagreement). 
 
Intrateam Team Leader Role  Team Effectiveness (H2a) 
There is support for Hypothesis 2a that states a u-shaped relation between the 
degree of team leader involvement in the intrateam problem-solving 
communication – defining the team leader role – and team effectiveness. This 
means, when the team leader is involved to a low degree (i.e., manager) or to a 
high degree (i.e., chief engineer) in the communication on problem-solving issues 
then the team is more effective.  
 
For instance, the team with the lowest team leader involvement is the most 
effective one. The leader of that team takes the role of a manager, ensuring that 
all important information for the intrateam problem-solving process is transferred 
and available to the team. He reports his main tasks as the following: 
 

“Mostly it is the communication with the PI [principal investigator] 
institute, so what we need from them as information and reversely. And 
documentation, there is a lot of documentation, which has to be written.”  
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His main communication activity is outside rather than inside the team in order 
to get the information to successfully manage the team (i.e., focus on 
management than on problem-solving communication). Similarly a leader of 
another high-effective team, who functions as a team manager as well, describes 
his communication task as ‘interface’ to other teams in the MOMT project. 

Another important daily task of the team leader cited above is the 
documentation. That access and storage of information can be reasons why his 
team is very effective although he himself is not all that involved in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication. 
 
Also, a high team leader involvement in the intrateam problem-solving 
communication – i.e., chief engineer role – has a positive influence on team 
effectiveness. Different issues in the design process can be discussed with the 
team members, for instance, in weekly team meetings but also individually, as a 
team leader of such a team describes: 
 

“We have this one-week meeting. Not all issues, not detailed issues are 
brought up there, of course. So then we also have point-to-point, not 
meetings, but point-to-point conversations to discuss things.”  

 

The importance of these informal meetings for the problem-solving process has 
also been emphasized by another ‘chief engineer’ team leader of a high-effective 
team. 
 
In contrast, teams with moderate team leader involvement in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication are least effective. This can be explained by the 
diversity of the team leader’s tasks: on the one hand managing the team, and on 
the other hand solving design problems. The challenge of this diversity is 
increased with additional tasks that are not related to the studied MOMT project, 
as the following example of low-effective team shows:  
 

“I have a few things to watch over. One of them is the developing of [X]. 
Another is to keep an eye on what essentially to deal with [organization Y] 
for the interactive analysis development work that is going on. This is also 
my task. But on top of that, besides that I am kind of the focal point for 
other projects that [organization] is involved in.”  

 

Hence, when a team leader has management and problem-solving tasks at the 
same time, his/her team is less effective. The leader should either concentrate on 
managing – facilitating information exchange – or on jointly solving complex 
new design problems, since only a high degree of each role is positively related to 
team effectiveness.  
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Intrateam Task Disagreement Team Effectiveness (H3a) 
As hypothesized in H3a, there is a statistically significant u-shaped relationship 
of the degree of task disagreement in the intrateam problem-solving 
communication and team effectiveness in MOMT projects. Teams with a very 
low and teams with a very high degree of task disagreement among the team 
members are most effective, while teams with a moderate task disagreement 
degree are least effective.  
 
The interviews with team leaders of the studied MOMT projects also support this 
relation. Teams with a low degree of task disagreement in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication have a clear agreed-upon goal,  and hence, are 
very effective, as a team leader of such a team states: 
 

“Everybody has the personal responsibility for specific parts and also has 
clear interfaces.”32  

 

As the design problems are clearly defined and understood by the members 
they are able to find high-quality solutions, which leads to high team 
effectiveness. 
 
Also, teams with a high degree of task disagreement are very effective. In the 
discussion among the team members, diverse problem-solving ideas and 
knowledge from different perspectives can be exchanged. This importance has 
also been emphasized by a team leader of a high-effective team: 
 

“There are of course always a lot of discussions on ways how to solve 
problems.”  

 

By doing so, as another leader of such a team says: 
 

“They are quite innovative to find solutions for the problems we have.”  
 
In contrast, teams with a moderate degree of task disagreement in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication are least effective. This means there is not much 
agreement on the common goals and also not much discussion on how the design 
problems can be solved, which would reduce the uncertainty in the NPD process. 
Also, the members do not critically evaluate the different approaches and 
solutions in team interaction. Thus, it is less likely that high-quality solutions for 
the non-routine and complex design problems can be found. 
 
Hence, as with the team leader role, either a low or a high degree of task 
disagreement in the intrateam problem-solving communication positively 
influences team effectiveness.  

                                                      
32 “Iedereen heeft gewoon echt de persoonlijke verantwoordelijkheid heeft voor bepaalde brokken  
    en heeft ook duidelijke interfaces.” 
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5.1.1.2 Extrateam Communication  Team Effectiveness (H4a) 
Instead of the in H4a hypothesized inversely u-shaped relationship of the 
extrateam problem-solving communication frequency and team effectiveness 
there is a statistically significant negative one. This means the more teams 
communicate with other teams of the MOMT project on problem-solving issues 
the less effective they are. But it was expected that there would only be a positive 
influence of increasing communication frequency up to a certain degree; 
especially for the teams with a high degree of extrateam task interdependence as 
they need to exchange information on their interfaces in order to find high-quality 
solutions. 

However, as with the intrateam problem-solving communication frequency, it 
was not possible to test for the full scope of the inverted u. While the intrateam 
communication is mainly distributed on the right side of the frequency scale – 
i.e., team members communicate a lot – extrateam communication is mainly on 
the left side of that scale – revealing that most teams are communicating with the 
other teams in the project (less than) monthly. 
 

Analyzing the teams, contrary to the hypothesis, the ones with no/very low 
communication frequency are effective. There were five teams with no weekly 
problem-solving communication with other teams, which have the highest team 
effectiveness compared to the more interacting teams. As these teams have a 
relatively low degree of extrateam task interdependence they do not need to 
communicate frequently with the other teams in the project in order to be 
effective. They can solve their design problems with a certain degree of 
independence. This relatively independent way of working is expressed in the 
following excerpt from a leader of one of these teams: 
 

“We have no dependency with the other teams. We have just dependency to 
agree on test level what procedure we use or something like this. But we 
are not really dependent on the other teams to specify some interface. We 
have our own facilities. And after we deliver there is a lot of tests at system 
level we have no real dependency.”  

 

As these teams do not have more frequent problem-solving communication 
with the other teams than required they are very effective. In contrast, teams with 
extrateam communication that is very or too frequent can be overtaken by the 
other teams’ issues in the problem-solving process, detracting from the own 
design problems. 

Hence, hypothesis 4a is especially relevant for teams with high task 
interdependence with other teams in the MOMT project. 
 
Following the discussion of the results of the hypotheses testing on the influence 
of problem-solving communication on team effectiveness, a closer look is taken 
at the influence on team efficiency. 
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5.1.2 Communication  Team Efficiency 
Table 5.2 presents the multiple regression results of testing the hypothesized 
influence of the different problem-solving communication variables on team 
efficiency in MOMT projects. 
 

H1b: The frequency of intrateam problem-solving communication has an  
     inversely u-shaped relation with team efficiency. 
 

H2b:  The degree of team leader involvement in intrateam problem-solving 
communication affects team efficiency negatively. 

 
H3b: The degree of task disagreement in intrateam problem-solving  
       communication has a u-shaped relation with team efficiency. 

 
H4b: The frequency of extrateam problem-solving communication affects  
    team efficiency negatively. 

 
Similar to team effectiveness, team size has hardly any influence on team 
efficiency. Except for Hypotheses 1b and 2b – the influence of the intrateam 
problem-solving communication frequency and team leader role – there is 
support for the hypothesized influence of extrateam problem-solving 
communication frequency and the degree of intrateam task disagreement. These 
results are discussed in more detail in the following sub-sections.  

As with team effectiveness, in order to discuss interview data the teams’ 
efficiency was categorized into two independent samples of low and high 
efficiency (median-cut 4.25, p = .33), identifying 19 low performing and 20 high 
performing teams. 
 

 Team Efficiency 
 

Variables 
CV  

(n = 39) 
H1b  

(n = 39) 
H2b 

(n = 31) 
H3b 

(n = 39) 
H4b 

(n = 39) 
Constant.  4.47** (.28) 5.69** (.82)  4.72**

 (.78)  4.22** (.33) 4.76**  (.32) 
Team size.  -.01      (.03)     -.06   (.04)   -.04   (.05)   -.01   (.03) -.02      (.03) 
Intrateam communication frequency.   -1.19*   (.73)      
Intrateam communication frequency².  -.43   (1.89)    
Intrateam team leader role.    -1.09  (.73)   
Intrateam task disagreement.     -.14   (.34)  
Intrateam task disagreement².       .89** (.41)  
Extrateam communication frequency.      -1.39*   (.79) 

R². .01 .08 .07 .16 .08 
Standard errors are in parentheses       
** p < .05; * p < .10      
Table 5.2   Results of problem-solving communication and team efficiency (Hypotheses 1b 

through 4b) 
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5.1.2.1 Intrateam Communication  Team Efficiency (H1b-H3b) 
Intrateam Communication Frequency  Team Efficiency (H1b) 
There is no full support for Hypothesis 1b which states an inversely u-shaped 
influence on team efficiency. As already discussed for the influence of intrateam 
problem-solving communication frequency on team effectiveness, there is only 
a small data range for why it was not possible to test for the full scope of the 
inverted u. Most teams have a (very) high communication frequency among the 
members, which represents the right part of the hypothesized inverted u. This 
negatively shaped part is supported as the negative sign of the statistically 
significant linear term shows. This result can be regarded as being consistent with 
the hypothesis. 
 
The same applies to the qualitative data. Looking at the teams with very high 
intrateam problem-solving communication frequency, some team leaders 
reported challenges in that intrateam communication. For instance, when a team 
has many different tasks then it is difficult for the members to be efficient as a lot 
of information needs to be exchanged and processed. It is getting more 
challenging when there is no clear priority on which problem has to be solved at 
a given time. Due to the members’ limited information-processing capacity the 
team will be less on time and within budget. 
 
In contrast, teams that have a moderate intrateam problem-solving 
communication frequency are most efficient. There should be regular but not too 
frequent meetings, and also not always with all team members but with the ones 
concerned, as a leader of a high-efficient team highlights: 
 

“I try to organize meetings on a regular basis with persons concerned. The 
informal contacts are mainly via e-mail. I think this is sufficient.”33 

 
While a moderate frequency of intrateam problem-solving communication is 
expected to be required for a team to be efficient, the team leader should not be 
too involved in that communication. This hypothesized influence of the team 
leader role is discussed following. 
  
Intrateam Team Leader Role  Team Efficiency (H2b) 
As shown in Table 5.2, there is a negative influence of team leader involvement 
in the intrateam problem-solving communication on team effectiveness. 
However, it is not on a statistically significant level (p = .14). Teams whose leader 
acts as a manager are more likely to be most efficient, whereas teams led by a 

                                                      
33 “Ik probeer wel regelmatig een vergadering te beleggen waarbij de betrokkenen aanwezig zijn.  
    Maar de informele contacten […] dat gaat dan vooral per email. Ik denk dat het voldoende is.” 
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chief engineer are least efficient. Managers seem to be better able to keep the 
overview of whether the team is running according to schedule and budget than 
chief engineers who are deeply involved in the problem-solving process.  
 
The team leader interviews support this relation. Team leaders who are involved 
in the problem-solving process to a high degree can be easily overloaded with 
information, as the following example shows: 
 

“We were talking almost on a daily basis, email on a daily basis, 
face-to-face meetings on a daily basis, and whenever an issue came up we 
basically immediately would sit down and take care of it. So there was an 
awful lot of communication about everything.” 

 

Such frequent informal communication on problem-solving issues of the team 
leader with the team members can be inefficient, as a team leader of another 
low-efficient team expresses: 
 

 “It is a very informal team, which has a lot of advantages but also has a 
few disadvantages that there are lot of action items that, if you don’t look 
carefully for it, it will not happen in a way it should happen. It is sometimes 
too informal.”  

 

Hence, when the team leader is too involved in the problem-solving process he 
is not able to assure that the team is working according to formal requirements 
like schedule und budget. Instead the team will have a very low efficiency, as the 
example of the least efficient team shows: 
 

 “I try, of course there are too many persons that I can explain to 
everybody everything, but I try to prepare things. And at the time the 
question is asked, somewhere in an e-mail, then I will try to explain it 
personally to ensure that they don’t forget it.”34  

 
In contrast, when the team leader is less involved in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication his/her teams is more efficient. The leader then 
has more of a management task, which includes the facilitation of information 
transfer within the team and also communication with other teams in the MOMT 
project to exchange required information on time. This is similar to the discussion 
of the influence of the team leader role on team effectiveness – i.e., the left side 
of the statistically significant u-shape. For instance, the most effective team 
referred to in the previous sub-section is also very efficient. 

                                                      
34 “Ik probeer, er zijn natuurlijk teveel mensen dat ik ze allemaal individueel alles uit ga leggen,  
    maar ik probeer wel dingen voor te bereiden. En op het moment dat de vraag komt, en die zit  
    verstopt in een e-mailtje ergens, dan zal ik ‘m persoonlijk proberen toe te lichten om wel te  
    zorgen dat het niet aan hun aandacht ontsnapt.” 
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Intrateam Task Disagreement  Team Efficiency (H3b) 
As stated in Hypothesis 3b, teams that have a low degree of ask disagreement in 
the intrateam problem-solving communication and also teams with a high degree 
are very efficient. This u-shaped influence is on a statistically significant level.  
 
In addition to the quantitative data, the team leader interviews also support the 
three different ranges of the hypothesized inverted u: low task disagreement and 
high team efficiency, moderate task disagreement and low team efficiency, and 
high task disagreement and high team efficiency.  
 
Looking at teams in the first range, leaders report that their members have clear 
agreed-upon tasks. Based on that agreement – i.e., low task disagreement – the 
team members can develop a mutual understanding on how to solve design 
problems. This is not only beneficial for team efficiency but also for team 
effectiveness (cf. 5.1.1.1). As uncertainty is reduced it contributes to the 
successful solving of complex design problems.  
 
A reason teams with a moderate degree of task disagreement are least efficient – 
the second range of the u – is emphasized by a leader of such a team who 
describes the challenge in the team’s problem-solving process as “maintaining 
efficiency, focusing on the right things”:  
 

“You can throw in a small problem, these are the kind of people who can 
jump on it, discuss for two days on. So make sure that people focus 
diverging, getting it focused, keeping in discussions to the issue. […] [They 
are] very good in finding solutions, not so good in needing quite some time 
to settle down the solution.” 

 

When team members are not focused on the discussion a lower, moderate 
degree of task disagreement among them is likely in the problem-solving process.  
 
The need for a high degree of intrateam task disagreement in the non-routine 
problem-solving process in order to be efficient was reported by a leader of a 
high-efficient team: 

 

“You have to find a way that the important things are said. You have also 
to be able to make the point that something is just not good enough. It is not 
associated with persons because everything we do is teamwork. So no one 
particularly who takes blame. But if you have a culture where it is difficult 
to say that something is not good enough, when actually it is not good 
enough it will not become better.”  

 

To get the most out of these discussions it is also important for the 
problem-solving information to be documented in order to have it timely 
available and to work accordingly. By doing so the team can be very efficient, as 
another leader of such a team describes:  
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“If it is about technical problems usually we try to write and to discuss how 
to solve. […] A lot of problems can be solved by having good 
documentation, for example. And also when it is for test purpose, we try to 
prepare in advance accurate procedures and we try to follow them.” 

 

This way of working – although resource-consuming with having to discuss and 
create the documentation – will save time and budget in the end; hence, the team 
can be very efficient. This positive influence of high intrateam task disagreement 
in the problem-solving communication represents the third range of the u-shaped 
influence on team efficiency. 
 

5.1.2.2 Extrateam Communication  Team Efficiency (H4b) 
As stated in Hypothesis 4b, there is a statistically significant negative influence 
of the extrateam problem-solving communication frequency on team efficiency. 
The more teams communicate on problem-solving matters with the other teams in 
the MOMT project, the less efficient they are.  

The qualitative data also supports this hypothesis. Interviews with leader of 
teams with low communication frequency and high efficiency and vice versa 
were analyzed to illustrate the research findings. 
 
For instance, team leaders of high-efficient teams have reported, although their 
team does not have too many links with other teams, that only those required 
exist. Additional extrateam problem-solving communications would be too 
time-consuming. 
 

“We are very well connected with all those that are related to us.” 
 

“I think it could be interesting if there was more communication. But it is 
also a matter of time. We have a small team and so we are very busy. […] 
There is no possibility to communicate; there is just a matter of need.” 

 

Hence, teams are efficient when they do not have frequent extrateam 
problem-solving communication. This communication with other teams should 
also be restricted to a few key persons. As a leader of another high-efficient team 
reports, the extrateam communication on problem-solving matters is mainly with 
the other leaders of teams his team is interdependent from:  
 

“We have not too many direct links with [other teams]. It is just we know 
many leaders but not too much the other teams.” 

 

Important information on the interfaces can be timely exchanged. The team 
leader can distribute the information to the members who need to know about it, 
so that not all members need to be involved in that extrateam communication. 
They can rather concentrate on the intrateam communication to jointly solve the 
design problems according to time and budget requirements. 
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As stated above, teams that frequently communicate with other teams are less 
efficient. It is not only because of the amount of information that needs to be 
processed, but it can also be due to communication problems across teams, as the 
following example shows:  

 

“You have to gather your energy because it is always very difficult […], 
not an easy discussion: ‘Why want you guy to do like that?’, ‘Why should 
I work on it?’, and that sort of. You have to, before you call them, email 
them. You have to get a lot of energy. […] There is a lot of effort to get 
everything formulated straight. […] That is sometimes not really efficient.” 

 

Instead of being beneficial, frequent extrateam problem-solving 
communication is very time- and budget-consuming, and hence has a negative 
influence on team efficiency. 
 
 
The discussion above has shown that different variables of problem-solving 
communication have a distinct influence each on team effectiveness and team 
efficiency, whereby the more negative influence on team efficiency is 
highlighted. After the presentation of these results of testing the hypotheses of the 
second chapter, the hypotheses of the third chapter are addressed following. 
 

 

5.2 Systematic Design Approach  Communication 
In the third chapter the influence of a systematic design approach on 
problem-solving communication in MOMT projects was discussed by different 
design principles reducing the communication need and facilitating the 
communication process. The results of testing the hypotheses on these relations 
are presented in the following sub-sections. 

At first a closer look is taken at the influence on intrateam problem-solving 
communication – frequency, team leader role and the degree of task 
disagreement, followed by the extrateam problem-solving communication 
frequency. 
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5.2.1 Influence on Intrateam Communication 

5.2.1.1 Systematic Design Approach  Intrateam Communication 
Frequency (H5 + H7) 

The degree of intrateam task interdependence is hypothesized to have a positive 
influence on the intrateam problem-solving communication frequency: 
 

H5: The degree of intrateam task interdependence affects intrateam  
   problem-solving communication frequency positively. 

 

In addition to the influence of the task interdependence, the intrateam 
problem-solving communication frequency is expected to be dependent on the 
solution-finding process – that is, the application of systematic variation versus 
creativity techniques placed on a continuum – as stated in Hypothesis 7: 
 

H7: The degree of systematic variation in the intrateam solution-finding  
        process affects intrateam problem-solving communication frequency  
    negatively. 

 

The results from testing these two hypotheses are presented in Table 5.3. 
 
Team size has a statistically significant negative influence, although small effect, 
on the intrateam problem-solving communication frequency in all models. In the 
first model it explains the variance of the intrateam communication frequency 
with 38 percent to a very high degree. The bigger the teams the less frequently the 
members communicate on problem-solving issues, which can be related to their 
limited information-processing capacity. 

No empirical support is found for the tested hypotheses, discussed in more 
detail in the following. 
 

   Intrateam Communication Frequency 
 

Variables 
CV  

(n = 40) 
H5 

(n = 38) 
H7 

(n = 39) 
Constant0 .99** (.07)   .75** (.20) 1.11** (.23) 
Team size. -.04** (.01)  -.04** (.01) -.04** (.01) 
Degree of intrateam task interdependence.    .15    (.11)  
Degree of intrateam systematic variation.      -.02     (.04) 

R². .38 .39 .43 
Standard errors are in parentheses     
** p < .05    
Table 5.3   Results of systematic design approach and intrateam problem-solving 

communication frequency (Hypotheses 5 and 7) 
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Degree of Task Interdependence  Intrateam Communication Frequency (H5) 
The positive influence of the degree of intrateam task interdependence on the 
intrateam problem-solving communication frequency stated in Hypothesis 5 was 
found, however, not on a statistically significant level (p = .21). This may be due 
to the limited data range: most teams have a (very) high degree of intrateam task 
interdependence as it was a reason for why they were formed. Hence, there 
should also be a generally high communication frequency.  

This need has been reported in the team leader interviews, as the following 
example shows:  
 

 “There are a variety of specialists […] who are critically important. […] 
These people had to communicate. [...] There had to be a lot of 
communication. [...] That had to do with these parts […] to get integrated 
in what they build. So this was a pretty tied effort and we talked about all 
of these on a very very regular basis with everybody.”  

 

This integration of different parts that the specialized team members work on 
represents a degree of high task interdependence among them. Because of this 
they have to communicate frequently to jointly solve the design problems related 
to these complex tasks.  
 
But when team members are not that dependent on each other there is no need for 
frequent problem-solving communication. This is, for instance, the case when 
within teams there is a division into different sub-groups that can work on their 
tasks to a certain degree of independence. This leads to segmentation – hence, 
lower intrateam communication frequency – as a leader of a team, which is 
divided into a test and a development group, states: 
 

 “Actually it was just this group [test group] which was regularly 
communicating with each other. And they also had a weekly meeting, and 
they also communicated more frequently than this. And there were the 
persons who were responsible for the development, they hardly had to do 
anything yet, thus there was hardly any communication.”35  

 

Thus, a higher degree of hierarchical decomposition within teams leads to 
lower problem-solving communication frequency among the team members. 
Decomposition should not be taken too far as building a team is based on the aim 
of allocating interdependent persons with complementary skills in a group for 
joint problem solving. Otherwise separate teams can be built. 

                                                      
35 “Het was eigenlijk alleen deze groep die geregeld met elkaar sprak. En die hadden dan ook  
    wekelijks een overleg en die praten dan ook nog wel vaker dan dat met elkaar. En daar was de  
    mensen die bij de bouw betrokken waren, die hadden nog nauwelijks iets te doen, dus daar werd  
    nog nauwelijks mee gesproken.” 
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Degree of Systematic Variation  Intrateam Communication Frequency (H7) 
There is no full support for Hypothesis 7. The negative influence of the degree of 
systematic variation stated – creative re-combination of known solutions – on the 
intrateam problem-solving communication frequency is indicated. However, it is 
not on a statistically significant level since the data spread is mainly on the right 
part of the scale of the degree of systematic variation. This means that in most 
teams there is a highly systematic way of finding solutions rather than applying 
creativity techniques.  
  
The negative influence of the degree of systematic variation is also indicated in 
the qualitative data. Within teams that have a relatively low degree of systematic 
variation – i.e., high degree of creativity techniques – the members communicate 
frequently in the solution-finding process. Leaders of these teams report that 
there is a high motivation and openness among the team members during this 
process, which facilitates frequent intrateam communication, as the following 
example shows:  
 

“These [team members] are very good in solving problems. They like to do 
it. […] They like problems. They like to solve it. This spirit is good.”  

 

The more systematic variation is applied, the less frequent the communication 
among the team members becomes because then they do not need to creatively 
discuss, exchange and connect information for ‘new’ solution-finding 
approaches. Rather, they can apply their known solutions for creative 
re-combination, as described by leaders of such teams: 
 

 “We are probably the best in designing this sort of devices in the world. 
So we are in solving problems because of that experience.”  

 

 “The technical head is [person A] and [person B] and they are quite 
experienced and they know probably everything about this system.” 

 

Being systematic in solving problems reduces the complexity of the NPD 
process, which in turn results in a lower need for communication on these matters 
within the team. 
 
But there are also teams with a high intrateam communication frequency 
although they apply systematic variation to a high degree. For instance, a leader 
whose team has a relatively high communication frequency describes the 
solution-finding process as following: 
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 “That are mainly adjustments of what we already have. It is not that we 
are a real club who is communicating with each other on fundamentally 
creative solutions. It is more that we have specific ideas on how a 
[product] has to look like. And then we can shift it a bit to the left or right. 
But it is not that we turn it upside down and think about something very 
different. This is not the way we are working. […] When there are 
questions or when there are opportunities then we also are creative 
enough to apply new approaches.”36  

 

Within this problem-solving process there is a high intrateam communication 
frequency which may be due to the small size of the team. Other teams with a 
high application degree of systematic variation and high intrateam 
communication frequency also have a small rather than big size. Testing the 
interaction term of systematic variation and team size, a positive influence on the 
problem-solving communication frequency within teams is found, however, not 
on a statistically significant level. 
 

 

5.2.1.2 Systematic Design Approach  Intrateam Team Leader Role  
(H6 + H8)  

As with intrateam problem-solving communication frequency, the intrateam team 
leader role or involvement in that communication is hypothesized to be 
dependent on the degree of task interdependence and of systematic variation 
within teams. The results of testing the following hypotheses are shown in Table 
5.4 on the next page. 
 

H6: The degree of intrateam task interdependence has an inversely u-shaped  
   relation to the degree of team leader involvement in intrateam  
  problem-solving communication.  

 

H8: The degree of systematic variation in the intrateam solution-finding  
        process has an inversely u-shaped relation to the degree of team leader  
    involvement in intrateam problem-solving communication. 

                                                      
36 “Het zijn meestal aanpassingen in wat er al ligt, het is niet zo dat wij een echte club zijn die met  
    elkaar praten over fundamentele creatieve oplossingen. Het is meer zo, we hebben bepaalde  
    ideeën over hoe een [product] er uit moet zien, en dat kunnen we een beetje naar links of naar  
    rechts schuiven, maar het is niet zo dat we het op zijn kop zetten en iets heel anders gaan  
    bedenken. Dat is niet echt de manier warop we bezig zijn. [...] Wanneer er vragen zijn of  
    wanneer er mogelijkheden zijn, dan zijn ze ook creatief genoeg om op een nieuwe manier naar  
    dingen te kijken.” 
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   Intrateam Team Leader Role 
 

Variables 
CV 

(n = 32) 
H6 

(n = 30) 
H8 

(n = 32) 
Constant0 1.10** (.09)  .78** (.24)   1.38** (.26) 
Team size. -.04** (.01) -.04** (.01) -.04** (.01) 
Degree of intrateam task interdependence.    .24*   (.15)  
Degree of intrateam task interdependence².   -.38     (.43)  
Degree of intrateam systematic variation.   -.03    (.04) 
Degree of intrateam systematic variation².   -.15** (.05) 

R². .33 .38 .51 
Standard errors are in parentheses     
** p < .05; * p < .10    
Table 5.4   Results of systematic design approach and intrateam team leader role (Hypotheses 

6 and 8) 
 

Similar to the intrateam problem-solving communication frequency, in all models 
the degree of intrateam team leader involvement is negatively influenced by team 
size – although with little effect – on a statistically significant level. The bigger 
the team, the more the team leader acts as a team manager rather than as a chief 
engineer. Because of his/her limited information-processing capacity the 
communication with the team members becomes less frequent the bigger the team 
is. Rather, it becomes important to coordinate the team members in the 
problem-solving process. 
 
Both the degree of intrateam task interdependence and the degree of intrateam 
systematic variation have a statistically significant influence on the team leader 
role. However, only Hypothesis 8 is fully supported. 
 
Degree of Task Interdependence  Intrateam Team Leader Role (H6) 
The inversely u-shaped influence of the degree of intrateam task interdependence 
on team leader role in the problem-solving communication stated in Hypothesis 
6 is shown, but not on a statistically significant level. Instead there is a 
statistically significant positive influence: the more interdependent team 
members are, the more the team leader is involved in problem-solving 
communication within the team. This is consistent with the expected more 
positive shape of the inverted u that was discussed in Chapter 3. 

Additionally, as with the variables of extrateam and intrateam communication 
frequency, due to small data distribution, the entire scope of the hypothesized 
inverted u could not be tested. Half of the teams have a (relatively) high degree 
of intrateam task interdependence (cf. Table 4.2). This corresponds with the NPD 
project literature where it is stated that (highly) interdependent individuals should 
be grouped within a team. But as only a few teams have a very high degree of task 
interdependence – representing the right, negative part of the positively shaped 
inverted u – there is no formal support for the hypothesis. 
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Studying the few teams with very high degree of intrateam task interdependence, 
two constellations are present. In some teams the leader is involved in the 
intrateam problem-solving communication to a low degree – i.e., team manager 
– which is consistent with the stated hypothesis. But in the other teams there is a 
high team leader involvement – i.e., chief engineer – which adds to the positive 
influence found. 

At first a closer look is taken at the teams that have a low team leader 
involvement. As the team members communicate according to the degree of their 
task interdependencies not much involvement of the team leader is required in the 
intrateam problem-solving process, as a leader of such a team states: 
 

“There is of course much communication in that group. […] I think 
everyone in the group is very connected but you have different weights.”  

 

Instead of acting as a chief engineer within the team and frequently 
communicating with the members on problem-solving issues, the leader mainly 
communicates with the teams that his team shares task independencies with. The 
leader describes the coordination of the team’s interfaces below: 
 

“I spend much time just in communication with the software people to tell 
them how users might need the system and how it should be redesigned. 
And I think in the end it is also the communication with the two groups in 
[town X] to coordinate the testing of their systems with the plans made 
here and also having there influence on.” 

 

But as stated above, there are also very few teams with a high degree of 
intrateam task interdependence whose team leader is involved in the intrateam 
problem-solving communication to a very high degree. These teams are very 
small and the team leader had his position from the beginning, which makes it 
more likely that the leader will act more as a chief engineer rather than as a team 
manager. Testing the interaction term of team size and degree of intrateam task 
interdependence does not reveal a statistically significant positive influence on 
team leader involvement in the intrateam communication.  
 
Consistent with the hypothesis, teams with a relatively low degree of intrateam 
task interdependence have a low team leader involvement, while teams with a 
moderate to high degree of intrateam task interdependence have a high team 
leader involvement in the problem-solving process. This supports the statistically 
significant positive relation found. 

Within teams with a low to moderate degree of intrateam task interdependence 
there is less communication among the members (cf. discussion above on 
Hypothesis 5 stating this relation). But because there should be a certain degree 
of information exchange among the team members in order to jointly solve the 
team’s design problems, the team leader has to coordinate that problem-solving 
communication instead of being involved in it. This has also been reported by a 
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leader of such a team, who explains the communication structure of his team as 
the following: 
 

“When you look at the diagram it seems that some are isolated. These 
people […] are used more in the case-by-case engineering, when there are 
specific issues. So they do talk a little bit to the other team members but it 
is mostly me that would coordinate the discussions with them. If they need 
the other people then we organize a meeting so that everybody on the table 
represents their discipline.”  

 

This means that the team leader mainly acts as a manager, communicating with 
the team members on managerial instead of on problem-solving issues, which 
was also highlighted by another leader of such a team when listing his daily tasks: 
 

“Having meeting with people, working on documents and planning, and 
managing external contexts.”  

 
In contrast, team leaders are involved in the intrateam problem-solving 
communication to a high degree when the members have a high degree of task 
interdependence, which means that there is a high complexity of the design 
problems to be solved. Hence, the team leader’s engineering expertise is also 
required in the design process – the leader has to act as a chief engineer or 
‘technology promotor’ – as the following example shows: 
 

“We all had our fields within that package [i.e., team] so one was working 
on that part, and another one was working on that part. We all discussed 
how things went and what would be the best. And if people did not know 
they would come to another and ask ‘What do you think?’. […] In fact we 
had a meeting for about each week. We all took part and we all had 
contact.”  

 

In addition to the intrateam task interdependence the process of intrateam 
solution finding was also hypothesized to have an influence on the team leader 
role, which is tested in the next sub-section. 
 
Degree of Systematic Variation  Intrateam Team Leader Role (H8) 
Hypothesis 8, which states an inversely u-shaped influence of the degree of 
systematic variation on the team leader role within teams, is supported. Adding 
both the linear and quadratic term of systematic variation to the control variable 
leads to a statistically significant increase of R², which then explains more than 
the half (51%) of the variance of team leader role. 

The leader has more a manager or ‘process promotor’ role within teams that 
apply systematic variation either to a very low or to a very high degree. When 
teams have a moderate application degree their leader has a more chief engineer 
or ‘technology promotor’ role. These relations have also been reported in the 
team leader interviews.  
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Teams that have a low application degree of systematic variation rely more on 
creativity techniques. Depending on the problems to be solved, the team leader 
manages the communication among the team managers, as described by a leader 
of such a team: 
 

“The most problems so far could be solved to let some people communicate 
with each other. Some things had to be discussed on the whole group.”37 

 

The team leader, hence, acts as a ‘process promotor’, facilitating the 
problem-solving communication among the team members that new solutions 
can be creatively created. 
 

The more systematic variation, in addition to the creativity techniques, is applied, 
the more the team leader is involved in that solution-finding process. In these 
teams there is a generally high communication on problem-solving matters, as the 
following example shows: 
 

“There is a lot of creativity and a lot of openness to look at the complete 
picture before we solve it. […] There is a lot of respect for each other’s 
competence.” 

 

The diverse expertise, including the one of the team leader as chief engineer, is 
involved in the complex problem-solving process. 
 

When teams have a very high degree of systematic variation the team leader is 
less involved in that process as then the team members are able to find many 
different possible solutions by creatively re-combining existing ones. Rather the 
leader manages that process, as the following example shows: 
 

“I am clearly less a technician. […] I am sufficiently familiar with using 
the technology, so actually I can contribute here basically in planning the 
observations and knowing how to use the instrument, get the right data and 
so on.”  

 

Hence, instead of being a ‘technology promotor’ the team leader acts as a 
‘process promotor’. 
 
The last intrateam relation studied is the influence of the degree of satisficing in 
the solution-selection process on the intrateam task disagreement. 
 

                                                      
37 “De meeste problemen tot nog toe, die waren op te lossen door een paar mensen onderling te  
    laten communiceren. En enkele dingen die zijn wel met hele groep besproken.” 
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5.2.1.3 Systematic Design Approach  Intrateam Task Disagreement (H9) 
Depending on which basis the decisions are taken in the solution-selection 
process the team members will have a certain degree of task disagreement. Team 
members can base their decisions on product specifications and/or on 
organizational issues. When the solutions are taken based on both aspects – i.e., 
satisficing: selecting a good solution after a moderate length of search (according 
to budget and schedule) – their disagreement is expected to be the lowest, while 
decisions based on either the one or the other aspect will lead to very high task 
disagreement. Therefore a linear negative influence of the degree of satisficing 
was hypothesized:  
 

H9: The degree of satisficing in the intrateam solution-selection process  
     affects the degree of task disagreement in intrateam problem-solving  
      communication negatively. 
 

The results of testing this hypothesis are presented in Table 5.5. 
 

In both models team size has no statistically significant influence on the degree 
of intrateam task disagreement. Its explanation of the variance in task 
disagreement is almost zero. Adding the term of the degree of satisficing leads to 
a statistically significant increase of R² as it has an influence on the intrateam task 
disagreement on a statistically significant level. Because of the negative sign the 
expected negative influence of Hypothesis 9 is supported. 
 

This means teams that base their decisions on product specifications as well as on 
organizational issues in the solution-selection process have the lowest task 
disagreement: both sides’ proponents are satisfied. This satisficing approach 
leads to less discussion among the team members, whereas taking decisions based 
on either product specifications or organizational issues causes more 
disagreement within teams as one side is not taken into account. By satisficing 
both decision bases are considered to a certain degree: a good solution is selected 
within a moderate length of time, rather than focusing on either solving the design 
problem on low cost and within short time or on finding the best solution. 
 

 Intrateam Task Disagreement 
 

Variables 
CV 

(n = 39) 
H9 

(n = 39) 
Constant.     .74**  (.17)            .20** (.80) 
Team size.     .01     (.02)            .01    (.02) 
Degree of intrateam satisficing.            -.20*  (.12) 

R². .01 .07 
Standard errors are in parentheses    
** p < .05; * p < .10   
Table 5.5   Results of systematic design approach and intrateam task disagreement 

(Hypothesis 9) 
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This negative influence of satisficing is also supported in the team leader 
interviews. There is one team that has a very high degree of satisficing, basing 
decisions on organizational issues as well as on product specifications to the same 
degree. This can be due to the fact that two persons are functioning as a leader: an 
official one for the management task and another one as chief engineer:  
 

“Within this team it is clear who the leaders are. I am the official leader 
and I think I control the overall direction in which we go. But he is very 
much a technical leader in the sense that in software structure he is much 
more competent than I am. I recognize it and the rest of the team also 
recognizes it.”  

 

Therefore both sides the organizational and product issues are taken into 
account when selecting solutions. Being experienced is helping with making the 
right decisions in time, as another team leader states: 
 

 “Because the laboratory competence that we have […] people are all 
highly experienced, so they are able to provide in time the 
recommendations. […] The team that I have is very experienced. They can 
access fairly quickly any trade offs that we can oversee based on the 
system level.” 

 

In these teams there is a low degree of task disagreement as the team members 
are involved in the decision-making process and understand the decision taken on 
organizational and product issues.  
 
But when teams base their decisions either on organizational issues or on product 
specifications – i.e., low degree of satisficing – there tends to be a high degree of 
task disagreement among the team members. The leaders of these teams 
emphasize that team performance should be and also is measured by the 
respective criteria, namely either by being on time and within budget or by 
meeting product specifications and requirements; as the following opposite 
examples show: 
 

“In general, you measure this by the difference between the estimated time 
you think the things will take and the actual time the things took.”38 

 

“At our institute it is measured by the performance of the instruments. We 
just measure how well the instrument performs.” 

 

When decisions are mainly based on organizational issues it is more likely that 
the team members are less involved in that process than when it is done based on 
product issues. This correlation has also been found in the quantitative data on a 
statistically significant level (r = .26, p = .10). At both extremes the task 
disagreement is very high. On the one hand, when team members are involved to 

                                                      
38 “Nou dat meet je af, in het algemeen natuurlijk, aan de verhouding tussen de geschatte tijd, die  
    je denkt dat dingen zouden moeten kosten, en de werkelijke tijd die dingen hebben gekost.” 

☺
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a very low degree in the solution-selection process they cannot give their opinion 
and are more likely to disagree on the selected solution; whereas, on the other 
hand, when team members are involved to a high degree they are likely to discuss 
the many different solutions from their diverse perspectives. This was also 
reported by a leader of such a team:  
 

“There are of course always a lot of discussions on ways how to solve 
problems.” 

 

In the satisficing teams, in contrast, as both the team leader and the team members 
are involved in the solution-selection process to a high degree there is a low 
degree of task disagreement within the team. 
 

5.2.2 Influence on Extrateam Communication (H10) 
As stated before, within MOMT projects different degrees of extrateam and 
intrateam task interdependencies exist – defined by the hierarchical 
decomposition of the overall design task – which are expected to have a positive 
influence on the problem-solving communication frequency on these two levels 
respectively. Here the hypothesis on the extrateam level is tested:  
 

H10: The degree of extrateam task interdependence affects extrateam  
    problem-solving communication frequency positively. 
 
In both models presented in Table 5.6 the influence of team size on the extrateam 
problem-solving communication frequency is not statistically significant, which 
is also shown by the very low R² in the first model.  
 
When adding the degree of extrateam task interdependence in the model of 
testing hypothesis 10, it leads to a statistically significant increase of R². With 28 
percent the variance in extrateam communication frequency is explained to a high 
degree. 
 

 Extrateam Communication Frequency 
 

Variables 
CV 

(n = 39) 
H10 

(n = 39) 
Constant.     .21**  (.06)           -.03     (.08) 
Team size.    -.01     (.01)            .01     (.01) 
Degree of extrateam task interdependence.             .26**  (.07) 

R². .01 .28 
Standard errors are in parentheses    
** p < .05   
Table 5.6   Results of systematic design approach and extrateam problem-solving 

communication frequency (Hypothesis 10) 
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As hypothesized, the higher the degree of extrateam task interdependence the 
higher the extrateam problem-solving communication frequency. This positive 
influence is also supported in the team leader interviews. For instance, a team 
leader – referring to the high task interdependence with other teams in the MOMT 
project – describes the need for frequent extrateam communication on 
problem-solving issues as the following:  
 

“It is mutual. They need information and the team needs results and 
something like that.”  

 

As ‘mutual’ represents a very high degree of task interdependence, frequent 
communication among these teams is required to jointly solve the complex 
design problems.  
 
In contrast, teams with low degree of extrateam task interdependence also 
communicate less frequently with the other teams. Frequent problem-solving 
communication takes only place with teams they are interdependent, as two 
leaders of such teams describe: 
 

“We have sort of two sets of interactions. We have interactions directly 
with the [X] team. We have interactions with the [Y] team. [...] In general 
everything that we provide is at a pretty low level of integration, so for [X 
team] to do their work, they depend on things that we have to deliver to 
them.” 

 

“There is not much. […] We have to say that for all the [teams of one 
sub-system] we have a sub-manager, and he should coordinate all the 
information between all the [sub-system’s teams]. So there should be a 
good communication. […] We have also communication with [team X] 
because this is also an essential part which they produce for [our part Y]. 
[…] With the other teams there is even less. There is just communication 
with the [part Z], which is built here. That is necessary because our  
[part Y] will be built in there.” 

 

This limited need for frequent extrateam problem-solving communication due 
to reduced task interdependencies among teams is a major benefit of hierarchical 
decomposition. The decomposition of the entire MOMT project into different 
sub-systems and its influence on the interteam communication frequency – the 
communication between all teams – is addressed in Chapter 6.  
  
 
From the discussion on the results of the influences of problem-solving 
communication on team effectiveness and efficiency, it can be argued that 
different design principles of a systematic design approach can be applied to 
structure and facilitate communication. These findings of testing the two relations 
presented in the refined conceptual model (cf. Figure 3.2) are summarized in the 
next section. 
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5.3 Summary 
In summary, in this chapter all hypotheses stated on the distinct relations in 
MOMT projects were tested and the results were presented – answering the first 
and second research question on a local level (i.e., sub-questions 1a, 1b, 2a, and 
2b). Table 5.7 gives an overview of these studied hypotheses: the hypothesized 
effects and the results found.  

In the next chapter the relations of the conceptual model are studied on a global, 
interteam level, to answer the research sub-questions 1c and 2c. Based on the 
results found here and in Chapter 6, in the final chapter (Chapter 7) the theoretical 
and practical implications of this research on complex NPD in MOMT projects 
are presented. 
 
Hypothesis             Hypothesized Effect Effect found 
 Intrateam problem-solving communication frequency and  

1a – Team effectiveness: inversely u-shaped no support 
1b – Team efficiency: inversely u-shaped consistent with hypothesis 
 Intrateam team leader role and  

2a – Team effectiveness: u-shaped support 
2b – Team efficiency: negative no support 
 Degree of intrateam task disagreement and  

3a – Team effectiveness: u-shaped support 
3b – Team efficiency: u-shaped support 

 Extrateam problem-solving communication frequency and  
4a – Team effectiveness: inversely u-shaped no support (negative) 
4b – Team efficiency: negative support 
 Degree of intrateam task interdependence and  
5 – Intrateam problem-solving communication frequency: 

     .positive 
 
no support 

6 – Intrateam team leader role:  
  .   inversely u-shaped 

 
consistent with hypothesis 

 Degree of intrateam systematic variation and  
7 – Intrateam problem-solving communication frequency:   

      negative 
 
no support 

8 – Intrateam team leader role:  
      inversely u-shaped 

 
support 

 Degree of intrateam satisficing and  
9 – Degree of intrateam task disagreement:  

      negative 
 
support 

 Degree of extrateam task interdependence and  
10 – Extrateam problem-solving communication frequency: 

   .  positive 
 
support 

Table 5.7   Summary of empirical results 
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6 A Managers’ Perspective on Project 
Performance of Multi-Organization, 
Multi-Team Projects 

6.1 Introduction 
As described in the first chapter, in this research the relations of the conceptual 
model in Figure 1.2 are studied on two levels. In the previous chapters the direct 
and indirect influences on team performance were hypothesized and tested on a 
local level – the intrateam and extrateam relations. A general negative influence 
of the communication between teams on team performance was found. By 
investigating the following research sub-questions, this chapter will test whether 
similar influences can be found on a global level – the interteam relations and 
project performance: 
 

1c)  What is the influence of interteam problem-solving communication 
on project performance in MOMT projects? 

 

2c)  What is the influence of a systematic design approach on interteam 
problem-solving communication in MOMT projects? 

 

Thereby the third main research question can be answered: 
 

3) Is there a difference in the studied relations between the local and 
global level of MOMT projects? 

 

Since the problem-solving activity should mainly take place within teams, 
similar to the discussion on the extrateam communication, here only the influence 
of the interteam communication need (1c) – i.e., how frequent all teams have to 
communicate based on their degree of task interdependence (2c) – on project 
performance is studied. 

As an exploratory starting point, there is an analysis to see whether support can 
be found for the findings of the extrateam relations of the previous chapter – the 
results of testing H4a, H4b, and H10 presented in Table 5.7 – studying the 
interteam relations (i.e., local-level results vs. global-level results).  

Applying a case study design, already described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.2.2), 
within the two MOMT projects under research, the studied global-level relations 
are analyzed. The main sources for analysis are qualitative data from four project 
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management interviews39. To analyze project performance, a within-case analysis 
was performed before studying the influences on the performance of the two 
MOMT projects in a cross-case analysis. This was done for the two measurement 
points of 2005 and 2007 presented in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2). Quantitative 
questionnaire data on the project level40 – only available for the first point of 
measurement in 2005 – are applied complementary to explain certain relations 
found.  
 

In order to get a global view, in the next section the project performance of both 
MOMT projects is discussed. Then, comparable to the structure of the previous 
chapter on the local level, here the two relations of the preliminary conceptual 
model (see Figure 1.2) are studied separately on the global level. The influence 
of interteam problem-solving communication on project performance is studied 
– i.e., the right part of the conceptual – before a closer look is taken at its 
dependence on a systematic design approach – i.e., the left part of the conceptual 
model. In the chapter summary an overview on the main research findings is 
given, which are also shown in a refined conceptual model for project 
performance (see Figure 6.5). In the final chapter on conclusions (Chapter 7) 
these findings are then addressed together with the ones of Chapter 5 to discuss 
their implications. 
 

6.2 Project Performance 
As stated in Chapter 4, consistent with the project management literature, 
performance of NPD projects is measured in terms of three different dimensions 
– ‘time’, ‘budget’, and ‘product quality’ (cf. Emmanuelides, 1993). Their general 
application – for teams as well as project – was also suggested by a team leader 
when reporting the performance measures they are using:  
 

“I think these three criteria are, should be applied everywhere. We have to 
come to the objective within the budget and schedule. That is the golden 
rule.” 

 

In the interviews the managers of the MOMT projects were asked to assess their 
project’s performance regarding these measures for 2005 and 2007, which is 
shortly discussed for each project separately. As with team performance, project 
effectiveness refers to meeting the product quality defined by the specifications 
and requirements, whereas project efficiency is defined by the degree of being on 
time and within budget. 

                                                      
39  Please note: the terms ‘project management interview’ and ‘manager interview’ are used  
    interchangeably. As described in Chapter 4, of each MOMT project two managers – one from  
    the higher and from the middle management level – were interviewed. 
40 These are the interteam problem-solving communication frequency and the degree of interteam  
    task interdependence (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.5 respectively). 
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6.2.1 Performance of Project A 
Project Effectiveness 
For both points of measurement there was consensus regarding the project 
performance. For 2005 a very high effectiveness was reported, also in the team 
leader interviews. Although there have been some problems in the meantime, the 
product quality did not deteriorate much until 2007 – “almost as good as we had 
specified” – as it was consistently reported in the respective management 
interviews, represented by the following quotation: 
 

“I think that in 90 percent of the cases we now do meet the requirements, 
over 90 percent.” 

 
Project Efficiency 
In 2005 Project A was delayed by one and a half years and by three years in 2007. 
Additionally, this project “has never been within budget” but was three to four 
times more expensive, as was stated in the management interviews. Team Project 
A, hence, has a reported overall very low project efficiency. 
 

Hence, the effectiveness of Project A in 2007 is perceived as high in contrast to its 
efficiency.  
 

6.2.2 Performance of Project B 
Project Effectiveness 
For Project B a very high effectiveness was also reported for 2005, both by the 
managers and team leaders. But for 2007 there was no consensus in the interviews 
on the overall product quality. One manager states: 
 

“We can build less [units]. So now we are clearly missing on performance. 
Well, that is a consequence of the fact that you are living with fixed 
budget.” 

 

But, in contrast to this excerpt, in the other manager interview of that project the 
effectiveness was judged as following: 
 

“I think there are almost no limitations in quality. [...] There are a couple 
of things for which we have a little bit of reduction of quality but it is 
comparable to nothing.” 

 

These different judgments can be due to different perspectives and 
interpretations: higher versus middle management level. The units reduced in 
numbers, however, are working according to the specifications and requirements. 
Based on these subjective measures, there seems to be a perceived moderate 
project performance. 
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Project Efficiency 
Project B had a moderate delay of a few months in 2005 which increased to one 
year in 2007. Because it has a very high budget restriction it hence had to be, was, 
and largely is, within budget, as a project manager emphasizes: 
 

“Budget is critical because we are doing this with subsidies and there is no 
chance we will get additional money. So budget is absolutely critical. [...] 
When we stay within budget, because the subsidies have a fixed time span, 
you have to complete things within that fixed time span.” 

 

But because of an increase in delay from 2005 to 2007 this project was not 
absolutely within budget, as the other manager states:  
 

“You spend more time because you are delayed in time. You have to pay 
longer or you have to spend more time on engineering. So we lose a little 
bit of budget there. But in the construction phase we are exactly in budget.” 
 

6.2.3 Cross-Case Comparison: Project Effectiveness and Efficiency 
Comparing the two points of measurement, for both projects the effectiveness has 
decreased. In 2005 they expected to meet all the specifications and requirements, 
and that there would be no limitations in quality. Hence, for that time they 
reported to be very effective. The project effectiveness in 2007 for Project A was 
perceived as high, almost comparable to 2005, while the one of Project B became 
moderate (see Table 6.1). 

Both MOMT projects were and still are running behind the original schedule. 
Their delay increased within the two years of measurement, even though the 
delays are bigger in Project A than in Project B. The same development was 
reported for the budget, which shows an even bigger difference between the two 
MOMT projects. The close connection of these two efficiency measures has also 
been reported by a manager of Project A: 
 

“The budget at the end was time, dependent on how long we needed. So 
that is almost the same.” 

 

Therefore, time and budget were studied together as project efficiency.  
 
In summary, Project A stayed more effective while Project B is more efficient at 
both points of measurement. The MOMT projects were more effective than 
efficient, highlighting the importance of meeting specifications and requirements 
as high-tech products are developed. Like in a research meeting it has been 
reported: “When the instrument doesn’t work we don’t need to build it!”  

In the following a closer look is taken at the influence of interteam 
problem-solving communication frequency on project effectiveness and 
efficiency, and to what degree the local-level relations – referring to extrateam 
communication – found in Chapter 5 are applicable to the global, project level. 
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Project A Project B  
2005 2007 2005 2007 

Project Effectiveness + + + ± 
Project Efficiency     
  Time    ±41 – ± ± 
  Budget  – – + + 

     

– low    ± moderate    + high     
Table 6.1   Perceived performance of MOMT projects 
 

6.3 Interteam Communication Frequency  Project 
Performance 

The importance of interteam communication for project performance has been 
highlighted in different studies on NPD (e.g., Chiu, 2002; Cooper, 2003; 
Emmanuelides, 1993; Katz and Tushman, 1979; O’Sullivan, 2003; Sosa et al., 
2004; Tushman, 1978b). Since in MOMT projects complex new products are 
developed in a collaboration of many different teams, there is a need for interteam 
problem-solving communication in order to be successful. Because of the project 
complexity – due to the product complexity – communication is challenging, as 
a team leader reports:  
 

“General the project is very big. So sometimes communication, the 
exchange of information seems to be much delayed and not actual. […] 
Sometimes important information is delayed; sometimes they lost some 
little points.” 

 

Such delay or loss of information in the interteam communication on 
problem-solving issues is negative for the performance of MOMT projects – 
effectiveness as well as efficiency. This highlights the importance of information 
exchange according to the complex tasks in order to successfully reduce the high 
uncertainty inherent to the NPD process. This uncertainty stems from the 
non-routine nature of the many different tasks and the high levels of 
interdependence among those tasks, which is increasing the amount of 
information that needs to be processed (Emmanuelides, 1993; Katz and Tushman, 
1979; Shenas and Derakshan, 1994; Tushman, 1979).  

As Tushman (1978b: 627) argues: “for complex tasks, a small amount of 
communication between interdependent areas may not be sufficient to deal with 
the task’s complexity”; rather with increasing task complexity the 
communication inside the project has to increase. 

                                                      
41 The time delay in 2005 is still reasonable for such a complex project, as a team leader argued:  
    “As far as I can see, [the project] is still moving very fast. [...] From my experience with this  
    type of project, [the project] is moving very fast. And it is a very big challenge. So if you divide  
    the size of the challenge with the rate of progress that we are getting there, I think it is very good.” 
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As stated in Chapter 2, distinct information-processing capabilities are required 
for team effectiveness and team efficiency respectively. However, in Chapter 5 a 
statistically significant negative influence of problem-solving communication 
frequency between teams both on effectiveness and efficiency on the local level 
was found. Does this also apply to the global level – the interteam 
problem-solving communication frequency and project performance? 

The importance of appropriate information processing has been reported by a 
project manager: 
 

“You have to look into all the time what are the overall goals of the project 
and see if the communication is going in that direction.” 

 

These ‘overall goals of the project’ named in the quotation can be referred to 
the performance aspects analyzed in the previous section: meeting the product 
specifications and requirements (project effectiveness) and being on time and 
within budget (project efficiency). Based on the Chapter 2 discussion presented 
above, they largely depend on whether the interteam communication is according 
to the respective information-processing need. 

Using the cross-case results of project effectiveness and efficiency, presented in 
Table 6.1, in the following sub-sections the distinct influences of the frequency 
of interteam problem-solving communication on both performance measures for 
the two points of measurement are analyzed for Project A and Project B.  

Quantitative data of the interteam communication frequency is only available 
for 2005, which is studied additionally to team leader and manager interview 
data. As project communication networks are not stable (Tushman, 1978b) the 
discussion of the 2007 performance is exclusively based on project management 
interviews.  

6.3.1 Interteam Communication Frequency  Project Effectiveness 
On a local level, already starting from a low frequency, extrateam communication 
was expected to be negative for effectiveness as teams are then distracted from 
accomplishing their own design tasks. It was assumed that only a certain, 
relatively low extrateam communication frequency with interdependent teams is 
required for teams to be able to meet the product specifications and requirements. 
However, instead of the hypothesized inverted u-shape (hypothesis H4a) a 
statistically significant negative one was found in Chapter 5.  
 
Taking at first a closer look at 2005 global-level relationships, both MOMT 
projects had a comparable, high effectiveness. Project B had a higher interteam 
problem-solving communication frequency than Project A. It was measured by 
the density of the at least weekly communication among all teams: .22 vs. .14. 
With this measure the distribution of the communication within a project is 
shown. It can range from 0 (no weekly communication at all) to 1 (all teams 
communicate at least weekly with each other).  
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Figure 6.1   Network of weekly interteam problem-solving communication of Project A (left) 
versus Project B (right) 

 
In Figure 6.1 the interteam problem-solving communication networks of both 

MOMT projects are shown. The points represent the different teams of the project 
and the lines the weekly communication on problem-solving issues among them. 
The projects’ interteam communication activities can be considered as being 
moderate. Most teams communicate with only a few other teams on a weekly 
basis. The a bit higher communication frequency of project B does not lead to 
different project effectiveness compared to project A, which may be due to its 
smaller size (17 vs. 23 teams). Both projects’ effectiveness is high. 

It does not seem necessary that all teams interact with each other very 
frequently; rather the communication has to take place where it is needed – 
especially among the interdependent teams. Their sub-solutions found for the 
assigned sub-problems have to be combined again into a coherent solution of a 
higher-level design problem and so on – ‘hierarchical recomposition’ – so that the 
complex new product, hence the project, performs well. As a sub-solution that 
resolves a particular sub-problem may create irreconcilable conflicts with other 
sub-problems (Cross, 2000), it must be searched for appropriate assemblies of the 
sub-solutions (Simon, 1996); ensuring internal integrity so that the product 
components fit and work together well (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991). 

The need for interaction of successful product assembly in order to be effective 
was also highlighted by a project manager: 
 

“In large projects the integration is a much more complicated issue than 
people think. It is not just bringing all the pieces together to one location 
and that’s it. It needs much more attention.”  

 

As the different teams’ parts have to be integrated into the entire product – 
meeting the overall specifications and requirements – there needs to be 
communication between all teams, though not very frequently among all of them. 
It is important that all teams can be reached in the interteam interaction, and that 
they are connected. In 2005, there were very few teams not communicating with 
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the other teams on a weekly basis: for Project A two teams and for Project B one 
team (see Figure 6.1). In both projects the interteam problem-solving 
communication frequency has a relatively high connectedness42 (.91 resp. .94), 
which is essential for accomplishing the non-routine tasks where the entire design 
process cannot be pre-planned. 

As Krackhardt (1994: 97) argues: “If the organization has many exceptions that 
require consultation, a set of established communication and advice relations that 
incorporates all actors, at least indirectly, would be essential”. By having a 
moderate communication frequency but also relatively high connectedness 
between teams – allowing for discussion of and help or advice for technical 
problems, and distribution of technical information43 – product specifications and 
requirements can be met. 
 
Studying the influence of interteam problem-solving communication frequency 
on project effectiveness for 2007, the results suggest that very little but also very 
frequent communication is negative. Both projects had a decrease in their 
effectiveness compared to 2005, whereby a bigger decrease was reported for 
project B.  

In Project A the interteam problem-solving communication was not always 
sufficient, as a manager reports:   
 

“We have seen that there was no adequate communication between the 
teams. In certain cases there was an attitude we throw it over the fence and 
the other side has to see what he or she is doing with that.” 

 

When there is too little communication important information for the other 
teams is not transferred, which can have a negative impact on the quality of the 
solutions they find. Without interaction decisions can be taken without knowing 
the influence on other parts the other teams are working on. This then results in 
a lower product quality, hence lower project effectiveness, as the different 
interdependent parts are not working properly together. As Tushman (1978b) 
states, complex tasks require more intense overall interaction to arrive at 
high-quality solutions.  

This can be done, for instance, in consortium meetings where representatives 
from all teams of the MOMT project come together. In project A they have been 
organized two to three times a year. These meetings can be very beneficial, as 
described by a manager of that project: 

                                                      
42 The degree of connectedness shows to what extent each team can reach every other team in the  
    weekly interteam problem-solving communication network of the MOMT project. It can range  
    from 0 (no connection at all) to 1 (all teams are connected). 
43 Cf. the definition of problem-solving communication in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.2.2). 
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“This is where the whole of the project came together. And that was very 
beneficial in order to make sure that everybody was aware what the 
statuses of the other sub-systems were. I have seen that within these 
meetings people were mostly very honest in showing what the problems 
were and how to solve this. And I think that was very good to ensure within 
the whole of the consortium that there came something like trust in each 
other, so that they are not trying to hide or cover up their problems and 
mistakes. That was also an opportunity that other people who had 
experience in building [parts], for example, could say ‘Well, I have 
encountered that problem as well and we solved it in this and this way’.” 

 

However, a very high interteam communication can also be negative for project 
effectiveness. In Project B “the more critical communications are on weekly 
basis, even the least frequent formal communication lines are on a monthly 
basis”, as a manager of that project has reported. With this very frequent 
communication teams may get distracted from accomplishing their assigned 
sub-tasks and may be overtaken by the other teams’ requirements (Hoegl and 
Weinkauf, 2005). They are then not able to fully concentrate on meeting the 
product specifications and requirements in the execution of their assigned tasks 
of the overall task. As a result, the sub-solutions found might not be combined 
into a coherent solution with the other teams’ sub-solutions, leading to lower 
project effectiveness. Compared to Project A, the relatively high communication 
frequency can be a reason for the higher reduction in the project’s effectiveness 
from 2005 to 2007. But there is no conclusive evidence in the qualitative data.  
 

Based on the above discussion, low but also very frequent communication 
between teams appears negative for a MOMT project to be effective, while a 
moderate frequency has a positive influence. Hence, there is an inversely u-shaped 
relationship of interteam communication frequency with project effectiveness.   

In contrast to the local level, there most likely needs to be a certain 
problem-solving communication frequency between all teams of the MOMT 
project. Although every team has its own area of responsibility they have to 
integrate with other teams and coordinate their workflow, as they are providing 
the different parts of the overall new product (Kazanjian et al., 2000; Kim and 
Wilemon, 2003; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). 

Additionally, as in MOMT projects, diverse expertise is required for 
developing the many different parts of a complex new product – assigned to the 
different teams (Hoegl et al., 2004) – and interteam communication in the 
problem-solving process is needed. As a team leader of the studied MOMT 
projects reveals: 
 

“There is a sort of, I would say, specialization that makes one needs the 
other ones to build the whole [product].” 

 

Complex project tasks, hence, cannot be solved in isolation but within a web of 
interdependencies with a number of other teams (Kazanjian et al., 2000). 
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6.3.2 Interteam Communication Frequency  Project Efficiency 
On a local level, it was hypothesized (see discussion for H4b in chapter 2) and 
found on a statistically significant level (in Chapter 5) that frequent extrateam 
communication negatively influences efficiency. This highlights the time- and 
budget-consuming nature of communication, when teams are overloaded with 
information they have to process.  
 
However, on a global level such linear negative influence does not appear to 
apply. At both times of measurement Project B was more efficient than project 
A although it had a more frequent, still moderate interteam problem-solving 
communication on a weekly basis.  

In 2005, within the denser communication network of Project B – density of .22 
vs. .14 in Project A – important information, for instance, on potential changes44 
can be transferred faster to the different teams that also might be affected. It has 
to be timely transferred between the different teams to reduce the risk of redesign, 
which otherwise will exceed schedule and budget.  

As Mihm and colleagues (2003) state, immediate communication on design 
updates – preventing decisions based on obsolete information from causing 
design oscillations – should only take place among a few key interdependencies 
of teams. But in MOMT projects where complex new products are developed 
problem-solving communication between all teams is required because not all 
interdependencies can be foreseen, as described by a manager:  
 

“When you come to the point that people make change then there may be 
an interdependency that nobody has ever thought about.” 

 

This means all teams need to be reached in the frequent problem-solving 
communication between the different teams of the MOMT project. Taking a look 
at Figure 6.1 in the previous section, in project B only one team is isolated, while 
in Project A two teams are isolated. These teams receive important information 
much later than the other teams of the MOMT project, which leads to lower 
efficiency. 

Hence, it is important to rely on lateral communications to flexibly adapt to 
changing conditions and unforeseen requirements for action (Emmanuelides, 
1993). As Shrader and colleagues (1989) argue, in a high-tech, organic 
organization faced with a dynamic and unpredictable environment a high density 
– high communication frequency – is required to facilitate quick 
cross-fertilization of innovative ideas.  

                                                      
44 As stated in Chapter 2, because of the uncertainty inherent to the development process the  
    organization’s (project’s) ability to preplan and allocate needed resources ahead is limited  
    (Emmanuelides, 1993), hence changes are likely. 
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Frequent problem-solving communication is especially important between 
interdependent teams. However, in both MOMT projects it did not always take 
place, as reported by team leaders in the interviews: 
 

“We never talked to them [i.e., teams]. We are dependent on them. In the 
beginning of the project there was a setup of requirements and we did not 
have direct contact with these guys. […] That went from here to there and 
here.”  

 

“We are functionally dependent, technically dependent on the operation of 
parts of the instrument. But it doesn’t mean that we have relationships to 
these teams because some of the interfaces have been defined very early.”  

 

Such inadequate communication is very time-consuming as the information 
flow takes more time and/or does not reach the teams that need to know. This then 
requires rework – thereby delaying the whole project and exceeding the budget 
– when low-quality solutions were found because important information was 
missing. Therefore, both projects were running behind schedule in 2005. Their 
delay increased until 2007, even though Project B largely was within budget. 
 

This increase in delay measured for 2007 is due to communication shortcomings, 
as reported by the managers of both MOMT projects. The following quotation 
exemplarily shows the negative influence on project efficiency: 
 

“If they don’t communicate, the cases were that there was a lack of 
communication [...], there you see there is confusion, misconceptions, and 
this always leads to delays and sub-optimal situations. [...] It can lead to 
delays and this can be quite significant. Something you have to repeat or 
another iteration, something to be changed.”  

 

In contrast to project effectiveness, although Project B has a higher interteam 
communication frequency its efficiency is better than the one of Project A. 
However, because of the above-described resource-consuming nature of 
communication between teams, this communication should not be too frequent. 
This balance of communicating enough but not too much is reflected by the 
statements of the two managers of Project B. One of the managers from the 
project says: 
 

“Keeping everybody updated is a challenge because it is a lot happening 
there in the fields.”  

 

while the other one specifies: 
 

“In principle all information is open, but please define your scope.”  
 

The interteam problem-solving communication thus, on the one hand, should 
be open to handle the uncertainty in the NPD process but, on the other hand, not 
too much as to overload teams with information they do not require.  
 

As with project effectiveness there is a more positive influence of the 
communication frequency between teams (global level) on efficiency than on the 
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local level. Additionally, for a project to be efficient, the interteam 
communication frequency needs to be higher than for project effectiveness – but 
not too high – due to the high need of timely information exchange in the 
uncertain NPD process. As Hoegl and colleagues (2004: 42) emphasize, 
interaction among teams “should be focused on the exchange of indispensable 
information (radically changing outputs, schedules) rather than creative 
discussions”. This means there is a more positive tendency in the inversely 
u-shaped influence of interteam problem-solving communication frequency on 
project efficiency. 
 
 
In summary, although interteam problem-solving communication is time- and 
budget-consuming, when it is well-structured – i.e., moderate communication 
frequency – it can help the project to meet product requirements but also the 
schedule and budget as then no rework is required. This was also reported by a 
manager of Project B: 
 

“I think if you have an interteam communication, whether the team is 
within the scope of the project or without the scope of the project, it will 
cost you time. I mean you have to invest time in communication. […] At 
first you have to keep the others informed before you can take another step. 
So it will cost you time. But since there is a lot of synergy also to be taken, 
so most of the times, I think, it will save you time and money in respect to 
your project like specifications, time and budget.”  

 

This means, for both project effectiveness and efficiency, there is an indication 
of inversely u-shaped influence of interteam problem-solving communication 
frequency. The higher importance of more frequent communication between 
teams for project performance compared to team performance can be explained 
by the need on the global level for the entire product to be jointly developed. As 
all teams of a MOMT projects in collaboration develop a part of the new product 
they need to interact to a certain degree so that the different parts can be 
assembled into a well-functioning product on time and within budget.  

On the local level for team effectiveness, in contrast, the teams can work almost 
independently on their assigned tasks. In order to perform well they do not need 
frequent communication with the other teams of the project. Rather, extrateam 
problem-solving communication frequency has a statistically significant negative 
influence on both team effectiveness and efficiency. 
 
Because of the apparently inverted u-shaped relationships on the global level, 
there needs to be a restriction but also an organization of interteam 
problem-solving communication frequency according to the requirements in the 
complex NPD process. Similarly to the discussion on the local level, this can be 
achieved by a systematic design approach, as addressed in the next section. 
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6.4 Task Decomposition  Interteam Communication 
Frequency 

Because in this chapter the focus is on interteam problem-solving communication 
frequency, here only task decomposition as a systematic design approach is 
addressed. As already described in Chapter 3, complex design tasks are broken 
down into smaller sub-tasks that are assigned to the teams in different 
sub-systems. Between these teams’ sub-tasks different degrees of 
interdependencies exist, defining the need for problem-solving communication. 
For the local level, the positive influence on extrateam communication frequency 
(H10) hypothesized in the third chapter has been found on a statistically 
significant level in Chapter 5. The more teams are interdependent, the higher their 
extrateam communication frequency.  
 
As operationalized in Chapter 4, there can be different degrees of task 
interdependencies among the teams of a MOMT project: none, direct 
(dependent), and mutual (interdependent). For example, the design structure 
matrix (DSM) (Steward, 1981), presented in Figure 6.2, gives a representation of 
these relationships among the different tasks of teams in order to optimize the 
communication and workflow (Eppinger et al., 1994). The dependence of the 
tasks in the rows on the tasks in the columns is shown. 

The DSM dependence graph allows differentiation of dependent task groups 
from interdependent – mutually or reciprocally dependent (Thompson, 1967) – 
task groups (Austin et al., 2002; Eppinger et al., 1994). Dependent task groups 
can work sequentially (e.g., task 3 is dependent on the input from task 2), whereas 
interdependent tasks must be processed simultaneously. They require 
information transfer for iteration and/or negotiation (e.g., tasks 4 and 5 need each 
others’ output). This means the greater the degree of task interdependence, the 
greater the problem-solving demand and information-processing requirements 
between the interdependent units (March and Simon, 1958; Thompson, 1967).  
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Task 2  –        
Task 3  X –       
Task 4   X – X     
Task 5  X X X – X    
Task 6 X  X  X – X   
Task 7   X X  X – X X
Task 8  X    X X – X
Task 9   X X X X X X – 

        Figure 6.2   Design structure matrix (adopted from Oosterman, 2001: 54) 
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The objective is to create groups of highly interdependent teams and to minimize 
the interaction between them (Batallas and Yassine, 2006). Due to this clustering, 
they are much more tightly coupled internally than they are externally, 
standardizing the interaction between them (O’Sullivan, 2003). 

This grouping of highly interdependent tasks of different teams into 
sub-systems influences the need for interteam problem-solving communication. 
As O’Sullivan (2003: 97) states: “This clustering and standardizing organizes the 
flows of informational and material inputs and outputs to be relatively intense 
within each subsystem, and significantly limits the need for extensive flows (i.e., 
communication between subsystem design teams)”. Between the sub-groups the 
communication frequency is much lower, since most coordination and 
knowledge generation occurs within the sub-groups (cf. Leenders et al., 2007). 

Hence, the overall interteam problem-solving communication frequency is 
reduced; instead, there is a segmentation of that network. That means the 
communication network ‘falls apart’ into different sub-groups with strong bonds 
internally that have weak connections to the other sub-groups (Kratzer, 2001).  

 

Studying the quantitative data available for the two MOMT projects for 2005, 
there is a positive influence of the degree of interteam task interdependence on 
the interteam problem-solving communication frequency. Project B has a higher 
degree of task interdependence (1.0) than Project A (.61) – measured on a scale 
from 0 (no interdependence at all) to 2 (all teams are mutually interdependent) – 
and also a higher overall communication frequency (.22 versus .14). 

Both projects were basically decomposed into sub-systems of one hierarchical 
level. In Figures 6.3 and 6.4 the sub-systems are represented by distinct shapes of 
the teams’ nodes, indicating which teams belong to the same sub-system. 
Sub-systems within a sub-system only exist within Project A – ‘nested hierarchy’ 
(Kazanjian et al., 2000). Within sub-system A there are eleven teams that form 
three sub-subsystems: A1, A2, and A3 represented by ▼, ▲, and ∆. With this 
task decomposition, the required problem-solving communication frequency 
with the other (sub-)subsystems’ teams still takes place, although to a lower 
degree than within the (sub-)subsystem. Both levels of hierarchy were analyzed 
to test the influence of task decomposition on the segmentation of that at least 
weekly interteam communication in the MOMT project. 

In Project A there is a higher segmentation into sub-groups. The network 
segmentation was measured in UCINET as a set of teams or cliques that are 
connected by a path length of 2 or less (Bron and Kerbosch, 1973). In Project A 
nine cliques and in Project B four cliques could be found. They can largely be 
related to the different sub-systems created by task decomposition, defined in the 
DSM. Based on these different sub-systems, in each MOMT project the 
problem-solving communication that teams have with the other teams within 
their sub-system and for the teams of all the other sub-systems was calculated, 
getting two samples of internal and external interteam communication frequency. 
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Figure 6.3   Network of at least weekly interteam problem-solving communication frequency 

within and among sub-systems in Project A 
 

    
 
 
Figure 6.4   Network of at least weekly interteam problem-solving communication frequency 

within and among sub-systems in Project B 

▼▲ ∆ Sub-system A (▼Sub-subsystem A1  ▲Sub-subsystem A2   ∆ Sub-subsystem A3) 
■Sub-system B  □Sub-system C  ♦Sub-system D  ○Sub-system E  ●Sub-system F 
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Executing a paired-samples t-test, for both projects it was found that within the 
sub-systems there is a statistically significant higher interteam problem-solving 
communication frequency than between the sub-systems (Project A45: means of 
.40 vs. .08, t = 3.84, p = .001; Project B: means of .44 vs. .18, t = 2.99, p = .010). 
 
Hence, decomposing tasks to a certain degree leads to a relatively low to 
moderate interteam problem-solving communication frequency. This 
relationship is also found for 2007 when analyzing the project management 
interviews. In both MOMT projects the task decomposition has an influence on 
the communication between the teams, as the following example of Project A 
shows: 
 

“The communication between the sub-systems was generally not 
specifically encouraged. […] Sometimes this happened and this mainly 
came up within consortium meetings. But it was generally felt, well, every 
sub-system has enough to do, so why we should encourage between the 
sub-systems more than there was already?” 

 

Thereby the projects’ communication networks are segmented because teams 
have an at least weekly interaction more within their sub-system than across the 
sub-systems, as the same project manager further states: 
 

“The interaction between the sub-systems was sufficient but not 
exceptionally high. But when you are talking about teams, especially 
within a sub-system you see that the interaction can be quite high.” 

 

In Project B there is more frequent interteam problem-solving communication, 
which is supported by the (higher) management, also by organizing meetings to 
manage the information flow according to the DSM, as described by a manager 
of this project: 
 

“There is a lot of communication needed but also happening. So it is 
actually promoted as well. I mean if there is a team that designs something 
and there is another team that implements it, they really need to 
communicate because if they don’t you redo work enormously.” 

 
Thus, as on the local level, the degree of task interdependencies between teams in 
MOMT projects seems to have a positive influence on the communication 
frequency. The higher the remaining interteam task interdependence, the higher 
the interteam problem-solving communication.  
 

                                                      
45 This also applies when including the sub-subsystems (i.e., A1, A2, and A3) in the calculation,  
    that within this lower level of hierarchy the interteam problem-solving communication  
    frequency is statistically significantly higher than between these sub-subsystems and the other  
    sub-systems of the higher level of hierarchy (i.e., sub-systems B through F) (means .47 vs. .09,  
    t = 4.30, p = .000). 
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6.5 Summary 
In this chapter the relations of the conceptual model were studied in a cast study 
on the global level – that is the direct influence of interteam problem-solving 
communication frequency on MOMT effectiveness and efficiency, and the 
dependence of that communication frequency on the degree of interteam task 
interdependence. The findings of the global level are shown in Figure 6.5. To 
answer the third main research question, they were compared against the 
local-level results on the extrateam influences on team performance presented in 
Chapter 5 to find out whether there are any similarities. 

On the local level there is a generally negative influence of the communication 
between teams on effectiveness as well as efficiency (H4a and H4b). The 
extrateam communication is positively influenced by the degree of task 
interdependence – defined by the task decomposition (H10). 

The relationships of communication and performance could not be supported 
on the global level. There seems to be a more positive influence of interteam 
problem-solving communication frequency on effectiveness and efficiency. The 
project manager statements, quantitative analysis and literature review suggest an 
inversely u-shaped influence on both project performance measures, which is 
likely to be more positive for project efficiency. This is consistent with the 
discussion in Chapter 2 on distinct information-processing requirements of 
different performance dimensions. 

Preliminary support is found for the positive influence of the degree of task 
interdependence on communication frequency. Thus, it appears that the higher 
the task interdependence between teams the more they communicate on the local 
as well as global level. 

In the next and final chapter on conclusions, the theoretical as well as practical 
implications of the results of this chapter and of Chapter 5 are addressed. 

 

 
        Figure 6.5   Refined conceptual model for project performance (global-level relations) 
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7 Conclusions 
In this research NPD projects comprised of many different teams with members 
from different organizations (i.e., multi-organization, multi-team ‘MOMT’ 
projects) that develop complex new products were studied. These projects are 
becoming increasingly common because of the increasing complexity in NPD, 
but still many of them fail. Therefore, the main research interest is the successful 
performance of the projects’ many different teams separately (team performance 
– the local level) and in collaboration (project performance – the global level).  

A central aspect is the problem-solving communication within and among 
teams because team members and teams have to communicate to exchange and 
combine their diverse expertise required for the successful joint development of 
a complex new product. This communication can be structured and facilitated by 
a systematic design approach. To study these relations – presented in the 
preliminary conceptual model in Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1 – the following three 
main research questions were investigated: 
 

1) What is the influence of problem-solving communication within and 
between teams on team and project performance in MOMT projects? 

 

2) What is the influence of a systematic design approach on problem- 
solving communication within and between teams in MOMT projects? 

 

3) Is there a difference in the studied relations between the local and global 
level of MOMT projects? 

 

To answer these research questions, for the first two questions sub-questions for 
the local (intrateam and extrateam) as well as global (interteam) level needed to 
be answered. The relations to be studied are presented in the respective refined 
conceptual models in Figure 3.1 and Figure 6.5. The results of both levels of 
analysis are graphically summarized in the next section. Based on these results 
theoretical and practical implications are discussed in the section thereafter. 

As not much research has been done on MOMT projects, this study contributes 
to closing this gap in NPD literature. However, as with all research, there are 
some challenges to be pointed out that call for further research. This is addressed 
in the second-last section before the concluding remarks. 

7.1 Summary of Research Results 
Figure 7.1 presents the results for the local and global level. On the local level 
hypotheses of the intrateam as well as extrateam influences on team performance 
were tested in Chapter 5, whereas the global-level results – interteam variables 
and project performance – are based on the case study in Chapter 6.  
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   Figure 7.1   Research results of global-level and local-level influences in MOMT projects 
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7.2 Implications 
The implications of the results presented in Figure 7.1 are discussed for theory 
(T) and practice (P). Theoretical implications are derived from the general results 
of the two relations of the conceptual model, referring to the first two main 
research questions. Practical implications are discussed separately for the 
different levels studied.  

7.2.1 Theoretical Implications 
Because the main research interest is the successful performance of MOMT 
projects, with the first research question a closer look was taken at the influence 
on the performance of the many different teams separately and of the entire 
project. The discussion was based on the information-processing theory. 

It was found that problem-solving communication influences team as well as 
project performance. Team performance is not only dependent on intrateam but 
also extrateam communication, of which the latter is negative for team 
effectiveness and efficiency. A moderate frequency of intrateam communication 
and of interteam communication is expected to have a positive influence on team 
efficiency respectively on project performance. Such inversely u-shaped 
relationships were also found in recent NPD studies (e.g., Leenders et al., 2003, 
2007; Patrashkova et al., 2003; Patrashkova and McComb, 2004). 
 

Main result 1: In MOMT projects, most relationships of communication 
frequency and performance are curvilinear. Up to a moderate 
degree, increased problem-solving communication within teams 
is positive for team performance and among all teams for project 
performance. 

 

Implication T1:  Contrary to information-processing theory, with increasing 
complexity – thus, increasing information-processing need to 
reduce inherent uncertainty – communication frequency should 
not increase monotonically in order to perform well. 

 
But looking at the relationship of the degree of intrateam task disagreement and 
team performance, a moderate degree is negative for team performance. Rather, 
a very low and a very high degree of task disagreement among the team members 
contribute to the team’s performance. The left side of that u-shaped relationship 
is consistent with the results of the meta-analysis by De Dreu and Weingart 
(2003): under conditions of low task disagreement holds that the less low the 
degree of task disagreement within the team the lower the performance.  

However, as represented by the right side of the u-shaped relationship, also a 
very high degree of intrateam task disagreement contributes to team performance. 
This especially applies to circumstances where complex, non-routine tasks have 
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to be jointly solved by exchanging information and discussing decision 
preferences for group decision making – i.e., ‘cooperative outcome 
interdependence’ and ‘constructive controversy’ (De Dreu, 2008) – like within 
teams of MOMT projects.  
 

Main result 2: Within teams of MOMT projects, very low and very high degrees 
of task disagreement among the team members contribute to the 
team’s performance. 

 

Implication T2:  These results support recent research findings that task 
disagreement is mainly negative for performance and beneficial 
only under very limited circumstances. As suggested by De Dreu 
and Weingart (2003) and De Dreu (2008), the negative effects 
can be minimized, even reversed, when complex tasks are solved 
cooperatively. 

 
Within teams the different communication variables studied have differential 
influences on the team effectiveness and efficiency. This shows that there is no 
best way to communicate and no way of communicating is equally successful – to 
be effective (meet product specifications and requirements) and efficient (be on 
time and within budget). For instance, a very high team leader involvement (chief 
engineer role) and a very high degree of task disagreement both have a positive 
influence on team effectiveness. However, a very high team leader involvement 
seems to be negative for team efficiency. Also, for intrateam communication 
frequency the results show consistency with the hypothesized inversely u-shaped 
influence on team efficiency, whereas there is no empirically supported influence 
on team effectiveness. 

On a global level, a distinct influence of interteam problem-solving 
communication frequency on project effectiveness and efficiency respectively is 
expected as well. While there seems to be an inversely u-shaped influence on 
project effectiveness, this shape appears to be more positive for project efficiency 
than for project effectiveness. 

That means effectiveness and efficiency on the local as well as global level each 
imply different information-processing needs. As discussed in Chapter 2, it 
depends on the degree of complexity in the NPD process, which defines the 
degree of uncertainty that needs to be reduced by a problem-solving 
communication structure or process. To be effective the uncertainty in solving 
complex new tasks has to be reduced in order to find high-quality solutions. For 
efficiency, in contrast, the uncertainty in the non-routine NPD process has to be 
reduced so that one can quickly react to or, preferably, anticipate potential 
changes. Reducing uncertainty means that through communication the required 
information to execute a task is transferred and combined with the existing 
information (Galbraith, 1973). Based on these distinct information-processing 
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needs, hence, there will be different influences of the same communication 
variable. 

Therefore, performance needs to be studied as a multidimensional construct. As 
Keller (1994) states, since performance dimensions often differ from one another, 
an overall performance variable may hide relationships between independent 
variables and the separate performance dimensions.  
 

Main result 3: In MOMT projects, on a local as well as global level, there are 
differential influences of problem-solving communication 
variables on effectiveness and efficiency. 

 

Implication T3:  The information-processing theory needs to be supplemented by 
a contingency approach: For a team or project to be effective 
and efficient the communication variables need to be in 
accordance with the information-processing requirements of the 
respective performance aspect. 

 
This means that while for one performance aspect the communication is 
optimized, it might be detrimental for the other. To structure and facilitate 
problem-solving communication in MOMT projects, the complexity inherent to 
the NPD process can be reduced by and handled with a systematic design 
approach. This refers to the second research question. Although the importance 
of a systematic design approach in the development of complex new products has 
been highlighted in innovation literature (e.g., Leenders et al., 2007; Muller, 
1999; Pahl and Beitz, 1992), there is still not much empirical research regarding 
these theoretical discussions – except for the design principle of hierarchical task 
decomposition.  

For instance, Leenders and colleagues (2007) have stated different influences 
of systematic design principles on communication variables, on which they have 
based the study on the influence of communication on creative performance of 
NPD teams. Consistent with their expectation that a hierarchical decomposition 
of the tasks will lead to sub-groups, the interteam problem-solving 
communication of both MOMT projects studied is segmented into different 
(sub-)subsystems, largely according to the task interdependencies represented in 
their DSM. As found in Chapter 6, within these (sub-)subsystems the 
communication frequency is higher than with the other (sub-)subsystems’ teams. 
Similarly, within the teams there is a higher communication frequency than with 
the other teams, as within teams the task interdependencies are higher, requiring 
higher levels of joint problem solving. This corresponds to other observations of 
projects in which complex new products are developed (e.g., Smith and Eppinger, 
1997; Sosa et al., 2004). However, a statistically significant positive influence of 
the degree of task interdependence on the communication frequency was only 
found for the communication between teams: extrateam and interteam 
respectively.  
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Leenders and colleagues (2007) further expected a negative influence of 
systematic variation on the frequency of intrateam communication, which was 
found in the present study; however, not on a statistically significant level. But 
there is a statistically significant inversely u-shaped influence on the team leader 
role. When systematic variation is applied to a very low or very high degree the 
team leader is less involved in the problem-solving communication but facilitates 
the application of creativity techniques with either intuitive bias or systematic 
variation within his team. But when these two techniques are applied together the 
team leader acts as a chief engineer contributing his specialized expertise for 
jointly intuitively and systematically finding new solutions. 

Additionally, as in this research the degree of task disagreement was measured 
differently as compared to Leenders and colleagues (2007) – the present study 
was not based on the agreement on later market success but on the agreement in 
the process of selecting solutions for solving design problems – contrary to the 
authors’ stated positive influence of satisficing on task disagreement within 
teams, a negative influence was hypothesized and also supported. When in teams 
of MOMT projects both decision bases – organizational issues (time and budget) 
and product issues (product specifications and requirements) – are considered, 
there is less disagreement among the members in problem-solving 
communication. There is no or little decision-making authority by the team leader 
to keep to schedule and budget issues, and, at the same time, not all team 
members are involved in the decision-making process to find a better solution – 
both of which would lead to a high degree of task disagreement. Rather, there is 
a compromise with which proponents of both sides can live.  
 

Main result 4: In MOMT projects, there is an influence of a systematic design 
approach on problem-solving communication. Through 
reducing the communication need between teams and 
facilitating the required communication process within teams, 
systematic design principles indirectly influence performance. 

 

Implication T4:  The current research empirically contributes to the NPD 
(management) literature: On the one hand control can be 
exerted and structure provided while at the same time 
problem-solving activity is encouraged and managed (cf. 
Leenders et al., 2007). Systematic design principles, hence, can 
be applied to optimize information-processing needs. 

 
The above-presented research findings highlight that the mechanisms on the 
local, team level of MOMT projects are different to the ones on the global, project 
level. Also on the local level itself differences were found between the intrateam 
and extrateam relations. This answers the third research question. 

Looking at the influences on team performance, there is a generally more 
negative influence of extrateam than intrateam communication on both team 
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performance aspects. This also applies to the comparison with the interteam 
communication frequency and project effectiveness and efficiency relationships.  

There are also distinct influences of the systematic design approach – namely, 
task decomposition – on problem-solving communication. The resulting degree 
of task interdependence only has a statistically significant positive influence on 
communication frequency for the between-team relations, the extrateam and 
interteam. 

This means relationships found on one level cannot be easily translated to 
another one. What applies to teams does not necessarily need to be valid for the 
entire project. This was already shown in Chapter 6 when comparing the 
extrateam relations with the interteam relations.  
 

Main result 5: In MOMT projects, there are differential mechanisms on the 
different levels of analysis. 

 

Implication T5:  With the information-processing theory, relations for one level 
cannot be deduced from another level. They need to be studied 
individually in order to reveal the level-specific mechanisms. 

 

7.2.2 Practical Implications 
Since there are different mechanisms on a global and local level (project versus 
team) there are distinct practical implications that need to be discussed separately. 
At first a closer look is taken at the local-level influences (intrateam and 
extrateam and team performance), then at the global-level influences (interteam 
and project performance). 
 

Local Level: Intrateam 
Depending on the nature of task a team has to accomplish, there needs to be either 
a very low or a very high degree of task disagreement among the team members. 
This can be reached by applying the systematic design principle ‘satisficing’ – 
selecting a satisfying solution after a moderate length of time – to a very high or 
very low degree respectively. The different relationships of satisficing and task 
disagreement (i.e., low->high and high->low) lead to the same result of high team 
performance. This u-shaped relationship between task disagreement and 
performance was also found by Van Engelen and colleagues (2001).  

For example, when a team has to solve a very complex design task, high 
disagreement – exchange of different points of view – is required to be able to 
find high-quality solutions that also require no or less resource-consuming 
rework. Team members can then discuss and critically evaluate the different 
approaches and solutions found. Decisions, thus, should be mainly taken on 
product specifications and requirements.  

But when there is a more routine task, satisficing rather than much discussion 
is needed to successfully solve it. Rather, a good solution can be selected after a 
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moderate length of time. Similarly, when team members need to agree upon 
(new) goals, then there should be less task disagreement because otherwise it is 
unlikely that performance requirements will be met. 
 

Implication P1:  Depending on the nature of the task, within teams of MOMT 
projects the degree of task disagreement can be steered by the 
decision basis on which solutions are selected – satisficing or 
basing on either product specifications/requirements or on 
organizational issues. Thereby performance can be indirectly 
influenced. 

 

The degree of intrateam task interdependence and systematic variation both have 
an inversely u-shaped influence on the team leader role. However, since very low 
and very high team leader involvement (team manager and chief engineer roles) 
in the intrateam problem-solving communication is important, the systematic 
design principles do not really contribute to but also do not hamper team 
effectiveness. But a moderate degree is likely to have an indirect negative 
influence on team efficiency. However, the influence of team leader role on 
efficiency is not on a statistically significant level.  

These results can be interpreted that there should be two persons leading a 
team: one as team manager and one as chief engineer – representing the best 
balance of facilitating the problem-solving process and contributing the 
specialized expertise to it. Those team leader roles correspond with the promotor 
literature: ‘process promotor’ vs. ‘technology promotor’ (cf. Hauschildt, 1998; 
Hauschildt and Gemuenden, 1999). 
 

Implication P2:  In MOMT projects, to have the best balance between 
management knowledge and technical expertise of each a team 
leader should be appointed. 

 
Local Level: Extrateam 
Because of the negative influence of extrateam communication frequency on both 
team effectiveness and efficiency, it should be restricted. This can be done by 
decomposing the project so that not too many high degrees of task 
interdependence between teams result, which otherwise would require frequent 
problem-solving communication.  

Teams should, thus, have limited interfaces – mainly within their 
(sub-)subsystem – in order to be able to work almost independently from the 
others. Reducing task dependencies, hence communication need, is not just a 
result of task decomposition but a major aim. 
 

Implication P3:  For teams of MOMT projects to perform well, the extrateam 
communication need should be reduced by limiting the design 
interfaces mainly to within (sub-)subsystems. 
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Global Level: Interteam 
On the project level, a preliminary, exploratory test in two case studies was done. 
The tests showed that a moderate communication frequency between all teams 
and (sub-)subsystems of a MOMT project results in high project effectiveness 
and efficiency, whereby for project efficiency there is a more positive influence 
of the interteam problem-solving communication frequency. Teams are then able 
to react more quickly to and anticipate possible changes.  

Based on that the following implication can be stated: 
 

Implication P4:  For a MOMT project to perform well, the project needs to be 
structured as such so that only a moderate interteam 
communication frequency is required. 

 
In summary, a MOMT project should be structured so that the highest degrees of 
task interdependence are within teams, followed by within (sub-)subsystems, and 
the lowest ones among (sub-)subsystems. With this structure teams do not need to 
communicate frequently with the other teams, which would be negative for both 
team effectiveness and efficiency. 

Between the (sub-)subsystems there should be a moderate communication 
frequency for a project to perform well. It is important just how well the 
constituent (sub-)subsystems have been designed to function interdependently as 
this has an influence on the product performance (O’Sullivan, 2003; Singh, 
1997).  

There are many alternatives of hierarchical decomposition which, however, 
should take the above-named requirements into account. As Chiu (2002: 188) 
states: “In a large-scale project, design teams can be organized differently and 
this will consequently affect their communication patterns and behaviors”.  
 
Additionally, because of the possible indirect negative influences of systematic 
design principles on performance on a local as well as global level, their 
application should not be to a very high degree. Too much systematics or 
standardization hinders creative performance (Leenders et al., 2007; O’Sullivan, 
2003) that is crucial in innovative NPD as through the process of creativity new 
technical knowledge is generated to solve complex design problems (Kazanjian 
et al., 2000). As a manager of a MOMT project emphasizes: 
 

“In an innovative project you need a certain level of chaos almost because 
you want to have creativity; you need the creativity of people. It is essential 
because you have not solved all the problems at the start.” 
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7.3 Limitations and Future Research 
Because only two MOMT projects – and both in the field of space research – were 
studied, it is difficult to generalize the findings. Similar studies on other types of 
products and different industries need to be conducted (e.g., computer 
technology, automobile industry, infrastructure, aircraft industry). Especially the 
case study results on project performance need to be tested and extended by 
replication; that is, through the investigation of other cases where results should 
be comparable (McCutcheon and Meredith, 1993).  

This would allow for further study of interteam project-level communication, 
provide further necessary research opportunity to compare local and global 
effects, and would allow a researcher to make a deeper and more intricate analysis 
of the (interrelatedness of) effects leading to and stemming from the 
communication network within MOMT projects. 
 
In this research the focus was on the projects’ internal processes. However, also 
contextual aspects influence team and project performance. For the studied 
MOMT projects it refers, amongst others, to the embeddedness in an even larger 
project for which they contribute a part – their developed complex new product. 
This shows the necessity to study communications outside the project, not only 
within the larger one, to have access to more expertise required for developing a 
complex new product. 

The study of internal processes also had to be limited. The main extensions to 
be addressed by further research are the following: Firstly, the communication 
means applied can have an important impact on performance. Especially within 
MOMT projects in which team members are geographically dispersed – due to 
affiliation to different organizations – most communication takes place via 
electronic communication means like e-mail and teleconferencing. Research has 
shown that this virtuality can have a negative influence on communication, trust 
building, and subsequently performance (e.g., Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1999; 
Lipnack and Stamps, 1997; Smith and Blanck, 2002). As this trend of virtual 
teams is supported by advanced communication means and globalization, it will 
continue or even increase (Leenders, Kratzer, Van Engelen, 2007). Therefore 
knowledge on the impacts is not only crucial for MOMT projects. 

Secondly, there can be additional challenges in communication when team 
members are from different countries as they have different languages, 
communication styles, and coding schemes. It is very challenging to create 
mutual understanding, which is important for successful communication and 
performance. Cultural differences have also been found in interactions between 
different organizations (e.g., Cullen, 1999; Earley and Singh, 2000; Thomas, 
2002). Hence, it is important to know about the different cultures in order to be 
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able to overcome potential shortcomings in communication and thus reduction in 
performance.  

Thirdly, connected to the first two shortcomings, communication frequency 
could be controlled for the number of formal meetings within the teams 
(intrateam), with other teams (extrateam), and between all the teams (interteam) 
of the MOMT project. Gathering the members for a formal (face-to-face) meeting 
can be time- and budget-consuming due to geographical distance, but can also 
help reducing misunderstandings and cultural differences and creating trust, 
which, in turn, contributes to performance. 

Fourthly, only the main teams and members working on the project at the time 
of data gathering could be included in the study, giving a very time-specific 
picture. But because these projects are evolving over time dependent on the 
different project phases, longitudinal research would provide a useful extension 
of the current research. Network analysis can be applied to study dynamic 
systems (e.g., Cummings and Higgins, 2006; Koskinen and Snijders, 2007). The 
project phases have different requirements and hence problem-solving 
communication needs, which have to be organized accordingly for the teams and 
the project to perform well. As Tushman (1978b: 627) states: “As the work of a 
high performing project varies, its communication patterns will evolve to adjust 
to the new information processing requirements”. The communication structures, 
thus, are not stable but change during the project time, so their influence on 
performance and dependence on systematic design principles may also change. 
By considering effects over time, more extended tests can be performed regarding 
these relationships. 
 
Additionally, aside from the studied communication variables, there are more 
variables that could theoretically influence the performance of teams of MOMT 
projects. The same applies to project performance. The need to “identify diverse 
influences of complexity on innovation” has been emphasized by, for instance, 
Kim and Wilemon (2003: 30) in their appendix on the limitations of research on 
complexity. MOMT projects are very complex with many complex interactions 
that could not all be studied in this research, because of time and data restrictions 
and also not all are known in advance.  

Due to the limited data set all studied relations were analyzed in bivariate 
analyses. However, since the practice of MOMT projects is a complex field, there 
are interrelations between the different predicting variables. Hence, to be able to 
give better recommendations for the practice multivariate analysis is required 
and, thus, larger data sets. The main challenge, however, underlying most of these 
calls for future research, is the collection of datasets of large number of MOMT 
projects and teams. This is a formidable challenge in its own right.  
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7.4 Concluding Remarks 
In summary, this research has shown that it is not easy to make the complexity of 
MOMT projects simple. This was also emphasized by a manager of the studied 
MOMT projects:  
 

“These projects are not simple. […] The only way to simplify things is to 
break them down in little pieces, get a locality scope and work from that. 
But it is not simple.” 

 

Similarly Griffin (1997: 33) reveals: “As products grow more complex, with 
more functions designed into the product and design to work together, the task of 
organizing interfaces and interactions between different functions may grow 
geometrically or exponentially rather than linearly”.  

Consequently, more knowledge on the different relationships in these complex 
projects is crucial in order to be able to successfully manage them. As Kim and 
Wilemon (2003: 30) highlight, managing complexity should be recognized as a 
core competence because: “Assessing complexity and managing it successfully 
can create competitive advantage in NPD. Organizations with knowledge about 
the nature of complexity and that have the ability to manage it can benefit 
competitively”.  
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Appendix: List of Variables with 
Corresponding Questionnaire Items 
In this list the questionnaire questions applied for quantitative analysis are given: 
 
Team Performance 
To what extent do the following statements apply to your team? 
(please circle the numbers that apply) 
When the team completes its sub-tasks, it is generally on time. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
      (strongly                       (strongly  
       disagree)              agree) 
 
When the team completes its sub-tasks, it is generally within the budget. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (strongly                       (strongly  
      disagree)                         agree) 
 
When the team completes its sub tasks, it is generally meeting the specifications/ 
requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (strongly                        (strongly  
     disagree)               agree) 

 
Frequency of Problem-Solving Communication between Teams 
On average how often does your team communicate with other teams 
concerning: 
• The discussion, development, or evaluation of new ideas or approaches to technical  
   problems, 
• Technical or scientific help or advice, 
• Distribution of scientific or technical information? 
(please tick the boxes that apply) 

Team Less than once a 
month 

Monthly Weekly Daily 

Team A     
Team B     
Team C     
Team D     
Etc.     
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Frequency of Problem-Solving Communication within Teams/Team Leader 
Role 
On average how often do you communicate with members within your team 
concerning: 
• The discussion, development, or evaluation of new ideas or approaches to technical  
   problems, 
• Technical or scientific help or advice, 
• Distribution of scientific or technical information? 
(please tick the boxes that apply) 

Team Less than once a 
month 

Monthly Weekly Daily 

Member A     
Member B     
Member C     
Member D     
Etc.     

 
Degree of Task Disagreement within Teams 
When conducting tasks, the team might encounter problems/questions to which 
solution have to be found. 
(please circle the numbers that apply) 
How would you estimate the quality of solutions your team finds to problems? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (very low                      (very high  
       quality)             quality) 
 
How would you estimate the newness and originality of the solutions your team 
finds to problems? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (not new/                      (very new/ 
   original at all)                       original) 
 
In your opinion, how innovative – in the sense of generating new ideas, methods, 
approaches, inventions or applications in the field of work – is the team? 
(please circle the number that applies) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (not at all                         (highly 
     innovative)                                   innovative) 
 
In your opinion, how productive – in the sense of producing information, devices, 
materials, etc. – to develop a prototype into a fully-fledged product is the team? 
(please circle the number that applies) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (not at all                        (highly 
     productive)                                 productive)
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Degree of Task Interdependence within Teams 
There are dependencies in the context of work. What dependencies are you involved in 
within your team? (please tick the boxes that apply) 
Member A 

This person and I need frequent 
mutual exchange of work outputs 

throughout the course of work. 

B 
My ability to finish my work 
depends on this person first 

completing his or hers. 
Member A   
Member B   
Member C   
Member D   
Etc.   

 
Solution-Finding Process within Teams 
There are different ways to solve problems. Please read the following statements 
carefully and indicate how well the different descriptions fit your situation.  
(please circle the numbers that apply) 
For problem solving the team employs prior general solutions that are somehow 
documented. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (does not                     (totally  
      fit at all)             fits) 
 

When facing a problem, the team uses different creativity techniques to come up 
with solutions (e.g. brainstorming). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (does not                     (totally  
      fit at all)             fits) 
 
Solution-Selection-Process within Teams 
The project is divided in several phases. At the end of every phase a formal go or 
no-go decision has to be made. Please read the following statements carefully and 
indicate how well the different descriptions fit your situation of decision-making.  
(please circle the numbers that apply) 
Decisions are exclusively made based on whether the product specifications are 
met or not. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (does not                     (totally  
      fit at all)             fits) 
 

Decisions are primarily made based on organizational or process related issues 
(e.g., time schedule). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
     (does not                     (totally  
      fit at all)             fits)
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Summary 
Research Objective 

The objective of this research was to gain more knowledge on the influences on 
performance in and of multi-organization, multi-team (MOMT) projects: How 
can the many teams perform well separately (team performance) and in 
collaboration (project performance)? Due to increasing complexity in new 
product development (NPD) these projects are increasingly formed to have 
access to the distributed specialized expertise required for solving the numerous 
diverse complex design tasks. However, many MOMT projects still fail.  

So far, not much research has been done on these projects. In recent years, there 
have been studies either on multi-team projects within a single organization (e.g., 
Hoegl et al., 2004; Hoegl and Weinkauf, 2005; Kazanjian et al., 2000; Sosa et al., 
2004) or on a single multi-organization team (e.g., Majchrzak et al., 2000; 
Malhotra et al., 2001). There are a few case studies on multi-organization, 
multi-team projects (e.g., Argyres, 1999; O’Sullivan, 2003).  

To make a contribution to NPD literature, in this research several relevant 
variables with an (in)direct influence on team and project performance are 
identified and studied. Unlike most other studies applying a global performance 
measure, here performance is measured by two dimensions representing the 
typical challenges of NPD projects – i.e., meeting product specifications and 
requirements (effectiveness) and being on time and within budget (efficiency) – 
to reveal differential relationships. 
 

Research has shown that communication has an influence on performance (e.g., 
Allen, 1977; Dougherty, 1992; Kratzer, 2001). In MOMT projects team members 
and teams need to communicate to solve complex new design problems. This 
problem-solving communication is crucial to exchange and combine diverse 
knowledge to find high-quality solutions, and to have the information required 
timely available to anticipate and quickly react to possible changes in the NPD 
process. These influences on effectiveness and efficiency are studied in the first 
research question: What is the influence of problem-solving communication on 
team and project performance in MOMT projects? 

With a systematic design approach the complexity inherent to the 
problem-solving process can be reduced by structuring and facilitating the 
communication (Leenders et al., 2007), investigated in the second research 
question: What is the influence of a systematic design approach on 
problem-solving communication within and between teams in MOMT projects? 
When team members work in a systematic way they can handle the task 
complexity (Pahl and Beitz, 1992) as they communicate accordingly, which then 
contributes to team performance and the overall project success. 
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These two research questions are studied on two levels of analysis, namely the 
local, team level (intrateam and extrateam and team performance) and the global, 
project level (interteam and project performance). Whether there are different 
effects between these levels is studied in the third research question: Is there a 
difference in the studied relations between the local and global level of MOMT 
projects? 

 
 

Methodology 

On the local level hypotheses are stated and quantitatively tested, while on the 
global level a mainly qualitative case study is done as only two MOMT projects 
are studied – both in the field of space research. These projects were selected 
because they are theoretically useful for studying the influences in complex NPD 
projects: A complex new product is developed in a collaboration of many teams 
with members from different organizations in an uncertain environment under 
high time and budget restrictions and high quality requirements.  

In these projects quantitative as well as qualitative data was collected in 2005 
– i.e., questionnaires from team members and leaders of 48 teams (response rate 
45.7 percent) and interviews with team leaders. Since only teams with at least two 
respondents are analyzed, the final sample consists of 40 teams with a response 
rate of 49.3 percent. Additionally, in 2007 four project managers were 
interviewed: in each project one of the higher-level management and one of the 
middle management. 
 

On the local level team performance (effectiveness and efficiency) is central. As 
stated above, team effectiveness is measured by one item – the quality: whether 
the product specifications and requirements are met – whereas team efficiency is 
measured by two items referring to the adherence to the planned schedule and to 
planned budget. The reliability of the latter measure was tested by using 
Cronbach’s alpha. Because it was above .70, the integrity of the construct is good 
(Nunnally, 1978). Additionally, running a factor analysis, these two components 
of team effectiveness and efficiency were extracted. Hence, they can be studied 
separately. 

Team performance is studied to be dependent on the communication among the 
members of the team (intrateam) and with the other teams of the MOMT project 
(extrateam) (cf. Hoegl et al., 2004; Hoegl and Weinkauf, 2005; Keller, 1994; 
Souder and Moenaert, 1992). Since there is no single best way to communicate 
and no way of communicating is equally successful, several communication 
variables need to be studied. It is expected that their influences differ for the team 
performance dimensions studied. Based on the information-processing theory, 
hypotheses on the influences of relevant intrateam and extrateam 
problem-solving communication variables on team effectiveness and on team 
efficiency in MOMT projects are stated.  
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Because of the high complexity in the NPD process there is a high degree of 
uncertainty, which can be reduced by intense communication (Galbraith, 1973) 
– joint problem solving and decision making – but also requires effective 
leadership functions (Bell and Kozlowski, 2002; Tushman, 1979). In this 
research, intense workflow in the non-routine problem-solving process refers to 
how often it needs to be communicated (frequency) to have (timely) access to the 
required information for joint problem solving, and how the new design problems 
are creatively solved in interaction (task disagreement). Effective leadership 
functions refer to the coordination of the problem-solving process versus the 
involvement in that process – representing different team leader roles in MOMT 
projects. Besides the classical role of team leaders as ‘managers’ who only 
coordinate the problem-solving process among their team members (‘process 
promotor’), ‘chief engineers’, who are fully involved in that process contributing 
their specialized expertise (‘technology promotor’), are also important.  

Intrateam communication is studied by all three variables – the frequency, team 
leader role, and task disagreement – whereas extrateam communication is only 
studied by the frequency because the main problem-solving activity should take 
place within the teams – a reason for a multi-team approach. 

These communication variables are hypothesized to be dependent on a 
systematic approach. There are different systematic design principles that 
structure and facilitate the problem-solving communication. Hierarchical task 
decomposition, systematic variation (creative re-combination of existing 
solutions), and satisficing (selecting a satisfying solution after a moderate length 
of time) are defined as relevant principles of a systematic design approach in 
MOMT projects (cf. Leenders et al., 2007). Decomposing the task hierarchically 
– thereby defining the degree of task interdependence – reduces the 
communication need especially between teams, while systematic variation and 
satisficing facilitate the problem-solving process within teams.  

For testing the hypotheses, questionnaire data is used. The reliability of this 
data was tested using the within-group inter-rater reliability (IRR: James et al., 
1984) to see whether the respondents of one team rated similarly (IRR >.70). For 
network data (communication frequency and degree of task interdependence) the 
reciprocity or mutuality was analyzed, to see whether team members or teams 
report the same value of the relation they have with each other (Wasserman and 
Faust, 1990). Additionally, for a more in depth analysis, the qualitative data from 
team members is applied complementarily. 
 

On the global level, the influence of the communication between all teams 
(interteam) of the MOMT project on project performance is studied (cf. Chiu, 
2002; O’Sullivan, 2003; Sosa et al., 2004). As with the extrateam 
communication, here only the communication frequency and its dependence on 
the degree of task interdependence, defined by task decomposition, are studied. 
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These relationships are analyzed for two points of measurement (2005 and 
2007) to be able to draw more reliable preliminary conclusions. Using data from 
both a manager of the higher and of the middle management level allows for 
different perspectives on the project as a whole. Additionally, for the first point 
of measurement, data from questionnaires and team leader interviews was 
available. This triangulation (i.e., usage of multiple sources of information and 
methods) helps to support the research findings – improving the validity and 
reliability of the research (Yin, 1989) – and to have an as complete picture as 
possible – capturing the contextual complexity (Benbasat et al., 1987). 

The results found on this global level are compared against the ones of the 
communication between teams on the local level (extrateam) – as explanatory and 
dependent variable – to find out whether there are similar influences.  
 
Results 

The hypotheses on local-level relations are tested running multiple regression. 
Each hypothesis is tested separately, relaxing the significance level to 10 percent, 
because of the small sample size. 

Due to the resource-consuming nature of exchanging and processing 
information, a generally more negative influence of problem-solving 
communication on team efficiency than on team effectiveness is expected and 
also found – but only for within teams. Very frequent intrateam communication 
has a negative influence on team efficiency. Up to a certain degree this also 
applies to the degree of task disagreement. But a very high degree – many 
discussions in the problem-solving process – has a positive influence as 
high-quality solutions can be found, which are likely to require no or less time- 
and budget-consuming rework. When team members and the leader satisfice in 
the solution-selection process, then there is less task disagreement among them 
since the solutions are selected based on product specification and organizational 
issues (time and budget).  

Looking at the team leader role in the intrateam problem-solving process, both 
the teams led by a manager as well as the teams led by a chief engineer are more 
effective than teams led by a leader with a hybrid role. The manager facilitates the 
process of problem solving according to product specifications and requirements, 
while the chief engineer contributes his specialized knowledge. The team leader 
acts more like a manager when there is a lower degree of task interdependence 
among the team members in order to facilitate the information flow among them. 
They have to jointly solve the assigned design tasks of the team because their 
complementary knowledge is the reason they were appointed to the team. The 
team leader promotes the problem-solving process when solutions are mainly 
creatively found or created by systematic variation of existing solutions. But 
when these two techniques are applied together, the team leader acts as a chief 
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engineer contributing his expertise for jointly intuitively and systematically 
finding new solutions. 

Between teams, very frequent communication has a more negative influence on 
team performance than the intrateam communication: there is a linear negative 
influence on both the team effectiveness and efficiency. The more teams 
communicate with other teams, the lower their performance. This need of 
frequent extrateam communication is influenced by the degree of task 
interdependence a team has with the other teams in the MOMT project. 
 

In a case study it is tested whether the influences found for the extrateam relations 
and team performance also appear to be present on the global level. As with team 
performance, project performance is also measured by effectiveness and 
efficiency. The negative influence of frequent communication between teams on 
performance is expected to be found only after the moderate communication 
frequency is exceeded. This indicates an inversely u-shaped relation with 
effectiveness and efficiency, which however could not be tested with only two 
cases. 

A moderate interteam communication frequency is important for a project to be 
effective. In this interaction appropriate assemblies of the different teams’ 
sub-solutions are found in order to meet the specifications and requirements of 
the overall product. But this problem-solving communication should not be too 
frequent because then teams can be overtaken by other teams’ requirements. 

For project efficiency even a bit more frequent communication is expected to 
be positive. Important information on, for instance, potential changes can be 
transferred faster to the different teams that might be affected, which reduces the 
risk of doing resource-consuming redesign. Again, very frequent interteam 
communication will be negative – here because of information overload. 

The positive influence of the degree of task interdependence between teams on 
their communication frequency is also found on the global level. The higher the 
degree of task interdependence among all teams, the higher the interteam 
communication frequency. But decomposing MOMT projects into different 
(sub-)subsystems leads to segmentation of that interteam communication, with 
the highest communication frequency within the (sub-)subsystem rather than 
between them. It has been found that the degree of task interdependence, and 
hence communication frequency, is the highest within teams, followed by 
between teams of the same (sub-)subsystem, and then between (sub-)subsystems. 
 
Comparing the two levels of analysis, there are different mechanisms. Also on the 
local level itself differences were found between the intrateam and extrateam 
relations. This means relationships found on one level cannot be easily translated 
to another one. That which applies to teams does not necessarily need to be valid 
for the entire project. 
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Implications 

Based on the results to answer the three research questions, it was possible to 
achieve the research objective: to gain more knowledge on the influences on the 
performance in and of MOMT projects – the successful team and project 
performance. Theoretical as well practical implications can be drawn. 
 

For theory, it is shown that a moderate communication frequency within teams is 
crucial for team performance and between teams for the performance of a MOMT 
project. Such inversely u-shaped influences were also found in recent NPD 
studies (e.g., Leenders et al., 2003, 2007; Patrashkova et al., 2003; Patrashkova 
and McComb, 2004). Contrary to information-processing theory, with increasing 
complexity – thus, increasing information-processing need to reduce inherent 
uncertainty – communication frequency should not increase linearly in order to 
perform well. 

Within and between teams there are distinct influences of the communication 
variables on effectiveness and efficiency, highlighting the differential 
information-processing requirements to be effective versus to be efficient. 
Therefore information-processing theory needs to be supplemented by a 
contingency approach. Since performance dimensions are often different from 
another, performance should not be studied as an overall performance variable as 
this may hide relationships between independent variables and the separate 
performance dimensions (Keller, 1994).  

Comparing the local and global level – intrateam and extrateam and team 
performance vs. interteam and project performance –, there are different 
mechanisms. For instance, while frequent communication between teams is 
negative for team performance, up to a certain degree it is expected to be positive 
for project performance. Because communication can be structured and 
facilitated by a systematic design approach, there is an indirect influence of 
systematic design principles on performance – as theoretically discussed by 
Leenders and colleagues (2007). With information-processing theory, relations 
for one level cannot be deduced from another level. They need to be studied 
individually in order to reveal the level-specific mechanisms. 
 

Due to the different influences of the local and global level, the practical 
implications need to be discussed for the respective level separately.  

Within teams very low and very high degree of task disagreement has a positive 
influence on team performance. Depending on the nature of task, satisficing – 
which negatively influences task disagreement – should be applied to a very low 
or very high degree: i.e., for more routine vs. non-routine tasks. Team leader 
acting as manager or chief engineer, have a positive influence on team 
effectiveness, whereas neither being full manager nor full chief engineer leads to 
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less effectiveness. Thus, there should be a best balance of both team leader roles, 
which, for example, can be achieved by two persons leading a team.  

For a team to perform well, the communication with other teams needs to be 
reduced by structuring the project accordingly that teams do not have many task 
interdependencies with other teams, but mainly with the ones within the same 
(sub-)subsystem. There should be a moderate communication frequency between 
the teams of different (sub-)subsystems because they need to develop the 
complex new product in collaboration that the MOMT project can perform well. 
 

This study contributes to close the gap in literature on performance of complex 
NPD projects. In this research it is shown that, although systematic design 
principles can be applied to handle complexity, complex NPD and MOMT 
projects cannot be made simple. They represent complex systems with many 
interactions that need to be successfully managed.  
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch) 
Onderzoeksdoelstelling 

Het doel van dit onderzoek was om meer kennis te verkrijgen over de invloeden 
op de performance binnen en van multiorganisatie-, multiteamprojecten 
(MOMT-projecten): hoe kunnen de vele teams onafhankelijk van elkaar 
(teamperformance) en in samenwerking met elkaar (projectperformance) goed 
presteren? Vanwege de toenemende complexiteit van nieuwe 
productontwikkeling (NPD) worden deze projecten steeds vaker opgezet om 
toegang te krijgen tot de gedistribueerde gespecialiseerde expertise die nodig is 
om de vele diverse complexe ontwerptaken op te lossen. Veel MOMT-projecten 
mislukken echter nog steeds.  

Tot nog toe is er niet veel onderzoek gedaan naar deze projecten. In de 
afgelopen jaren zijn er onderzoeken geweest over multiteamprojecten binnen één 
organisatie (bijvoorbeeld Hoegl et al., 2004; Hoegl en Weinkauf, 2005; 
Kazanjian et al., 2000; Sosa et al., 2004) of over één multiorganisatieteam 
(bijvoorbeeld Majchrzak et al., 2000; Malhotra et al., 2001). Er zijn weinig 
casestudy’s over multiorganisatie-, multiteamprojecten (bijvoorbeeld Argyres, 
1999; O’Sullivan, 2003).  

Om een bijdrage te leveren aan de NPD-literatuur worden in dit onderzoek 
verschillende relevante variabelen met een (in)directe invloed op de team- en 
projectperformance geïdentificeerd en onderzocht. In tegenstelling tot de meeste 
andere onderzoeken waarin een globale performancemaatstaf wordt toegepast, 
wordt performance hier gemeten door middel van twee dimensies die de typische 
uitdagingen vertegenwoordigen van NPD-projecten – te weten voldoen aan 
productspecificaties en -eisen (effectiviteit) en op tijd en binnen budget leveren 
(efficiëntie) – teneinde de differentiële relaties zichtbaar te maken. 
 

Uit onderzoek is gebleken dat communicatie van invloed is op de performance 
(bijvoorbeeld Allen, 1977; Dougherty, 1992; Kratzer, 2001). Binnen 
MOMT-projecten moeten teamleden en teams communiceren om complexe 
nieuwe ontwerpproblemen op te lossen. Deze probleemoplossende communicatie 
is essentieel om diverse kennis uit te wisselen en te combineren om zo tot 
oplossingen van hoge kwaliteit te komen en om de vereiste informatie tijdig 
beschikbaar te hebben om te anticiperen en snel te reageren op mogelijke 
wijzigingen in het NPD-proces. Deze invloeden op effectiviteit en efficiëntie 
worden in de eerste onderzoeksvraag onderzocht: Wat is de invloed van 
probleemoplossende communicatie op team- en projectperformance in 
MOMT-projecten? 

Met behulp van een systematische ontwerpaanpak kan de complexiteit die 
inherent is aan het probleemoplossingproces worden gereduceerd door de 
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communicatie te structureren en te faciliteren (Leenders et al., 2007). Dit wordt 
onderzocht in de tweede onderzoeksvraag: Wat is de invloed van een 
systematische ontwerpaanpak op probleemoplossende communicatie binnen en 
tussen teams in MOMT-projecten? Als teamleden systematisch werken, kunnen 
ze de taakcomplexiteit aan (Pahl en Beitz, 1992) omdat ze dienovereenkomstig 
communiceren; dit draagt vervolgens bij aan de teamperformance en het succes 
van het totale project. 

Deze twee onderzoeksvragen worden op twee analyseniveaus onderzocht, 
namelijk het lokale teamniveau (intrateam en extrateam en teamperformance) en 
het mondiale projectniveau (interteam en projectperformance). Of er 
verschillende effecten optreden op deze niveaus wordt onderzocht in de derde 
onderzoeksvraag: Is er een verschil in de onderzochte relaties tussen het lokale 
en het mondiale niveau van MOMT-projecten? 

 
 

Methodologie 

Op lokaal niveau worden hypothesen geformuleerd en kwantitatief getest, terwijl 
op mondiaal niveau een voornamelijk kwalitatieve casestudy wordt uitgevoerd 
omdat slechts twee MOMT-projecten worden onderzocht – beide op het gebied 
van ruimteonderzoek. Deze projecten zijn geselecteerd omdat ze theoretisch 
nuttig zijn voor het bestuderen van de invloeden binnen complexe 
NPD-projecten: een complex nieuw product wordt ontwikkeld in een 
samenwerkingsverband met veel teams met leden uit verschillende organisaties, 
in een onzekere omgeving, onder strenge beperkingen qua tijd en budget en met 
hoge kwaliteitseisen.  

Binnen deze projecten werden in 2005 zowel kwantitatieve als kwalitatieve 
gegevens verzameld – dat wil zeggen, enquêtes onder teamleden en teamleiders 
van 48 teams (respons 45,7 procent) en interviews met teamleiders. Omdat alleen 
teams met minimaal twee respondenten zijn geanalyseerd, bestaat de 
uiteindelijke steekproef uit 40 teams met een respons van 49,3 procent. Verder 
werden in 2007 vier projectmanagers geïnterviewd: van elk project één manager 
van het hoger management en één manager van het middelmanagement. 
 

Op lokaal niveau staat teamperformance (effectiviteit en efficiëntie) centraal. 
Zoals hierboven is aangegeven, wordt de teameffectiviteit gemeten door middel 
van één aspect – de kwaliteit: is er voldaan aan de productspecificaties en -eisen? 
Teamefficiëntie daarentegen wordt gemeten door middel van twee aspecten die te 
maken hebben met het vasthouden aan de gemaakte planning en het geplande 
budget. De betrouwbaarheid van de laatste maatstaf werd getest door middel van 
Cronbachs alfa. Omdat deze meer dan 0,70 was, is de integriteit van het concept 
goed (Nunnally, 1978). Daarnaast werden deze twee componenten van 
effectiviteit en efficiëntie door middel van een factoranalyse geëxtraheerd. 
Daardoor kunnen ze apart worden onderzocht. 
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Teamperformance wordt bestudeerd als afhankelijk van de communicatie 
tussen de leden van het team (intrateam) en van de communicatie met de andere 
teams van het MOMT-project (extrateam) (cf. Hoegl et al., 2004; Hoegl en 
Weinkauf, 2005; Keller, 1994; Souder en Moenaert, 1992). Omdat er niet één 
communicatiemethode is die het beste is en niet alle communicatiemethoden 
altijd even succesvol zijn, moeten verschillende communicatievariabelen worden 
onderzocht. Naar verwachting verschilt hun invloed voor de 
teamperformancedimensies die worden onderzocht. Op basis van de 
informatieverwerkingstheorie worden er hypothesen geformuleerd over de 
invloeden van relevante variabelen voor probleemoplossende intrateam- en 
extrateamcommunicatie met betrekking tot teameffectiviteit en teamefficiëntie in 
MOMT-projecten.  

Vanwege de grote complexiteit in het NPD-proces is er een grote mate van 
onzekerheid, die kan worden verminderd door intensieve communicatie 
(Galbraith, 1973) – gezamenlijke probleemoplossing en besluitvorming – maar 
die ook effectieve leiderschapsfuncties vereist (Bell en Kozlowski, 2002; 
Tushman, 1979). In dit onderzoek verwijst de intensieve workflow in het 
niet-routinematige probleemoplossingproces naar het aantal keren dat er moet 
worden gecommuniceerd (frequentie) om (tijdige) toegang te hebben tot de 
informatie die nodig is voor gezamenlijke probleemoplossing en naar hoe de 
nieuwe ontwerpproblemen creatief worden opgelost via interactie (onenigheid 
over taken). Effectieve leiderschapsfuncties verwijzen naar de coördinatie van 
het probleemoplossingproces versus de betrokkenheid bij dat proces – hierbij 
worden verschillende teamleiderrollen in MOMT-projecten vertegenwoordigd. 
Naast de klassieke rol van teamleiders als ‘managers’ die het 
probleemoplossingproces alleen coördineren onder hun teamleden 
(‘procespromotor’), zijn ook ‘hoofddeskundigen’ belangrijk die volledig bij dat 
proces betrokken zijn en hun gespecialiseerde expertise bijdragen 
(‘technologiepromotor’).  

Intrateamcommunicatie wordt door middel van alle drie de variabelen – de 
frequentie, de teamleiderrol en onenigheid over taken – bestudeerd, terwijl 
extrateamcommunicatie alleen wordt bestudeerd door middel van de frequentie, 
omdat de belangrijkste probleemoplossende activiteit binnen de teams hoort 
plaats te vinden – een reden voor een multiteamaanpak. 

Deze communicatievariabelen zijn zodanig als hypothese aangenomen dat ze 
afhankelijk zijn van een systematische aanpak. De probleemoplossende 
communicatie wordt door middel van verschillende systematische 
ontwerpprincipes gestructureerd en gefaciliteerd. Hiërarchische taakontleding, 
systematische variatie (creatieve nieuwe combinaties van bestaande oplossingen) 
en ‘acceptabele’ oplossingen (na een redelijke termijn een bevredigende 
oplossing kiezen) worden gedefinieerd als relevante principes van een 
systematische ontwerpaanpak binnen MOMT-projecten (cf. Leenders et al., 
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2007). Het hiërarchisch ontleden van de taak – waarbij de mate van onderlinge 
taakafhankelijkheid wordt vastgesteld – vermindert vooral de noodzaak tot 
communicatie tussen teams, terwijl systematische variatie en acceptabele 
oplossingen het probleemoplossingproces binnen teams faciliteren.  

Enquêtegegevens zijn gebruikt om de hypothesen te testen. De 
betrouwbaarheid van deze gegevens werd getest door middel van de Inter-Rater 
Reliability (IRR: James et al., 1984) binnen de groep om te zien of de 
respondenten binnen één team gelijk scoorden (IRR > 0,70). Van 
netwerkgegevens (communicatiefrequentie en de mate van onderlinge 
taakafhankelijkheid) werd de wederzijdsheid of gemeenschappelijkheid 
geanalyseerd, om te zien of teamleden of teams de onderlinge relaties hetzelfde 
waarderen (Wasserman en Faust, 1990). Verder werden voor een meer 
diepgaande analyse de kwalitatieve gegevens van teamleden complementair 
toegepast. 
 

Op mondiaal niveau wordt de invloed op projectperformance van de 
communicatie tussen alle teams (interteam) binnen het MOMT-project 
bestudeerd (cf. Chiu, 2002; O’Sullivan, 2003; Sosa et al., 2004). Net als voor 
extrateamcommunicatie worden hier alleen de communicatiefrequentie en de 
afhankelijkheid hiervan van de mate van onderlinge taakafhankelijkheid, zoals 
gedefinieerd door taakontleding, bestudeerd. 

Deze relaties worden geanalyseerd op twee meetpunten (2005 en 2007) zodat 
er betrouwbaardere preliminaire conclusies kunnen worden getrokken. Het 
gebruik van gegevens van managers van zowel het hoger management als het 
middelmanagement biedt verschillende perspectieven met betrekking tot het hele 
project. Daarnaast waren er voor het eerste meetpunt gegevens beschikbaar van 
enquêtes en interviews met teamleiders. Deze driehoeksmeting (dat wil zeggen, 
het gebruik van meerdere informatiebronnen en methoden) ondersteunt de 
bevindingen van het onderzoek – het verbeteren van de validiteit en 
betrouwbaarheid van het onderzoek (Yin, 1989) – en zorgt ervoor dat er een zo 
compleet mogelijk beeld is – dat de contextuele complexiteit vastlegt (Benbasat 
et al., 1987). 

De resultaten op dit mondiale niveau worden vergeleken met die van de 
communicatie tussen teams op het lokale niveau (extrateam) – als verklarende en 
afhankelijke variabele – om te zien of er vergelijkbare invloeden zijn.  
 
Resultaten 

De hypothesen over relaties op lokaal niveau worden getest door middel van 
meervoudige regressie. Elke hypothese wordt apart getest, waarbij het 
significantieniveau tot 10 procent wordt verlaagd vanwege de kleine steekproef. 

Omdat het uitwisselen en verwerken van informatie veel tijd en inspanning 
kost, wordt een over het algemeen negatievere invloed van probleemoplossende 
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communicatie op teamefficiëntie dan op teameffectiviteit verwacht en ook 
gevonden – maar alleen binnen teams. Zeer frequente intrateamcommunicatie 
heeft een negatieve invloed op teamefficiëntie. Dit geldt tot op zekere hoogte ook 
voor de mate van onenigheid over taken. Maar een zeer hoge frequentie – veel 
discussies in het probleemoplossingproces – heeft een positieve invloed omdat er 
oplossingen van hoge kwaliteit kunnen worden gevonden waarvoor meestal geen 
of minder duur en tijdrovend meerwerk nodig is. Als de teamleden en de 
teamleider voor acceptabele oplossingen kiezen in het proces van 
oplossingsselectie, is er onderling minder onenigheid over taken omdat de 
oplossingen zijn geselecteerd op basis van productspecificaties en 
organisatorische aspecten (tijd en budget).  

Als we kijken naar de teamleiderrol in het probleemoplossingproces binnen het 
team, dan zijn zowel teams die worden geleid door een manager als teams die 
worden geleid door een hoofddeskundige effectiever dan teams die worden 
geleid door een leider met een hybride rol. De manager faciliteert het 
probleemoplossingproces volgens productspecificaties en -eisen, terwijl de 
hoofddeskundige zijn gespecialiseerde kennis inbrengt. Als er minder onderlinge 
taakafhankelijkheden onder de teamleden zijn, vervult de teamleider meer de rol 
van manager om de onderlinge informatiestroom te faciliteren. Ze moeten samen 
de toegewezen ontwerptaken van het team oplossen, want hun elkaar aanvullende 
kennis is de reden waarom zij aan het team zijn toegewezen. De teamleider 
stimuleert het probleemoplossingproces als oplossingen vooral creatief worden 
gevonden of worden gecreëerd door middel van systematische variatie op 
bestaande oplossingen. Maar als deze twee technieken samen worden toegepast, 
fungeert de teamleider als een hoofddeskundige die zijn expertise inbrengt om 
samen intuïtief en systematisch nieuwe oplossingen te vinden. 

Tussen teams heeft zeer frequente communicatie een negatievere invloed op 
teamperformance dan intrateamcommunicatie: er is een lineaire negatieve 
invloed op zowel de teameffectiviteit als de teamefficiëntie. Hoe meer teams met 
andere teams communiceren, hoe lager hun performance. Deze behoefte aan 
frequente extrateamcommunicatie wordt beïnvloed door de mate van onderlinge 
taakafhankelijkheid die een team heeft met andere teams binnen het 
MOMT-project. 
 

In een casestudy wordt getest of de invloeden die zijn gevonden voor de 
extrateamrelaties en de teamperformance ook aanwezig zijn op het mondiale 
niveau. Net als voor teamperformance geldt dat ook projectperformance wordt 
gemeten door middel van effectiviteit en efficiëntie. Naar verwachting wordt de 
negatieve invloed van frequente communicatie tussen teams op performance pas 
gevonden nadat de gemiddelde communicatiefrequentie is overschreden. Dit 
geeft aan dat er een omgekeerde u-vormige relatie is met effectiviteit en 
efficiëntie; dit kon echter niet worden getest omdat er maar twee cases waren. 
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Een gemiddelde interteamcommunicatie is belangrijk voor de effectiviteit van 
een project. In deze interactie worden passende verzamelingen van 
suboplossingen van de verschillende teams gevonden om te voldoen aan de 
specificaties en eisen van het totale product. Deze probleemoplossende 
communicatie moet echter niet te frequent zijn, omdat teams dan kunnen worden 
overgenomen door de eisen van andere teams. 

Voor projectefficiëntie is zelfs een iets frequentere communicatie naar 
verwachting positief. Belangrijke informatie over bijvoorbeeld potentiële 
wijzigingen kan sneller worden overgedragen aan de verschillende teams die hier 
mogelijk door worden getroffen, waardoor het risico van tijdrovend en kostbaar 
herontwerp wordt verkleind. Ook in dit geval is zeer frequente 
interteamcommunicatie negatief – in dit geval als gevolg van een teveel aan 
informatie. 

De positieve invloed van de mate van onderlinge taakafhankelijkheid tussen 
teams op hun communicatiefrequentie wordt ook op mondiaal niveau 
aangetroffen. Hoe hoger de mate van onderlinge taakafhankelijkheid onder alle 
teams, hoe hoger de frequentie van interteamcommunicatie. Het ontleden van 
MOMT-projecten in verschillende (sub)subsystemen leidt echter tot segmentatie 
van die interteamcommunicatie, waarbij de hoogste communicatiefrequentie 
plaatsvindt binnen het (sub)subsysteem in plaats van tussen deze systemen. Het is 
gebleken dat de mate van onderlinge taakafhankelijkheid, en dus de 
communicatiefrequentie, het hoogst is binnen teams, gevolgd door tussen teams 
in hetzelfde (sub)subsysteem en daarna tussen (sub)subsystemen. 
 
Wanneer de twee analyseniveaus worden vergeleken, zijn er verschillende 
mechanismen. Ook op lokaal niveau werden er verschillen gevonden tussen de 
intrateam- en extrateamrelaties. Dit betekent dat relaties die op het ene niveau 
worden gevonden niet eenvoudig kunnen worden vertaald naar een ander niveau. 
Wat voor teams geldt, geldt niet noodzakelijkerwijs voor het hele project. 
 
 

Gevolgtrekkingen 

Op basis van de resultaten waarmee de drie onderzoeksvragen moeten worden 
beantwoord, was het mogelijk om te voldoen aan de onderzoeksdoelstelling: 
meer kennis verkrijgen over de invloeden op de performance binnen en van 
MOMT-projecten – het succesvolle team- en projectperformance. Er kunnen 
zowel theoretische als praktische gevolgtrekkingen worden getrokken. 
 

In theorie blijkt dat een gemiddelde communicatiefrequentie binnen teams 
essentieel is voor de teamperformance en dat dit tussen teams essentieel is voor 
de performance van een MOMT-project. Dergelijke omgekeerde u-vormige 
invloeden zijn ook gevonden in recente NPD-onderzoeken (bijvoorbeeld 
Leenders et al., 2003, 2007; Patrashkova et al., 2003; Patrashkova en McComb, 
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2004). In tegenstelling tot de informatieverwerkingstheorie moet bij toenemende 
complexiteit – dat wil zeggen, een toenemende behoefte aan 
informatieverwerking om inherente onzekerheid te verminderen – de 
communicatiefrequentie niet lineair toenemen voor een goede performance. 

Binnen en tussen teams zijn er duidelijke invloeden van de 
communicatievariabelen op effectiviteit en efficiëntie, die benadrukken dat de 
differentiële eisen voor informatieverwerking effectief versus efficiënt moeten 
zijn. Daarom moet de informatieverwerkingstheorie worden aangevuld met een 
contingentieaanpak. Aangezien performancedimensies vaak van elkaar 
verschillen, moet performance niet worden onderzocht als een totale 
performancevariabele, omdat op die manier relaties tussen onderling afhankelijke 
variabelen en de afzonderlijke performancedimensies verborgen zouden kunnen 
blijven (Keller, 1994).  

Wanneer het lokale en het mondiale niveau – intrateam en extrateam en 
teamperformance versus interteam en projectperformance – worden vergeleken, 
dan zijn er verschillende mechanismen. Terwijl bijvoorbeeld frequente 
communicatie tussen teams negatief is voor de teamperformance, is dit naar 
verwachting tot op zekere hoogte positief voor de projectperformance. Omdat 
communicatie kan worden gestructureerd en gefaciliteerd door middel van een 
systematische ontwerpaanpak, is er een indirecte invloed van systematische 
ontwerpprincipes op performance – zoals theoretisch besproken door Leenders 
en collega’s (2007). Met de informatieverwerkingstheorie kunnen relaties voor 
het ene niveau niet worden afgeleid van een ander niveau. Ze moeten individueel 
worden onderzocht om de niveauspecifieke mechanismen zichtbaar te maken. 
 

Als gevolg van de verschillende invloeden op lokaal en mondiaal niveau, moeten 
de praktische gevolgtrekkingen voor de verschillende niveaus apart worden 
besproken.  

Binnen teams hebben een zeer kleine mate en een zeer grote mate van 
onenigheid over taken een positieve invloed op de teamperformance. Afhankelijk 
van de aard van de taak moet in zeer beperkte mate of in zeer grote mate gebruik 
worden gemaakt van acceptabele oplossingen (die een negatieve invloed hebben 
op onenigheid over taken): dat wil zeggen, meer routinetaken versus 
niet-routinematige taken. Teamleiders die fungeren als manager of 
hoofddeskundige hebben een positieve invloed op de teameffectiviteit, terwijl 
noch een volledige rol als manager, noch een volledige rol als hoofddeskundige 
tot minder effectiviteit leidt. Er moet dus een perfecte balans zijn tussen beide 
teamleiderrollen, die bijvoorbeeld kan worden bereikt door twee personen samen 
een team te laten leiden.  

Een team kan alleen goed presteren als de communicatie met andere teams 
wordt verminderd door het project zodanig te structureren dat teams niet veel 
onderlinge taakafhankelijkheden hebben met andere teams, maar vooral met de 
teams binnen hetzelfde (sub)subsysteem. Er moet een gemiddelde 
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communicatiefrequentie zijn tussen de teams van verschillende 
(sub)subsystemen omdat ze het complexe nieuwe product moeten ontwikkelen in 
een samenwerkingsverband dat het MOMT-project goed kan uitvoeren. 
 

Dit onderzoek draagt bij aan het opvullen van het hiaat in de literatuur over de 
performance van complexe NPD-projecten. In dit onderzoek is aangetoond dat, 
hoewel systematische ontwerpprincipes kunnen worden toegepast om met 
complexiteit om te gaan, complexe NPD- en MOMT-projecten niet kunnen 
worden vereenvoudigd. Het zijn complexe systemen met veel interacties die 
succesvol moeten worden gemanaged.  
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